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Abstract

Akinwale Akinjide Akinyemi 

Modelling and Evaluation of Performance, Security and Database Management 

Trade-offs in Cloud Computing Platforms 

An investigation into quantitative modelling and simulation analysis of ‘optimal’ 

performance, security and database management trade-offs in Cloud Computing 

Platforms (CCPs), based on Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and a three-tier 

combined metrics. 

Keywords: Performance, security, database management, cloud computing, stochastic 

activity networks, trade-offs. 

A framework for the quantitative analysis of performance, security and database 

management within a network system (e.g. a cloud computing platform) is presented 

within this research. Our study provides a methodology for modelling and 

quantitatively generating significant metrics needed in the evaluation of a network 

system. To narrow this research, a study is carried-out  into the quantitative modelling 

and analysis of performance, security and database management trade-offs in cloud 

computing platforms, based on Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and combined 

metrics. 

Cloud computing is an innovative distributed computing archetypal based on the 

infrastructure of the internet providing computational power, application, storage and 

infrastructure services. Security mechanisms such as: batch rekeying, intrusion 

detection, encryption/decryption or security protocols come at the expense of 

performance and computing resources consumption. Furthermore, database 

management processing also has an adverse effect on performance especially in the 

presence of big data. Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) that offer synchronisation, 
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timeliness and parallelism are proposed for the modelling and quantitative evaluations 

of ‘optimal’ trade-offs involving performance, security and database management. 

Performance modelling and analysis of computer network systems has mostly been 

considered of utmost importance. Quantification of performance for a while has been 

assessed using stochastic models with a rising interest in the quantification of security 

stochastic modelling being applied to security problems. Quantitative techniques that 

includes analytical valuations founded on queuing theory, discrete-event simulations 

and correlated approximations have been utilised in the examination of performance. 

Security suffers from the point that no interpretations can be made in an optimal case. 

The most consequential security metrics are in analogy with reliability metrics. 

The express rate at which data grows increases the prominence for research into the 

design and development of cloud computing models that manages the workload 

intensity and are suitable for data exploration. Handling big data especially within 

cloud computing is a resource consuming, time-demanding and challenging task that 

necessitates titanic computational infrastructures to endorse successful data 

exploration. 

We present an improved Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) by adding a new 

security state (Failed/Freeze state). The presence of this new security state signifies a 

security position of the computing network system were the implemented security 

countermeasures cannot handle the security attacks and the system fails completely. 

In a more sophisticated security system, when the security countermeasure(s) cannot 

in any form categorise the security attack, the network system is moved to the 

Failed/Freeze security state. At this security state, the network system can only resume 

operation when restored by the system administrator. 

In this study, we propose a cloud computing system model, defined security 

countermeasures and evaluated the optimisation problems for the trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management using SANs formalism. We 

designed, modelled and implemented dependency within our presented security 

system, developing interaction within the security countermeasures using our 

proposed Security Group Communication System (SGCS). The choice of Petri-Nets 
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enables the understanding and capturing of specified metrics at different stages of the 

proposed cloud computing model. 

In this thesis, an overview of cloud computing including its classification and services 

is presented in conjunction with a review of existing works of literature. Subsequently, 

a methodology is proposed for the quantitative analysis of our proposed cloud 

computing model of performance-security-database trade-offs using Möbius 

simulator. Additionally, numerical experiments with relevant interpretations are 

presented and appropriate interpretations are made. We identified that there are system 

parameters that can be used to optimise the presented abstract combined metrics but 

they are optimal for neither performance or security or database management 

independently. Founded on the proposed quantitative simulation model framework, 

reliable numerical experiments were observed and indicated scope for further 

extensions of this work. For example, the use of Machine Learning (ML) or Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) in the predictive and prevention aspects of the security systems. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.0 Introduction  

Cloud Computing 

The significantly increasing success, development and incessant improvement of the 

internet’s processing and storage mechanisms as led to the reduction in price of 

computing resources and have made them more powerful and universally available 

[1]. This occurrence has enabled the development of Cloud Computing (a computing 

model that delivers computational resources such as storage, applications, services, 

hardwares and softwares through the internet in an on-demand manner). 

Cloud computing has developed to become the new standard for accommodating and 

conveying services via the internet [1]. It delivers astonishing flexible computing 

resources, offering boundless economic advantages in Information Technology (IT). 

Cloud computing provides computing and its resources as a utility, making software 

attractive as a service. It defines methods for the development, procuring and 

implementation of information technology hardware. Both the applications or services 

delivered via the internet, including the software and hardware held within the data 

centres, constitutes to the structure of a cloud computing system [2]. Cloud computing 

empowers users with the ability to enjoy computational power, speed, store data 

remotely, access applications from a distributed pool of useful computing resources 

and experience on-demand outstanding Quality of Service (QoS); directly fulfilling 

the desire of having computing as a utility. 

Recent cloud computing infrastructure contain services which are presented and 

distributed via service (data) centres and could be accessed anywhere, from a web 

browser [3] through the use of virtual machines. The frontend and backend are the two 

most significant components of the cloud computing architecture: the frontend 

represents the gateway to the cloud, which includes interfaces and software 

components required in connecting to the cloud platform using remote client 

applications; while the backend represents the functionalities within the cloud 
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computing platform, which includes utilities that manage the request queue, virtual 

machines, storage servers with database systems, application servers, etc.  

There are several momentous areas of research within cloud computing but the 

following are that of noteworthy standing in recent times: (a) Reliability of services 

within the cloud computing platform (b) Security with regards to how data is kept 

secured and safe during the request and delivery of services within the cloud platform 

(c) Efficiency (performance) in the delivery of services within the cloud computing 

environment (d) The ‘optimal’ trade-off between key elements (e.g. performance, 

security and database management) of the cloud computing architectures. These areas 

are significant in the analysis of QoS (Quality of Service); QoS is an important 

parameter used in determining quality of the cloud platform and also used in defining 

the success of the cloud computing system. Commercial success of any cloud 

computing system is centred on the proficiency in providing guaranteed QoS and the 

competence to attain every target defined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) [4]. 

Performance and Security

Performance has always been considered an important characteristic in the analysis 

and evaluation of any computing system. Response time and throughput are classic 

examples of performance metrics. With the response time of any system having a 

theoretical optimal case of zero and therefore, can be compared with zero. With 

regards to Quality of Service (QoS), performance metrics remains key for its analysis. 

QoS has been a significant issue which started remarkably when service providers 

began using cloud computing centres in delivering services. Several research has been 

accomplished with the use of queuing theory for the analysis of performance within 

cloud computing platforms and significant performance indicators, such as response 

time (RT) had been obtained. Most research had evaluated performance within the 

cloud computing systems with the use of a single server for servicing consumer’s 

requests. Subsequently, further research has been performed were multiple Virtual 

Machines (VMs) are implemented which are then managed by the CMS (Content 

Management System) to service consumer’s requests [5]. The focus in recent years 

has been in the performance analysis of cloud computing centres. The complexity 

exhibited by cloud computing platforms makes its performance difficult to model and 

analyse [6]. In [7][8], they made contributions of service requests been divided into 
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subtasks and went further to carry out their examinations having these requests (tasks) 

and subtasks assigned to the servers; occupying all the server resources. In cloud 

computing, the requests and/or subtasks are assigned and served by the VMs and 

several machines could share the same physical server [5]. 

Security on the other hand, suffers from the fact that no observations can be made in 

an optimal case. The most meaningful security metrics are in analogy with reliability 

metrics and they include: the time within attacks or time between failures, time taken 

to recover from the attack or repair time, the number of security breaches or system 

failures until a certain period in time and many more [9] [10]. 

Database Management System (Big Data)

A database can be defined as an integrated collection of related data (a collection of 

facts and figures). A database management system (DBMS) is therefore a software 

application designed to create, administer, maintain and utilise the database. Database 

Management System (DBMS) development and implementation has grown 

significantly over the years. The optimisation, scalability, size, fault tolerability and 

efficiency of the database management systems are research areas that are constantly 

under examination, especially with introduction of big data (i.e. enormous data) 

exploration. [11] delivers comprehensive information on DBMS. 

Tackling big data especially within cloud computing is a time-demanding and 

challenging task which requires huge computational infrastructures to certify 

successful data analysis and processing [12]. Some of the challenges of big data within 

cloud computing include: scalability, data integrity, data quality, data security, data 

transformation, data volume and many more. The constant increase in the volume of 

data captured by organisations, such as data from social media, multimedia, Internet 

of Things (IoT), online trading and many more, has produced a tremendous flow of 

unstructured and structured data formats [12]. Data creation is continually occurring 

at a record rate and such huge amount of data received and/or stored are referred to as 

big data. Big data is simply data that is huge, challenging to store, manage and process. 

It refers to a technique associated with data mining [13] and is significantly 

characterised into three aspects: (i) the data cannot be characterised into regular 

relational databases (ii) numerous data  (iii) the data are produced, captured and 
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processed promptly. Big data is constantly being used to transform and improve 

various areas within the society. Such areas include: healthcare, engineering, science, 

business, finance and social communications. The major challenge of big data analysis 

is the rapid rate at which the data grows, thus exceeding the ability for researchers to 

develop and design appropriate cloud computing systems for data exploration and to 

handle the intensive workload [12]. Significantly, the volume of the data (big data) has 

an effect on performance, which relatively affects the level of security within the cloud 

computing systems. There are challenges developed as a result of big data in cloud 

computing which must be addressed to guarantee the success of data management 

solutions within the cloud platforms. The institution of big data evaluation within 

cloud computing is a modern development. The stratagem of storage-as-a-service 

within cloud computing resolves the issues of storage and enables big data analysis. 

Performance vs Security vs Database management Trade-off

A trade-off signifies a situation that encompasses losing a feature or quality with an 

intention of gaining another quality or feature [9]. The trade-off between network 

security, performance and database management indicates that they can be measured 

and signifies the following: an effect on performance will have an effect on both 

security and database management, an effect on security will have an effect on both 

performance and database management, and an effect on database management 

processes will have an effect on both performance and security. The volume of data 

(big data) will considerably affect the stability, reliability, performance, security and 

database management processes of the cloud computing system. The larger the data, 

the slower the cloud computing system. Consequently, more effort will be required of 

the security mechanisms to secure the system, thereby making the system more prone 

to security attacks. In a cloud computing system, to increase its overall performance 

there would be a reduction in the security level (e.g. less complicated 

encryption/decryption key) and a consideration of the database management system as 

its workload would be increased. An ‘optimal’ trade-off of the cloud system would 

involve the evaluation of performance, security and database management parameters. 

It is important to state that one of the contributions of this research is the presentation 

of a methodology for quantitatively analysing and evaluating the entirety of any 

network system. To showcase our proposed methodology, we have chosen a structure 
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of a cloud computing system and have selected three distinctive areas for analysis. In 

providing a foundation and proceeding to offer a more generalised action 

(understanding) for analysing the trade-off between performance, security and 

database management in cloud computing systems. With regards to big data, we 

present a model consisting of three distinctive parts: performance, security and 

database management (DBM). We demonstrate how to formulate measures that 

include the three segments (performance, security and database management) and 

‘optimise’ the trade-off between them. 

A suitable metric should be measurable, define an optimal value that could be equated 

with to critique the observed metric, and should reflect the process or consumer 

requirements [14]. Quantification and analysis of security has only recently attracted 

more attention, and although some preliminary conceptual work had been distributed 

decades ago, stern model based assessment of security mechanisms have only been 

presented recently [9]. In order to proceed to a more generalised solution of 

performance-security-database trade-offs in cloud computing systems, we have 

presented a standardised model consisting of a security mechanism section, 

performance analysis of the entire system and distinctly measuring the performance of 

the database management system. Although, the security of a processing system or the 

performance of the security mechanisms has been examined, we are initiating a new 

perspicuous approach and explanation for the combination of network security, 

performance and database management system within cloud computing platforms, 

specifically with the involvement of big data. These combinations yields interesting 

trade-offs and instigates similar models like the combination of performance, fault-

tolerance and dependability (identified as performability) [9]. 

1.1 Problem Definition and Motivation 

Performance, security and database management especially the attachment of big data 

in cloud computing platforms are extremely important when accessing the systems 

effectiveness and in delivering SLA’s. We understand that performance and security 

trade-off analysis is a weighty area of research as there are more in-depth areas to be 

discovered. However, the increasing development of network systems e.g. cloud 
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computing platforms has warranted the need to consider other aspects which could 

impact the systems productivity. Most known literature focuses on evaluating 

performance or security, with few existing works on performance and security trade-

off analysis. Hence, our research models and evaluates quantitatively the ‘optimal’ 

performance, security and database management trade-offs in cloud computing 

platforms using Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and the optimisation of 

combined metrics. 

Services, infrastructure, computation, storage and big data exploration are provided 

within cloud computing platforms and are delegated via the internet. The transfer of 

data and information via the internet requires security, the data processing time for 

such data to be stored or retrieved from the database system, and the time taken in the 

delivery of both the request and information is determined by the systems 

performance. These warrants the evaluation and analysis of performance, security and 

database management trade-offs within cloud computing systems a significant area of 

research.

Evaluating the trade-off between performance and security to yield an ‘optimal’ 

system is a substantial area of research and has been investigated in many network 

systems such as: Robotic Ad hoc Networks (RANETs), Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

(MANETs), etc. The implementation of security mechanisms has effects on the system 

performance and the time taken to retrieve or store big data. The data management 

processes affect the systems performance and can cause system degradation. Trade-

off is of great importance especially within modern systems (most specifically systems 

that solely relies and require the internet to function) that are subject to requirements 

in areas of security, performance and database management. The introduction of big 

data and its processing within cloud computing platforms creates certain challenges 

with regards to resources, infrastructure, security mechanisms, database management 

systems, data centre size, costs and many more. 

The trade-off between performance and security has been examined only for specific 

scenarios and for a single node [9] [15]. The process of analysing quantitatively 

multiple components of an entire system (e.g. the cloud computing system) and 

presenting combined quantitative system metrics using Stochastic Activity Networks 
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(SANs) has not yet been presented. The rapid rate at which data grows increases the 

prominence for researchers to design and develop cloud computing models that 

manages the workload intensity and are appropriate for data exploration. Recently, the 

quantification of security has increased research attention and minimal amount of 

published work has been done for thoughtful model-based evaluation of security 

mechanisms [9]. 

Central to this research is to establish an ‘optimal’ performance, security and database 

management trade-off within a proposed model of a cloud computing architecture. The 

proposed cloud computing model is made up of components that must be found in an 

archetypal cloud computing system. Within the proposed cloud computing system; 

security refers to how data, information and infrastructures are kept safe during the 

request and delivery of services; performance signifies the efficiency, accuracy and 

time management of service delivery; and database management represents the 

definition, manipulation, retrieval and management of data within the cloud database. 

The involvement of big data and powerful computing done via the internet has 

contributed in making the analysis of performance, security and database management 

within cloud computing an important research topic. 

A secure and efficient cloud computing system that handles consumer big data 

proficiently could effectively improve the relationship and trust between consumers 

and service providers. A comprehensive technique that clarifies what has been done in 

preventing and reducing threats within the cloud computing platform in relation to the 

services delivered might improve the usage and acceptance of cloud computing 

amongst information technology community and consumers. The notion and 

proclamation of many cloud computing service providers to provide scalable, available 

and pronounced level of data management, performance and security that contributes 

to QoS can be questioned based on performance, security and data handling issues 

within cloud computing platforms [4] [12] [13] [16]. Significant acknowledgement 

and attention has been given to cost and energy efficiency; performance and resource 

management in cloud computing platforms and have yielded to the increase in research 

numbers. There exist a few mentions in the research analysis of the trade-off between 

performance and security within cloud computing platforms [6], with minimal 

research contributions that evaluates the trade-offs of the three entities (performance, 
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security and database management). There is crucial need for research in the 

evaluation of ‘optimal’ trade-offs between network security, performance and 

database management system within cloud computing platforms taking significant 

consideration of big data processing. The optimisation of such system would yield a 

secure and efficient cloud computing system with outstanding data management. 

Minimal research has been done in the quantification of security within a singular node 

but diminutive attention has been given to the quantification of security within an 

entire network system e.g. cloud computing system. Model based techniques for 

quantification analysis for an entire system are still rare but making waves and are in 

the early stages of development. 

There is also a research need to fill, which is the necessity to implement dependency 

among security mechanisms or countermeasures so as to be aware of the presence of 

vulnerability and/or security threat within the network system. A technique for 

maintaining knowledge of the security states of the entire network system is required. 

Dependency within the security measures has been implemented within this thesis 

using our proposed Security Group Communication System (SGCS). In our proposed 

SGCS, the security controller (Staple) sub-model operates as the communication hub 

between the security countermeasures, making them aware of the security state of the 

entire system.  

The motivation of this research work is to present a framework for quantitatively 

evaluating any network system. To establish this, we present the modelling and 

analysis of an ‘optimised’ hybrid system i.e. a method for quantitatively analysing the 

‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, security and database management 

processing within a cloud computing network system. For comprehensive analysis of 

the proposed cloud computing model and to contribute towards the study of tackling 

dependency amongst components of a network system, we offer a technique for 

handling dependency. We tackled dependency within the security mechanisms of our 

proposed cloud system using the SGCS. This is a first of its kind research as no three-

tier (i.e. performance, security and database management processing) quantitative 

modelling and analysis has ever been presented within this research field. We offer 

this by implementing a simulation-based modelling technique due to its flexibility, 

synchronisation and generalisation capabilities. Using stochastic modelling 
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formalism, we present a cloud computing model that capture realistic interconnection 

between performance, security and database management processing. Our empirical 

methodology employs the ‘optimal’ combined metrics of system performance, 

security and database management processing, thereby rendering a more improved 

optimisation and quantitative modelling in this research area. Plausible and realistic 

numerical experiments have been done based on the proposed cloud computing 

simulation modelling framework, which indicates the scope for further advancements 

and work extensions for the development of more comprehensive systems. 

1.1.1 Research Advantages 

1. Presentation of a stochastic quantitative modelling technique for analysing and 

evaluating an entire network system (e.g. cloud computing network system). 

2. Examining the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, security and 

database management processing of an elaborate cloud computing model. 

Considering the impact of big data to produce an improved Database 

Management (DBM) process and an ‘optimised’ cloud computing system. A 

first of its kind research in the quantitative modelling and analysis of the 

selected three fundamental entities (i.e. performance, security and database 

management) within a cloud computing platform. 

3. Modelling behaviours of security threats, database management systems and 

database control mechanisms to tackle bottlenecks. Measuring relationships 

between performance, security and database management processes to include 

performance implications of the system with regards to the security elements, 

big data management and capture significant computing system metrics. 

4. We considered dependency among security countermeasures by implementing 

a Security Group Communication System (SGCS). Thus, providing security 

countermeasures awareness of the security state of the entire cloud computing 

system. 

5. Implementing a simulation-based modelling and analysis methodology to 

identity the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between security, system and database 
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performance of a cloud computing platform subject to the impact of big data 

and Virtual Machines (VMs) allocation. 

6. All 4 Stochastic Activity Network (SAN) atomic models (i.e. the security 

system model, the VM Processing Server model, the database system model 

and the output server model) of the proposed cloud computing model was 

demonstrated as independent entities and integrated using the composition 

technique. Thereby providing the possibilities of individual model analysis 

including possible sub-models and possibly the implementation of 

decomposition technique [17] [18].

7. Realistic quantitative model and analysis of a cloud computing system with the 

interaction of the system components or sub-models. Enabling access to the 

security system (SGCS) functions for the other sub-models. 

8. Introduced the improvement of the Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) 

by adding a new security state (Failed/Freeze State). The inclusion of this new 

security state indicates a security position of the system were the implemented 

security countermeasures cannot handle the security attacks and the system 

fails completely. At the Failed/Freeze security state, the only way back for the 

system is to be restored by the administrator.  

9. We carried out our analysis using a state-of-the-art simulator – Möbius. Future 

research could be to consider the analysis of our proposed model using other 

computing simulators for result comparisons. Other simulators include: Open 

Nebula, Nimbus and Eucalyptus. 

10. Since the 4 Stochastic Activity Network (SAN) atomic models are developed 

autonomously and integrated using composition technique, future research 

could be  carrying out further analysis of our proposed computing model using 

the decomposition technique proposed by [17] [18] [19] [20]. 
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1.2 Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this research is to present an examination into the modelling, analysis and 

discrete-event simulation of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between network security, 

performance and database management in computing networks (a case study of the 

cloud computing system) using Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and combined 

metrics for quantitative evaluation. In realising the aim, we ultimately propose a 

framework for quantitatively analysing an entire network system and assessing 

specified system parameter trade-offs using stochastic quantitative modelling 

techniques. 

The following are the research objectives: 

a. To conduct critical and extensive literature review of performance, security 

and database management independently and within the Cloud Computing 

Platforms (CCPs). 

b. Gathering knowledge on the independent analysis and examination of 

performance, security, and database management.  

c. Learning and understanding the state-of-the-art in the required tools and 

techniques that are currently used. 

d. Using analytical techniques for the analysis of the trade-off between the stated 

three entities within the cloud computing platforms. 

e. Identify and critically review appropriate methodologies to be used for the 

analysis. 

f. Designing and developing a hybrid (combination of security, performance and 

database system) cloud computing network model with the inclusion of 

analysing big data. 

g. Understanding the concept of dependency and congregating knowledge on 

group communication techniques. 

h. Implementing the concept of dependency within the proposed cloud computing 

model. 
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i. Evaluation of the proposed hybrid cloud computing network model. 

j. Results presentation and discussions. 

1.3 Published papers and contributions to thesis

The following are the published papers that have provided momentous information, 

contributing to the progress of this research:

1. A. A. Akinyemi and D. D. Kouvatsos, ‘’Optimal’ Performance, Security and 

Database Management Trade-offs in Cloud Computing platforms’, in 35th UK 

Performance Engineering Workshop (UKPEW), University of Leeds, UK, 

Dec. 2019, pp. 86–105 [21]. 

A study into the quantitative modelling and simulation analysis of the trade-

offs between performance, security and database management in Cloud 

Computing Platforms (CCPs) using Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and 

optimised combinational metrics is presented within this paper. The presented 

paper is based on our research and we offered certain aspects of this thesis 

within the paper. An improved cloud computing model to that presented in [4] 

is presented and we carried-out the cloud computing model design, 

implementation and analysis using a more suitable approach in contrast to [22]. 

The model was improved by revising the suggestion made in [4], in which the 

Database Server (DS) was designed to process data requests and subsequently 

respond to the users via the Output Server (OS). Our enhancement 

recommended output from the DS goes to the Processing Server (PS) for 

handling before being sent to the OS and also included the implementation of 

security mechanisms (e.g. Encryption and Decryption Servers). Our 

improvement is of the opinion that all processing is carried-out through the PS. 

Therefore, results from the DS needs processing (e.g. checking the accuracy of 

the result) before been transferred via the OS. SANs indicates a better 

methodology for the quantitative analysis of cloud computing systems in 

comparison to the Queuing Network Model (QNM) used in [22]. This is 
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because it offers synchronisation, timeliness and parallelism for modelling and 

quantitative evaluations. 

[21] is a result of our research and aspects of this thesis was used in developing 

the paper. The paper contributes to the introductory knowledge (Chapter 1), 

some related works (Chapter 2), our improved generic Security State 

Transition Diagram (SSTD) model (Chapter 3), introduction to SANs (Chapter 

4), our presented top-level cloud computing model (Chapter 5), chosen 

proposed combined optimisation metrics (performance, security and database 

management) and selected model simulation experimental scenarios using 

Möbius (Chapter 6). 

2. A. A. Akinyemi and D. D. Kouvatsos, ‘Performance analysis of Cloud 

Computing using Queuing Network Model (QNM)’, in 32nd UK Performance 

Engineering Workshop (UKPEW) & Cyber Security Workshop (CyberSecW), 

University of Bradford, 2016, pp. 183–192 [22]. 

We presented an improved cloud computing model from that presented in [4]. 

In this paper, we proposed a stable open Queuing Network Model (QNM) for 

Cloud Computing Systems (CCS) with Poisson external arrival process and 

exponential service times stations. The proposed model incorporated the 

encryption and decryption servers as security mechanisms for the analysis of 

their handling times. Using Jackson theorem, each station was disintegrated 

into individual queueing stations and were each evaluated in isolation. The 

mathematical analysis of the proposed network model was mainly on the QoS 

and was based on response time as the performance metrics. The paper was 

published in UKPEW2016 and Appendix A shows the presented open QNM 

[22]. From the analytical results acquired from the model, it could be used as 

an efficient tool for the design and implementation of practical CCS having 

ideal performance and security mechanisms. 

This paper contributed to the background comprehension on the modelling and 

evaluation of a cloud computing system. Certain information offered and 
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derived from developing this paper contributed to the knowledge in writing 

aspects of Chapter 1, 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis. This paper contributed some 

introductory knowledge that helped when writing Chapter 1 and the realisation 

of using Queueing Network Model in the evaluation a cloud computing system 

was also obtained. Subsequently, paving the way for the improvement of 

known modelling evaluation techniques, the comparison of QNM with SANs 

(Chapter 4) and the selection of a suitable methodology for our cloud model 

analysis. It offered information on the introduction to cloud computing 

(Chapter 3) with the understanding of the cloud computing definition and its 

stack (i.e. PaaS, SaaS and IaaS). It also contributed in the understanding of the 

principles and fundamentals of cloud computing systems, big data and 

database management. 

3. A. A. Akinyemi, ‘Performance Security Modelling and Analysis of Cloud 

Computing Systems’, in Networks and Performance-Security Engineering 

(NetPSEn), University of Bradford, UK, 2015. 

This was an abstract presented at the NetPSEn2015 research workshop. In the 

abstract and presentation, we discussed the use of Generalised Stochastic Petri 

Nets (GSPNs) and proposed a network model based on an open GSPN which 

places significance on security processing and state-based control. In the 

presented model, requests received from clients were encrypted and later 

decrypted before getting to the Processing Server. The reply from the 

Processing Server is then encrypted and later in transition decrypted before 

being analysed by the Client Server. The model presented can be found under 

Appendix B. 

This paper contributed to the background knowledge on the modelling and 

evaluation of cloud computing systems using Petri-Nets (PNs). The paper 

provided some introductory knowledge that helped in understating the use of 

PNs, the initial design of a cloud computing system model, and in writing 

aspects of network modelling techniques (Chapter 4). The offered model in this 
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paper is significantly enhanced, presented and analysed using SANs (a known 

extension of the PNs formalism) in this thesis. 

1.4 Research Contributions 

This research is first of its kind in the stochastic quantitative modelling and analysis 

of performance, security and database management processing within a Cloud 

Computing Platform (CCP). We intend to study the ‘optimal’ issues for the trade-offs 

between system performance, security and database management processing with the 

idea of studying security in the form of dependability. The notion of placing security 

under the canopy of dependability is still an area of contention within the research 

community [9] but in recent times, [23] included security in their definition of 

dependability. For simplicity, we make use of a concise definition of dependability, 

relate it to security and present its trade-off against system performance and database 

management processing. 

Through comparison with performability modelling, for which one combines 

performance and dependability models with the intention of jointly analysing 

performance and dependability including the dependencies between the parameters 

that controls either performance or dependability. We therefore jointly model, analyse 

and evaluate system performance, security and database management processing, 

specifically their intertwinements including how they affect each other in their 

working relationships. 

This research establishes a framework and methodology for the quantitative analysis 

of the trade-offs between three entities (performance, security and database 

management processing). We have delivered our trade-off analysis by modelling a 

cloud computing system and considered big data (i.e. data size in levels) processing 

within the proposed cloud computing system. The thesis is presented in a structure to 

increase understanding through the chapters, starting with the fundamentals and key 

concepts; leading to body work; showcasing our quantitative methodology in 

delivering the ‘optimum’ trade-offs of the noted three entities; and finally presenting 

our results in form of graphs with its interpretations. Our work serves as a foundational 
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research into the field of multiple quantitative trade-off analysis of key entities (e.g. 

performance, security, dependability, costs, energy, etc.), delivering a technique for 

improving and developing better optimised systems. 

We are certain that this work contributes significantly to the research area of 

computational quantitative analysis. This thesis delivers a methodology to 

quantitatively analyse complex systems using SANs, deriving combined system 

metrics for finding optimal system solutions. Therefore, we reasonably claim that 

every chapter of this thesis could be seen as a contribution to the research community. 

Below we summarise the research contributions by chapters: 

Chapter 1 presents the introduction of key components and the discussion of the 

problem definition, motivation, aims and objectives of the research. We introduced 

briefly an overview of cloud computing, performance, security and database 

management. We also attempt to provide a structure to our research with concise 

information on our analysis of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, security 

and database management. We definitively stated the importance and necessity for 

developing a stochastic quantitative methodology for analysing a modelled cloud 

computing system. 

In Chapter 2, summary of numerous extensive studies of existing work in relation to 

the research topic is presented. Literature on cloud computing, trade-offs, 

performance, security and database management including their quantification were 

explored. Security threats, countermeasures and its implication on computer networks 

were introduced within this chapter. A literature summary on the expensive nature of 

the computational implementation of security and database management processes and 

their overload effects on the computing network is also presented within this chapter. 

The fundamental focus when reviewing various literature for this research was to 

consider the implication of the entire aspects of security (security threats and 

countermeasures) and database management processes on the performance of any 

network system. After numerous comprehensive searches, we realise that there was 

little or no work done in the model based quantitative analysis of a three-tier combined 

metrics of performance, security and database management. 
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Chapter 3 reviews cloud computing, performance, security and database management 

in great detail. We presented a study into the modelling, analysis and discrete-event 

simulation of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs of performance, security and database 

management using a model of a cloud computing platform as a case study. We 

discussed virtualisation, system metrics (performance, security and database metrics) 

and presented our proposed Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) which was used 

in the modelling and implementation of our presented cloud computing model. 

In Chapter 4, we discussed the tools used for network modelling and evaluation. A 

detailed overview on Queuing Network (QN), Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA), 

Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA), Petri-Nets (PNs), Stochastic Petri-

Net (SPN), Generalised Stochastic Petri-Net (GSPN) and Stochastic Activity 

Networks (SANs) is presented. We provided information on Möbius – the simulator 

used for the analysis of our proposed cloud computing model. 

Chapter 5 holds the principal contribution of this research. Our proposed stochastic 

model of a cloud computing platform which enables quantitative analysis of combined 

performance, security and database management and provides the capabilities to study 

optimisation of the trade-offs between them is presented in Chapter 5. We offer 

detailed explanation on every component (models and sub-models) of the proposed 

cloud computing platform. The proposed stochastic model enables the quantitative 

analysis of not just performance, security and database management exclusively but 

also the interdependence between them. Based on the generic and integrated nature of 

the proposed cloud model, it can be used to examine different implementations of the 

cloud computing platform with varying security trepidations, data management 

requirements and other key identifiable system components. Our model permits the 

dynamic addition or removal of multiple modules to suit the design and quantitative 

analysis of any cloud computing platform. This research serves as a framework for the 

quantitative analysis of various application areas were multiple key system 

quantifiable parameters such as performance, security, energy, database management, 

etc. could be modelled and analysed. Our research is not just limited to cloud 

computing platforms, but this methodology could be implemented in any application 

area, with emphasis on the system modelling, enabling its quantitative examination. 

Furthermore, we provided detailed explanation of the chosen security countermeasures 
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and provided the SAN atomic model for every system component including detailed 

description on how they function. 

Parameterisations, simulation scenarios, numerical experiments, results and 

interpretations were presented in Chapter 6. Within this chapter, we described some 

abstract system parameters, obtainable measures and combined system metrics that are 

used for the analysis and optimisation of performance, security and database 

management trade-offs. We discussed the results obtained from some of our numerical 

experiments and provided physical interpretations. Using various simulation 

scenarios, our purpose is to emphasise the security implication on performance and 

database management; and the database management processing implication on 

performance and security. Unambiguously, we examine the impact of security and 

database management processing on system performance and the ‘optimal’ trade-offs 

between them. Results from our numerical experiments illustrates that the systems 

performance and security capabilities are considerably affected (stretched) with the 

initiation of big data (i.e. the introduction of increased data sizes for processing by the 

database management system) and this can be based on several reasons. We recognised 

that some system parameters could be obtained to optimise the system combined 

metrics, but such system parameters would neither optimise performance, security or 

database management independently. 

Chapter 7 depicts conclusions to our research work and our suggested 

recommendations for future work developments. We provided summaries to possible 

extensions of our research including some open challenges that we have identified 

during our study. We offer some additional cloud computing research areas and 

provided a summary on the use of Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) for the improvement of our work plus other research areas. We started looking 

into the extension of our research work using Machine Learning (ML) but due to time 

constraints and available resources, we are not able to fully implement this yet. We 

hope to continue this work and further contribute to this research field as preliminary 

study has shown how optimal trade-off analysis would tremendously benefit from the 

use of ML. A summary of other possible areas for future works are also presented and 

described. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 Literature review: In this section, we review literature on the state-of-the-

art within the area of cloud computing, performance, security and database 

management. 

Chapter 3 Cloud Computing – Performance, Security and Database management: 

Here, we make a presentation on cloud computing, performance, security and database 

management in huge detail. Also included is an examination into the modelling, 

analysis and discrete-event simulation of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs of performance, 

security and database management using a model of a cloud computing platform as a 

case study. 

Chapter 4 Network Modelling and Evaluation Tools: This chapter provides a 

descriptive overview on the tools and on Queuing Network (QN), Stochastic Process 

Algebra (SPA), Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA), Petri-Nets (PNs), 

Stochastic Petri-Net (SPN), Generalised Stochastic Petri-Net (GSPN) and Stochastic 

Activity Networks (SANs).

Chapter 5 Proposed Model: Our proposed stochastic model of a cloud computing 

platform which enables quantitative analysis of combined performance, security and 

database management and provides the capabilities to study optimisation of the trade-

offs between them is presented. 

Chapter 6 Numerical Experiments, Results and Interpretations: Parameterisations, 

simulation scenarios, numerical experiments, results and physical interpretations were 

presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Works: This chapter provides conclusions to our 

research work and offer some recommendations for future work developments. 
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.0 Related Work 

Although cloud computing has greatly attracted considerable amount of attention from 

the community of researchers [24], there are still inadequate research with regards to 

evaluating trade-offs between performance and security within cloud computing 

systems, and most certainly limited or no research in the analysis of the ‘optimal’ 

trade-offs between performance, security and database management. Most literature 

either model and evaluate performance of the cloud computing platforms using 

Queuing Theory (QT) or examine with the use of valuation the required security 

mechanism for the cloud computing system. Thus, many considered and evaluated 

performance within the cloud computing platforms with minimal or no consideration 

of the impact of security on performance and vice-versa, or the impact of other 

significant infrastructure within the cloud platform like the database management 

systems (DBMS). In this chapter, we present key research materials explored during 

our study, which formed the foundational and supplementary knowledge of our 

research area. 

Quantification of performance from time has been evaluated using stochastic models 

with an increasing interest in the quantification of security stochastic modelling being 

applied to security problems [9]. The use of quantitative techniques which 

encompasses discrete-event simulations [25], analytical evaluations established on 

queuing theory [26] and correlated approximations [27] have been used in the analysis 

and evaluation of performance including the prediction of resource management 

schemes. 

The authors of [7], made assumptions that service requests can be divided into 

subtasks. They modelled waiting time and sojourned time within the cloud computing 

centre as a GIx/M/S/N queuing network model (QNM). The presented queuing 

network model has exponential service time, multi-server queuing system with finite 

capacity having generalized interarrival time distribution and batch arrival process. 
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Fault recovery is considered on both the links used for communication and processing 

nodes to obtain service distribution. In [28], they delivered a detailed study on a similar 

network model. They offered the analysis of a multi-server queue having finite buffer 

and bulk arrivals. Partial and total batch rejections, and customer number distributions 

within the system at both random periods and prearrival are acquired [28]. An 

additional paper reviewed presented a model for the analysis of performance within 

the cloud-computing platform [5]. They analysed their model using analytical methods 

and considered resource sharing within Virtual Machines (VMs). They considered the 

failures within the communication links, VMs and physical server failures. 

Figure 2.1: Example of a queuing system showing subtasks within the cloud-

computing platform [7] 

In [29], a layered queuing network model was developed to analyse and evaluate the 

effect of system workload parameters on performance. They incorporated Kalman 

filters to enable tracing of changes in the parameter values and states [29].  They 

evaluated a feed-forward alteration system where the provisioning and modification 

decisions are adapted based on the dynamic predictive performance model which 

considers both the system and software. In conclusion, they confirmed that the layered 

queuing models (LQMs) were more appropriate and efficient in analysing 

performance of systems having software servers. 
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The increased development and attention to cloud computing as caused the datacentres 

to increase in scale thereby consuming more energy. A paper investigating the 

reduction of energy used in cloud computing data centres was presented by [30], 

delivering an effective and efficient technique to save energy. The aim in the paper 

was attained by dynamically assigning resources based on utilisation expectation and 

analysis [30]. Flat Period Reservation-Reduced Method (FPRRM) and Linear 

Predicting Method (LPM) were implemented to deduce relevant information from the 

resource utilisation log, constructing the system to have better response time and less 

energy consumption using the M/M/1 queuing theory. The experimental analysis was 

implemented using CloudSim (a cloud computing simulator) in the examination of the 

proposed network model and their numerical results were derived from analysing a 

stable M/M/1 queuing network model (QNM). The papers key contribution is the 

combination of FPRRM and LPM to deduce significant information from the 

utilisation log and the improvement of the M/M/1 Queuing Theory Prediction Method 

(MMQMPM) to yield enhanced response times during the precipitously increasing 

periods and decreasing the reserved resource in stable sequence. The MQMPM is 

centred on the M/M/1 Markovian queueing theory model having a single server, 

continuous time birth and death process and the use of Little’s Queuing Theory 

formula. M/M/1 was used to model the web service were the frequency of web service 

requisite follows a Poisson process and the arrival rate is constant within a short period. 

Consequently, the probability distribution of the states in the birth and death process 

follows the hypergeometric distribution [30]. They concluded their proposed 

methodology could efficiently reduce energy consumption and violation rate within 

cloud computing platforms based on their derived results [30].

CloudSim is an extensible toolkit for the simulation and modelling of cloud computing 

and application provisioning environments. A good illustration of the tool can be found 

in [31]. It currently supports the simulation and modelling of cloud computing 

environments comprising of single and federation of clouds (inter-networked clouds). 

Cloud computing systems host application services that possess complex 

configuration, provisioning, development and composition requirements. Thus 

making the evaluation of performance, security, database management, etc.  of cloud 

provisioning policies, resource performance models and application workload models 

in a repeatable approach under changing system, user configurations and system 
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requirements notably challenging to accomplish [31].  CloudSim supports the 

behavioural modelling of the cloud computing system and its components (e.g. Virtual 

Machines (VMs), resource provisioning policies, security mechanisms, database 

systems, energy consumption, data centres configurations, etc.). It enables the 

implementation of generic application provisioning methodologies which could be 

extended with controlled effort and simplicity. CloudSim provides custom interfaces 

for the implementation of cloud computing provisioning techniques and policies used 

in allocating VMs under inter-networked cloud computing situations [31]. Numerous 

researchers including those from organisations such as HP Labs make use of CloudSim 

in their analysis on energy efficient management of data centre resources and cloud 

computing resource provisioning [31]. A demonstration of CloudSim effectiveness 

was provided in [31] for the analysis of dynamic provisioning of application services 

in a hybrid inter-networked cloud environment. They advised the yielded result from 

their analysis proved that the inter-networked (federated) cloud computing model 

notably improved the applications QoS prerequisite which is beneath service demand 

patterns and fluctuating resources [31]. 

In the paper presented by [32], they offered utility models creating an analytic 

technique having N parallel M/M/1 queues with the estimation of performance 

throughout the whole cycle. They studied the autonomic resources distribution 

between several applications based on optimising the sum of utility for every 

application and compared two methods for approximating the utility of recourses, 

model-free reinforcement learning and queuing-theoretic performance model [32]. 

The methods were evaluated empirically within a distributed architype data centre and 

the trade-off between both methods were emphasised. The model was based on the 

average total system utility produced per arbiter allocation decision and the resulting 

mean throughout and average response time were used in maximising total utility. 

Job scheduling is an essential and challenging issue within cloud computing platforms 

and the usage of the cloud computing infrastructure efficiently to yield maximum 

productivity is one of the service providers ultimate achievements [33]. Paper [33] 

introduced a differentiated service job scheduling system for cloud computing 

platforms (CCPs) and analysed differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) requirements 

to be met by the user jobs. Their work was founded on the evaluation of a stable M/G/1 
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queuing network model (QNM) having non pre-emptive priority and the development 

of an algorithm that produces the estimated value of service to every request with 

distinct priorities. To tackle the ability to attain maximum profit offering cloud 

computing services by the cloud service providers, they built a system cost function 

for the presented cloud computing queuing model. They analysed the model using 

simulation, presented numeral results and established that their proposed job 

scheduling system does not just guarantee the QoS required by the consumers but also 

maximises profit for the cloud computing service providers [33]. 

The paper presented by [34], explored a type of non-repudiation protocol, which was 

described as an anonymous and failure resilient fair-exchange e-commerce protocol. 

They suggested their presented protocol guarantees a fair-exchange between two 

parties operating in an e-commerce environment. They expressed models using PEPA 

formalisms to examine performance overheads initiated by the security components 

and characteristics of the protocol. Their work investigated the performance cost 

initiated by an anonymous and failure resilient fair-exchange e-commerce security 

protocol [34], and was based on the description presented in [35]. Their proposed 

system is modelled as a set of components that cooperate independently or with other 

components in designed events [34]. The presented models were expressed in two 

different behaviours; one with an anonymity feature and the other without. 

Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) is an illustrious realisation of the 

Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) (more information on these can be found within 

Chapter 4). They made use of the PEPA plug-in available via Eclipse IDE (Integrated 

Development Environment) to support the design and analysis of their proposed PEPA 

models. They expended the PEPA Eclipse IDE plug-in for the automatic calculation 

of specified performance metrics acknowledged for their proposed protocol models. 

The PEPA plug-in tool was developed to support stochastic simulation, Ordinary 

Differential Equation (ODE) analysis and Markovian steady-state analysis of PEPA 

models designed within the Eclipse IDE [34] [36]. 

In conclusion, they advised their results indicated that the basic failure protocol 

without an anonymity feature introduced a lower performance cost in relation to when 

the protocol preserves the anonymity of the customer [34]. The protocol preserving 
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the customers anonymity introduced additional performance cost [34]. They suggested 

a future work were the anonymous optimistic protocol is modelled to be effective when 

there is a dispute between participants, activating Trust Third Party (TTP) participation 

[34]. 

[37] presented a paper on the performance comparison of some cryptographic 

primitives from six C/C++ open source libraries. The objective of their examination is 

to understand the performance cost of the primitives. Thus, obtaining the most efficient 

primitive and open source library [37]. In addition, they studied the influence of key-

length on the performance of varied key-length primitives. Their paper presented a 

study on the effect of performance impacted by security. They evaluated the 

performance of six general-purpose cryptographic libraries; four of which was 

developed in C and the other two in C++. OpenSSL, Nettle, LibgCrypt and 

LibTomCrypt were the four developed in C. Botan and Crypto++ were the two 

developed in C++. 

In conclusion, they stated the difficulty to ascertain the library with the most effective 

primitive implementation. They also suggested that both LibgCrypt and OpenSSL 

presented a high level of optimisation for most of the specified ciphers compared to 

the remaining listed libraries [37]. 

A paper on the performance impact of misbehaving voters is presented by [38]. This 

paper presented three formal performance models established using PEPA. The 

models were designed to portray the behaviours of three types of misbehaving voters 

when using the DRE-i e-voting system [38]. The performance models were analysed 

to examine the impact of the intervening misbehaved voters on the throughput of the 

four principal events of the DRE-i e-voting system. They made use of the PEPA plug-

in tool offered within Eclipse for their system modelling and ordinary differential 

equation techniques accessible within the tool for their system model analysis. The 

result from their system model performance analysis demonstrates that all types of 

misbehaving voters have an adverse effect on the throughput of the DRE-i server 

events [38]. For future work, they proposed evaluating the effect of misbehaving 

voters to include response time and also introducing the analysis of countermeasures 

to reduce the effect of misbehaving voters on the system performance [38]. 
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In the paper presented by [39], their proposed methodology is centred on a multi-level 

security model that utilises the dissemination of segregated workflows within hybrid 

clouds. Their research presented an approach for exploring security cost within cloud 

computing. A cost model that makes use of valid deployment choices, which is 

produced by the multi-level security model is offered [39]. Their proposed model was 

implemented using the PEPA Eclipse plug-in tool and the result from such model is 

used to describe performance evaluation. A number of scenarios can be established for 

which performance predictions could be derived including the potential cost for 

deployment [39]. For conclusion, they hinted that performance evaluation are 

reasonably straight forward in derivation but the prediction of exactly what a service 

provider will deliver within any condition is quite difficult to predict within the current 

development of the cloud computing systems. Hence, their proposed methodology 

provides a practical value approach that can possibly be used to validate against real 

life cloud implementations [39]. For their methodology to have the desired 

computational effect, there is the need to validate proposed models against real life 

implementations of cloud computing systems. They aim to further develop their 

modelling approach to show the potential of their proposed methodology before 

undertaking study to validate their presented results [39]. 

A paper on the performability of a secure electronic voting algorithm was presented 

by Nigel [40]. He modelled the performance and reliability of a secure electronic 

voting scheme, which offered secure verifiable blind voting. Consequently, requiring 

substantial administration overhead due to the introduced security level. A basic 

performance system model consisting of n distributed voters is constructed using 

Markovian process algebra. Such model creation is known to suffer from the state 

space explosion problem. In this case, only a small number of voters can be studied 

using the presented model. The paper presented a simpler model as a starting point, 

presenting the opportunity for grander (more practical) secure electronic voting 

systems to be examined [40]. 

In conclusion, the paper indicated the inadequacy of using the presented model but 

signified the development of an alternate model that enables the evaluation of larger 

and more practical models. Model analysis were carried out numerically, using data 
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gotten from an implemented version of the voting scheme. He specified that the model 

examination result displayed an acceptable marginal degree of error but showed 

growth in error as the number of voters increases. Based on the examinations carried 

out at that time, it was impossible to imply whether models of practical number of 

voters could be studied accurately using the presented methodology [40]. Therefore, 

this signifies that the basic model must be analysed for larger numbers of voters to 

attain greater confidence in the approximations introduced [40]. 

Review of several literature reveals the notion of examining security in a related way 

as dependability [10] [23] [41], but pragmatic conclusions are uncommon [9]. With 

regards to security, [42] presented a paper taking time measurements to examine the 

performance of dissimilar implementations of distinctive encryption algorithms. Their 

paper offered in what way message level security has realised within web service 

communications. They evaluated a few commonly used cryptographic algorithms to 

establish the most appropriate for the corresponding task [42]. The work offered is a 

pragmatic study, which creates significant knowledge for the cogitated configuration, 

systems and algorithms without oversimplifying or offering an evaluation 

methodology. Using several encryption algorithms and key lengths makes security an 

indirect contributed parameter. The paper presented by [42] made a mere measurement 

of performance and did not evaluate the trade-offs between performance and security 

or a combined assessment of performance and security. They studied VeriSign’s 

Trusted Services Integration Kit (TSIK) to confirm the assumption of its viability. 

Based on its measurement and implementation using Java Cryptography Extensions 

(JCE), they concluded that TSIK presented satisfactory level of security with 

minimum supplementary overheads [42]. For performance and security trade-off, [43] 

examined the performance of key distribution centre and considered the effect of 

rekeying interval on the server’s performance. The analysis was conducted using 

Markovian process algebra - PEPA and the application of certain effective methods 

were used to solve the state space explosion problem, which is normally encountered 

using a basic model [43]. Such method includes using both the model reduction and 

approximation technique to present a more scalable model. They applied the fluid flow 

approximation based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and conclusively 

considered  a utility function of the secure key exchange model. Categorically, the 
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paper was based on untainted performance study of security function where security 

is encoded in the rekeying interval [9] [43]. 

A trade-off is a condition which encompasses losing one feature or quality of 

something and gaining another feature or quality in return. Within any given system, 

an increase in performance will upset the level of security and an increase in security 

will affect the level of performance. With regards to the analysis of performance and 

security trade-offs using Petri-nets, [9] presented a paper assessing existing 

approaches in the combined analysis of performance and security with the conclusion 

that most existing methodologies assume either performance or security already exists, 

investigating and studying the respective other. They reviewed proposed security 

metrics appropriate for quantification and presented standard performance metrics. 

The consideration of indirect metrics such as computational cost of security 

mechanism was examined in solving the impasse of inferior metrics and a review of 

existing methodologies for the combined evaluation and analysis of security and 

performance was presented [9]. For the illustration of general aspects of performance 

and security trade-offs, [9] offered a simplistic Generalised Stochastic Petri-Net 

(GSPN) model that provides the capability of analysing performance and security 

trade-offs. They formulated metrics such as cost and an abstract combined measure 

for performance and security, which unambiguously express the trade-offs. The 

presented metrics or parameters are ‘optimal’ for the combination of both performance 

and security but not for performance or security [9]. The illustrated methodology was 

based on the assumption that there are substantial comparisons between dependability 

and security. Consequently, security could be examined exercising stochastic 

processes and specifically, Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) using stochastic 

Petri-nets or stochastic algebras as language specification [9]. The paper provided 

procedures of formulating measures which includes both performance and security 

aspects, and optimising the trade-offs between them. The presented model was used 

to examine classic issues of reward formulation, parameterisation and analysis 

commonly encountered using this type of models [9]. In conclusion, the model 

established by [9] assumes an encryption algorithm with distinctive degrees of security 

and dissimilar performance impact dependant on the key length. They applied 

generalised idea of performability analysis to the combined evaluation of security and 

performance i.e. the amalgamation of 2 sub-models: one modelling aspect of 
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performance and the other modelling the levels of security [9]. This enabled the 

parameterisation of security and/or performance of the combined sub-models, yielding 

to the appropriate analysis of the trade-off between performance and security. They 

established their proposed model could indubitably be formulated for access 

mechanisms and its application to security protocols cannot be arbitrated at an abstract 

level [9]. 

Addressing big data within cloud computing, [12] presented a paper on the growth of 

big data within cloud computing and the corresponding challenges. The paper offered 

a review, presenting the notion that the analysis, management and processing of big 

data within cloud computing is a challenging and time demanding task, which requires 

huge computational infrastructure to ensure the successful data processing and 

management. They presented the relationship between big data and cloud computing, 

Hadoop technology and big data storage mechanisms [12]. In finale, they summarised 

open research concerns that demand extensive research efforts and discussed research 

challenges with the focus on availability, data transformation, data integrity, data 

quality, scalability, data heterogeneity, legal, regulatory issues, governance and 

privacy [12]. 

In the work done by [15], they presented the study of optimisation issues for the trade-

offs between performance and security as they occur among performance and 

dependability. They articulate and conceptualise security in relation with 

dependability so as to provide the ability to model and quantify security like 

performance. They implemented stochastic modelling formalism for the analysis of a 

single node of a standard computer network system that is subject to several security 

threats and attacks. Their analysis was done using simulation modelling technique for 

the purpose of identifying optimal trade-offs between performance and security on the 

basis of combined metrics and in result yield a more comprehensive trade-off 

optimisation. A limitation to their study, which was also suggested in their work as 

part of the areas for future research was the analysis of dependency and the 

implementation of quantitative analysis for security and other attributes to derive an 

‘optimal’ trade-off between them within a computer network system. This would be 

an advancement to the basis of their research, which was a nodal analysis, to further 

develop to the quantitative examination of an entire computer network system. 
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From the literature review of existing works and a few mentions above, significant 

amount of work has been done in analysing performance within a cloud computing 

system using queuing network models (QNM) but there is limited research in the 

quantitative modelling and analysis of performance and security trade-offs. 

Furthermore, the involvement and deep exploration of big data within database 

management processing of a cloud computing platform is significantly a modern 

development. Hence limited research on the analysis of database management and its 

impact on performance and security within the cloud computing platforms. The huge 

growth and wide acceptance of data gathering for the improvement of all aspects of 

life (educational, societal, economic, social, medical and many more) has elevated the 

importance of database management, making data processing fundamental. The 

computational power, scalability, provision of service as a utility and many other 

significant characteristics of cloud computing platforms (CCPs) makes it factual to 

combine data processing within the database management system with other key 

entities of the cloud computing system. Therefore, this is a crucial area of research as 

having a quantitative methodology for obtaining an ‘optimal’ model will assist in the 

design, modelling and evaluation of future cloud computing platforms (CCPs) before 

they are being implemented. It will also increase the QoS and result to an efficient 

cloud computing system. 

Technique for realising dependency among security mechanisms or countermeasures 

has not been examined or implemented within cloud computing platforms. We have 

presented a cloud computing model, defining security mechanism and evaluating the 

trade-offs between performance, security and database management using Stochastic 

Activity Networks (SANs) formalism (an illustrious extension of the Petri-Nets (PNs) 

formalism). We also design and implement dependency within our presented security 

system, developing interaction within the security countermeasures using our 

modelled Security Group Communication System (SGCS). The choice of Petri-Nets 

will enable us capture synchronisation; understanding and capturing data at each stage 

of the proposed model of a cloud computing system. 
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2.1 Security threats, countermeasures and its implication on 
Computer Network Systems 

A security service or system is a collection of several instruments applied with the 

intention of reducing and/or eliminating risk associated with security attacks. The 

following are the main security services required in securing the exchange of data in 

both infrastructure or infrastructure-less networks [44] [45]: 

a. Access Control security services: This section of the security service handles 

the access to data and network resources i.e. this service makes sure that only 

authenticated people or machinery have access to particular data or resource 

dependent on their access rights. 

b. Confidential security services: This security service is based on cryptographic 

algorithms making sure no network data is visible to unauthorised people. 

c. Integrity security services: This ensures that data and network messages are 

not altered by unauthorised people or machinery. 

Each security service has an effect on network performance and/or database 

management in relation to system cost, energy, SLAs, etc. Below is a table that 

describes each security service with its relative performance cost. 

Table 2.1a: Performance costs of Security Services [46] 

Security Services Performance Costs 

Access Control Computation costs before and during 

information transfer stage. 

Confidentiality Computations/ processing costs at 

the end nodes (in end-to-end 

encryption) or at intermediate nodes. 

Integrity The expansion of the message length 

besides the computation costs (due to 

computing and appending Cyclic 

Redundancy Checks (CRC) to the 

message). 
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Computer network systems are more vulnerable to security attacks operating in their 

own distinctive way and/or in different forms. The intention of this section is to present 

existing work that has been done in the area of security countermeasures, identify 

security threats and its implications on systems performance. It is somewhat not 

plausible to exhaustively review all security threats and their respective 

countermeasures. Thus, making it beyond the scope of this research thesis. However, 

we have picked a handful of important security threats of great magnitude, which are 

continuously affecting the cloud computing platforms in recent times. 

Cloud computing security systems could be defined as the set of controls, procedures 

and protocols implemented in the cloud with the aim of providing protection to data, 

infrastructure and applications that make-up the cloud computing environment [47]. 

Cloud data centres are commonly used for a range of on-demand cloud computing 

services within all domains (i.e. private, public and commercial domains). Due to the 

high demand and wide prevalence of cloud computing technology in recent years, it 

has become a target for many security attacks [47]. Availability, confidentiality and 

integrity are the three major elements of any network security system including the 

cloud computing security system and any action to compromise either of these 

elements become a security attack. For better, effective and an all-inclusive security 

attack defensive strategy, it is of high necessity that a combination of security 

countermeasures working together are implemented [48]. Security systems and its 

countermeasures are categorised into five distinctive phases [49] [50]: identification, 

prevention or protection, detection, respond and recover phases. 

IDENTIFY 
Asset Management, Business Environment, Governance, 

Risk Assessment, Risk Management Strategy.

PROTECT 

Access Control, Awareness and Training, Data Security, 

Information Protection Processes and Procedures, 

Maintenance, Protective Technology.

DETECT 
Anomalies and Events, Security Continuous Monitoring, 

Detection Processes.
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RESPOND 
Response Planning, Communications, Analysis, 

Mitigation, Improvements.

RECOVER Recovery Planning, Improvements, Communications.

Table 2.1b: National Institute of Standards and Technology Framework functions 

and categories [50] 

We explain each distinct phase below; with the description of sample security 

countermeasures that could be implemented within each phase. We would be using the 

countermeasures within our proposed cloud computing security system for the analysis 

of the security aspect and also in handling security threats. Kindly note that our 

research thesis is mainly concerned with a model-based analysis for the ‘optimal’ 

trade-offs between performance, security and database management process; for 

which the performance implications of security and database management process are 

of principal importance. Due to the constant need of improving or developing new 

security countermeasures based on the regular increase of security threats to cloud 

platforms, it is therefore not feasible to implement all and an holistic security 

countermeasure system. We have presented our security system model to include 

security countermeasures which are categorised under the three most significant 

phases (i.e. Prevention, Detection and Response phases). 

2.1.1 Prevention Phase  

The prevention stage is where security mechanisms are equipped to tackle security 

threats before they affect or enter the network system. It is of more importance to 

prevent than to detect or restore a security attack once it is in the network system. 

Information being exchanged within computer network systems (e.g. cloud computing 

platforms) are assets which requires comprehensive protection proportionate to its 

value. Security measures must be taken to protect such information from unauthorised 

modification, removal, disclosure or destruction whether intentional or unintentional 

[49]. Security controls, awareness processes and policies are all interconnected and 

should be designed, developed and implemented within the prevention phase. 
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i. Security awareness process: This is a process of educating the users on the 

necessity of security, the use of security measures, process of reporting 

security incidents and their responsibilities as stated in the information 

security policy. It is of importance to note that this process is not one-off. 

It should be a continuous process, maintaining an awareness level among 

the users of the network system. 

ii. Access Controls: This is a security mechanism used to determine access to 

particular network resource(s) based on the users access rights. Access to 

information within the network system should be granted based on a need 

to know basis and such accesses are managed via the establishment of 

user(s) account using identifiers, authentication techniques to verify these 

identifiers and authorisation rules to limit accesses to certain resources 

[49]. Identification is the process of recognising a user via a unique 

identifier. Authentication is the process of validating the identified user 

with the intention of providing a level of trust. Authorisation is the process 

of permitting users who have been identified and authenticated to have 

access to the particular resource(s). 

iii. Security policies: The information security policy serves as the basis on 

which everything else is constructed. Under the prevention strategy, the 

first objective is to determine ‘what’ needs to be protected and should be 

documented in a formal policy. This security policy describes the 

responsibilities of the organisation, customers and the management (this 

includes the company employees), and should also include responsibilities 

associated with implementation, enforcement, audit and review. In 

addition, every security policy should be clear, consistent, concise and 

coherent to achieve understanding. 

Below is a list of some security countermeasures that are deployed within the 

preventive phase and are used to secure the computer network systems: 

o Firewall

o Encryption

o Antivirus
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o Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 

We have implemented the preventive security countermeasures listed above within our 

proposed cloud computing model used for our analysis, and have provided in-depth 

explanations to them in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3

Cloud Computing – Performance,  Security and 
Database management

3.0 Introduction 

We present an examination into the modelling, analysis and discrete-event simulation 

of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between network security, performance and database 

management in computing networks (a case study of the cloud computing system) 

using Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and combined metrics for quantitative 

evaluation. We aim to evaluate and conceptualise security and database administration 

to enable modelling in relation to their impact on performance and vice-versa. We 

present a security controller that tackles security threats within the modelled cloud 

computing system and provide solutions to tackle bottlenecks that may develop within 

the firewall node or within data processing by the database server using shared server 

resources. We rigorously consider the impact bottlenecks within the Database 

Management System (DBMS) has on the system performance and security. 

Bottlenecks are caused by the simultaneous access to shared resources and are present 

in every software system, therefore making it unavoidable. Poor response time and 

reduced performance levels are the effects of excessive demands on shared resources. 

The more advanced the database management system is in handling bottlenecks, the 

better improved the computing system and therefore its performance. 

Initially, we studied the modelling and analysis of a single computing system node, 

with the knowledge that the measurement of a single node or entity leads to the 

quantification of a computer network system (which basically constitutes of several 

single or multiple nodes [51]). Studies are continually being carried-out with regards 

to security, performance and reliability in computer network systems but limited 

research has been done in the area of controlling bottlenecks in database powered 

systems, which significantly affects the entirety of the system, most notably its 

performance. This study provides a more detailed and advanced methodology of 

modelling, analysing and quantifying three or more  significant processes in any 

computing system. The study presents a framework into modelling and evaluating 
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relatively close to actual scenario and real life processes that my occur in the 

computing network system, providing a better way of designing, proposing and 

developing an actual system. 

Database efficiency having certain intent to proactive resolution of bottlenecks, is 

similar to security and reliability, as they all suffer from the fact that observation 

cannot be made when the computing system is in an ‘optimal’ state. Performance on 

the other hand, thrives from the fact that observations can be made in an ‘optimal’ 

case. The most meaningful security metrics are in analogy with reliability metrics and 

they include: the time within attacks, time between failures, time taken to recover from 

the attack or repair time, the number of security breaches or system failures until a 

certain period in time and many more [9] [10]. 

A suitable metric should be measurable, define an optimal value that could be equated 

with, to critic the observed metric and should reflect the process or consumer 

requirements [14]. Performance has always been considered an important 

characteristic in the analysis and evaluation of any computing system. Response time 

and throughput are classic examples of performance metrics. With the response time 

of any system having a theoretical optimal case of zero and therefore, can be compared 

with zero. Most research had evaluated the performance within the cloud computing 

platform with the use of a single server for servicing consumer’s requests. However, 

several Virtual Machines (VMs) are created and managed by the Cloud Management 

System (CMS) for servicing consumer’s requests [5]. The complexity of cloud 

computing platforms makes its performance difficult to model and analyse [6]. The 

focus in recent years has been in the performance analysis of cloud computing centres. 

In [7][8], they made contribution of service requests been divided into subtasks and 

further stated that these requests (tasks) and subtasks are assigned to the servers and 

occupy all the server resources. In cloud computing, the requests and/or subtasks are 

assigned and served by the VMs and several machines could share the same physical 

server [5]. 

With the recent advancement in the collection, exploration and management of big 

data, database management needs to be highly efficient, dependable and free from 

issues such as bottlenecks. A need for a database controller is paramount to help 
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stabilise the computing system when the request for data is high based on the access 

requirements or an high demand to store big data.  Tackling big data especially within 

computing systems, e.g. cloud computing, is a time-demanding and a challenging task, 

which requires huge computational infrastructures to certify successful data analysis 

and processing [12]. Some of the challenges of big data within cloud computing 

include: scalability, data integrity, data quality, data transformation, data volume and 

many more. The constant increase in volume and details of data captured by 

organisations, such as data from social media, multimedia, Internet of Things (IoT), 

online trading and many more, has produced a tremendous flow of unstructured or 

structured data format [12]. Data creation is continually occurring at a record rate and 

such huge amount of data received or/and stored are referred to has big data. 

Big data is simply data that is huge, challenging to store, manage and process. It also 

refers to a technique associated with data mining [13] and is significantly characterised 

into three aspects: (i) The data cannot be characterised into regular relational databases 

(ii) numerous data  (iii) the data are produced, captured and processed promptly. Big 

data is constantly being used to transform and improve various areas within the 

society. Such areas include: healthcare, engineering, science, business, finance and 

social communications. However, the major challenge is the rapid rate at which the 

data grows, thus exceeding the ability for researchers to develop and design 

appropriate cloud computing systems for data analysis and to handle the intensive 

workload [12]. Significantly, the volume of the data (big data) has an effect on 

performance, which relatively affects the level of security within the cloud computing 

systems. There are challenges developed as a result of big data in cloud computing, 

which must be addressed to guarantee the success of data management solutions with 

the cloud platforms. The introduction of big data within cloud computing is a recent 

development and the stratagem of storage-as-a-service within cloud computing 

resolves the issues of storage and enables big data analysis. 

The trade-offs between performance, security and database management indicates that 

security, database management and performance can be measured. This also signifies 

that an effect on performance will have an effect on security and database 

management, an effect on database management will impact both security and systems 

performance and successively, the impact of security affects both system performance 
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and database management. In this work, we refer to this as a three-layered impact 

topology and its representation can be found in Figure 3.1. 

The volume of the big data will also affect the stability, reliability, performance and 

security of the cloud computing system. The larger the data the slower the system and 

the more effort it takes for security mechanisms to secure the system, consequently 

more prone to security attacks. Within the cloud computing systems, an increase in 

performance will affect or reduce the level of security and database management, an 

increase in security will reduce or affect the level of performance and database 

management, and the data size or volume and database management affects both 

performance and security of the system. 

Figure 3.1: Three-layered impact topology  

In providing a foundation and proceeding to offer a more generalised action 

(understanding)  for analysing the trade-off between security, system and database 

performance in cloud computing systems with regards to big data, we present a model 

consisting of three distinctive parts: the performance, security and database 

management (DBM) sections. We demonstrate how to formulate measures that 

includes the presented three distinctive sections and ‘optimise’ the trade-offs between 

them. We present a methodology for the analysis and quantification of the trade-offs 

between performance and security and database management in cloud computing 

platforms. 
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A trade-off signifies a situation that encompasses losing a feature or quality with an 

intension of gaining another quality or feature [9]. Quantification and analysis of 

security has only recently attracted more attention, and although some preliminary 

conceptual work had been distributed decades ago, stern model based assessment of 

security mechanisms have only been presented recently [9]. For the purpose of 

delivering a more comprehensive solution for the ‘optimal’ combined trade-offs for 

the modelled system performance, security and database management (three-layered 

impact topology), we have presented a standardised model consisting of a security 

system section, performance analysis of the entire network system (including 

performance analysis of the system components) and the database management system 

(DBMS) section. Although the security of a processing system or the performance of 

the security mechanisms has been examined, we are initiating a new perspicuous 

approach and solution for the combination of both performance, security and database 

management within cloud computing platforms. The combination of performance and 

security yields interesting trade-offs and instigates similar models like the combination 

of performance and dependability, identified as performability [9]. 

We wish to formulate bottlenecks problems and security threats in relation to 

optimisation issues within a cloud computing system for the trade-off  analysis 

between performance, security and database management as they exists between 

reliability, performance and dependability. Limited research in the trade-off analysis 

between performance and security has been presented, with major challenges in the 

quantification of security and the active modelling of real life situations of security 

issues before they occur. 

We join the research society in continuously carrying out research, proposing a model-

based solution and quantification for the optimisation between performance, security 

and database management within cloud computing platforms (CCPs).  Below, we 

propose an example of a cloud computing architecture - the proposed cloud computing 

model to be used for our evaluation and analysis. We model behaviours of security 

threats and database management systems, and measure relationships between 

performance, security and database management to include performance implications 

of the system with regards to the security elements and big data management. 

Furthermore, we capture significant individual and combined computing system 
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metrics, providing detailed explanation of the derived numerical results from our 

model simulation. 

Based on the presented literature review, the following are the derived set of 

requirements for our proposed cloud system modelling: 

 Parallelism or Concurrency: Several operations within cloud computing 

platforms occur concurrently. Our presented cloud computing system is to be 

designed, modelled and analysed to consider cloud functions that happen 

simultaneously. For example, a characteristic of PaaS as described in [52] is 

the proficiency of multiple users to be able to make use of associated 

development applications concurrently (multi-tenant architecture). 

 Synchronisation: Cloud computing systems require flexible amounts of time to 

complete its processes. It is of necessity that the required variability retains the 

partial ordering of occurrence for each operation within the cloud computing 

system. This should be considered when selecting the appropriate modelling 

formalism for our offered cloud system model analysis. 

 Stalemate: This is a state or condition where no operation within the cloud 

computing system can continue i.e. no component can function. Later in this 

chapter, we present an improved Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) in 

which we proposed an additional security state known as the failed/freeze state. 

If the system reaches this state, it signifies that the security mechanisms 

deployed within the cloud computing system could not handle the security 

attacks, thus causing system failure. The ability to model a deadlock situation 

should be taken into consideration when electing a suitable modelling 

formalism. 

 Mathematical institution: Our proposed cloud computing system should be 

designed and modelled to permit quantitative evaluation of aspects of 

performance, security and database management processing. Quantitative 

analysis of system models have been considered in [9] [25] [26] [27] [44]. 
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 Event-driven and Timeliness: The cloud computing system operations can be 

considered a flow of activities or simply a sequence of discrete events. The 

proposed cloud system should be modelled to implement timeliness and real-

time system control. The selected modelling formalism should possess the 

ability to sequence and coordinate subsystems and should consider timeliness. 

3.1 Cloud Computing 

A type of distributed and parallel system that contains the compilation of virtualised 

and inter-connected computers which are dynamically provisioned to represent one or 

more combined computer resource(s) supplied based on SLA (Service Level 

Agreement) and are established via consultations between the consumers and service 

providers is defined as Cloud Computing [53].  

Cloud computing is a modern development where IT applications and infrastructure 

are offered as services to consumers or end-users based on a pay as you use payment 

model. It has the ability to leverage virtualised services required on the fly and based 

on requirements such as QoS and/or workload patterns varying with time [31]. Cloud 

computing also deliver to users and businesses the ability to utilise applications as a 

service via the internet rather than as a physical copy on their devices. Cloud 

computing can be simplified as a model or technique used for offering suitable and 

on-demand access to computational resources (e.g. applications, networks, storage 

spaces, services, software’s, servers and hardware’s) via the internet. 

Significantly, cloud computing does not just refer to services delivered over the 

internet but also the resources used at the datacentres to render services which allows 

end-users to carry-out computation on infrastructures provided by third-parties rather 

than on their physical computers (machines) [7]. Cloud computing offers astonishing 

flexibility and scalability of computing resources which provides uncountable 

economic advantages within information technology. Cloud computing connotes both 

the hardware and software based in the data centres used in delivering services and 

applications via the internet [2]. It is mainly described as a stack architecture simply 

because it refers to an extensive range of services and infrastructure developed on top 
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of one another under that name “Cloud” [52]. Cloud computing brings into realisation 

the ability to have computing resources as a utility, giving consumers the capacity of 

saving data remotely, experiencing computational efficiency and superior on-demand 

quality-of-service (QoS). The conventional roles of cloud computing service providers 

are separated into two: firstly, as infrastructure providers, whose responsibilities are 

the management of the cloud computing platform and the rental of computing 

resources based on usage pricing model. Secondly, service providers who lease 

computing resources from one or more infrastructure providers to serve the consumers. 

Cloud computing is the technological response to the increasing demand for 

computational resources, complexity and sizes of data centres [26]. It enables suitable 

on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such 

as: servers, storage, services and applications which could be provisioned quickly and 

discharged with minimal service provider effort or interaction [54]. Cloud computing 

provides infrastructure and computing strength via the internet which lowers the 

maintenance cost, management time and the local upgrade of hardware and software 

resources. In cloud computing, consumers are provided with computing resources and 

services by the service providers based on a personalised service level agreement 

(SLA). Cloud computing is mainly referred to as a pay-as-you-go service because 

consumers only pay for services or resources they use. 

The SLA represents a contract between the consumers and providers which defines 

the services to be delivered, the objectives to be met with regards to the level of service 

and the responsibilities of the consumers and providers [55]. The main significance of 

the SLA is to provide a clear understanding and a binding contract between the 

consumers and providers in the direction of establishing what is to be regarded as 

service deliverables, support and QoS. The stratagem used for managing service level 

agreements (SLAs) comprises of two competently distinguished sections: the 

negotiation of the contract and the adherence to the contract terms in real time [24]. 

The management process of the SLA is included within every stage of the contract and 

the QoS is the basis of service delivery to consumers within the cloud computing 

platform. The key parameters in measuring performance and with regards to QoS are: 

average rate of arrival of jobs/requests, mean service rate of jobs/requests, response 
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time, queue waiting time and the average number of requests/jobs within the cloud 

computing system. 

The definition for cloud computing presented by the National Institute of Standard and 

Technology (NIST) is the most satisfactory and universally accepted. This is mainly 

because it covers significant aspects of cloud computing. NIST defines cloud 

computing as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources such as: servers, networks, applications, 

services and storage which could be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction [1] [52] [54] [56]. NIST provided 

definite important characteristics to be considered beforehand for a service to be 

deemed “Cloud”. These characteristics are: (i.) Widespread network access i.e. should 

be made accessible to all devices and platforms. (ii.) Prompt Elasticity i.e. it should 

have the capacity to scale, accommodating huge demands (iii.) Measurement of 

service i.e. the end-users should be billed based on the service usage and those services 

should be gauged (iv.) Pooling of resources i.e. the resources are assembled through 

several customers.  (v.) On-demand self-service i.e. the ability to sign-up and obtain 

services or resources by consumers without having a long waiting period – a 

conventional information technology (IT) characteristic [52]. The term ‘Cloud-

washing’ is used once the listed characteristics are not met and the services are labelled 

‘Cloud’ [52]. 

 

Figure 3.2: Cloud computing model by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) [57] [58]
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According to [52], NIST provided three distinguishing classifications of the cloud 

computing platform as illustrated in Figure 3.2: 

1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This characterises the software and hardware 

that controls the complete process, and includes: networks, servers, operating 

systems (OS), storage and other technical equipment’s. IaaS indicates a method 

of implementing cloud computing infrastructure as an on-demand service and 

thus, facilitates consumers not requiring to obtain the infrastructure or service 

but rather pay for the service or infrastructure based on its usage. The following 

characteristics defines IaaS [52]:

a. Tolerates dynamic scaling. 

b. Assigning resources as a service. 

c. Fundamentally comprises of several users on a particular piece of 

hardware. 

d. Incorporates utility pricing and a flexible cost model. 

2. Software as a Service (SaaS):  The applications in SaaS are developed and 

devised for consumers, and such services are provided across the internet. The 

services are offered by the providers to the consumers (end-users) and are 

centred on their level of subscription(s). The following are characteristics of 

SaaS [52]:

a. Incorporation between several parts of software is permissible by the 

APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). 

b. The end-users do not control software upgrades, patches and updates. 

c. The software’s are supplied based on a one to many model. 

d. The software’s are maintained and managed at a prevalent location, 

normally a data centre. 

e. Access to the beneficial software’s are through the internet. 
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3. Platform as a Service (PaaS):  PaaS denotes the tools designed and developed 

to enable coding and deployment of applications swiftly and effectively, 

without the hurdle of procuring and maintaining the infrastructure and software 

under it. This platform is used for the development of software delivered 

through the internet. The following attributes define PaaS [52]:

a. In-built scalability in applied software’s, which combines failover and 

load balancing. 

b. Features services that handles the maintenance, deployment, 

development, testing and hosting of applications within identical 

unified development environment. 

c. Applications and tools used for the management of billing and 

subscriptions. 

d. Multi-tenant architecture: the ability for multiple users to make use of 

related development application simultaneously. 

e. Web services and databases uniting through a corporate standard. 

In recent times, there is the inclusion of a fourth distinctive classification of the cloud 

computing platform, known as the Database or storage as a service (DBaaS). 

4. Database or storage as a service (DBaaS): In addition to the cloud computing 

classifications mentioned above, the Database as a Service (DBaaS) is a recent 

classification which has lately come under demanding study. With the 

introduction of hosted cloud computing and storage, the significance to offer 

DBMS as an outsourced service has begun to gain rigorous momentum [59]. It 

is a new paradigm for data management for which third party service providers 

hosts data management services, providing its clients seamless mechanisms to 

create, build, store and access their designed databases at the host site [60]. The 

DBaaS was developed to move a considerable amount of operational burden 

of configuration, provisioning, privacy, performance tuning, backup, scaling 

and access control from database users to service providers, offering lower 

overall costs to the users [59]. Examples of DBaaS are: Microsoft SQL Azure 

and Amazon RDS. DBaaS has three major challenges: database privacy, 
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efficient multi-tenancy to minimise the hardware footprint essential for a 

specific workload and the elastic scale-out to handle the increasing workloads 

[59]. 

Application services provided and hosted within the cloud computing platform model 

have complex composition, development, provisioning and configuration 

requirements. Thus making it difficult to achieve the evaluation and analysis of cloud 

provisioning application workload models, policies, resource performance and 

security models in an iterative routine under varying  user and system configurations, 

with the inclusion of its requirements [31]. 

Figure 3.3: Clouds and their amalgamated networks [31] 

3.2 Virtualisation

Virtualisation is a significant enabler of the cloud computing and cloud-based 

infrastructures [61]. It provides the ability to go beyond the physical limitations that 

are customarily associated with all classes of hardware, which includes but not limited 

to  storages (i.e. hard drives, flash drives, etc.), servers, networks and network 

functions. Virtualisation which can be broadly categorised into Network Virtualisation 

(NV) and Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) are developed to make networking 
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more scalable and automated, with the aim of supporting virtualised and cloud 

computing platforms [61]. Virtualisation in computing is the process of selecting 

computing resources in a way that multiple applications or functions could share a 

solitary physical hardware. From its term, virtualisation is the creation of virtual 

instead of actual versions of a computing resource [61]. 

Server virtualisation is a canonical instance of virtualisation, for which certain 

elements of a physical server are abstracted and reproduced in a virtualisation software 

(hypervisor) as virtual NIC (vNIC), virtual RAM (vRAM), virtual CPU (vCPU), etc., 

which are then arbitrarily connected to create a virtual server. Storage and network 

resources could also be virtualised. The major technical benefits of virtualisation 

include [61]: 

 Improved resource availability

 Accurate alignment of billing with consumption

 Improved utilisation

 IT architecture simplification

 Mobility enablement

There is a huge connection between virtualisation and cloud computing. Though they 

share common bond (i.e. both are developed to decrease cost and increase efficiency), 

they are fairly different from one another. Virtualisation is an element of the cloud 

computing technology. It is the software that operates the hardware while cloud 

computing is a service which is a result of the virtualised operation. 

3.3 Network Security

We aim to formulate and conceptualise security, which would enable its modelling 

and quantification within a cloud computing network model. This is a significant 

improvement from the analysis of a single node presented by [15], which is the 

analysis and quantification of the trade-off between performance and security, and a 

further improvement to that presented by [9]. We present the modelling of security 

mechanisms and simulate its behaviours in responding to security threats for the 
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purpose of analysing the trade-offs between performance, security and database 

management within a cloud computing system. The measurement of a single node or 

entity leads to the quantification of a computer network (which basically constitutes 

of several single or multiple nodes) [51]. 

Figure 3.4: General classification of network security attacks [62]

Figure 3.4 shows the general classification of network security attacks. The figure 

provides a fundamental overview and represents a less complex classification of 

network security attacks as security attacks would have tripled in recent times. It is not 

plausible to cover every network security attack as numerous security attacks are 

developed almost every week. Therefore, it is not practicable to classify all security 

attacks and it is not realistic to believe that all security mechanisms can be 

implemented within a computing network system. The figure shows a number of 

security threats that could affect any network system and several security mechanisms 

needs to be put in place to tackle such security threats. Some security mechanisms 

could be used to tackle multiple security threats e.g. an antivirus can be used to tackle 

malwares, viruses, rootkits, Trojan horses, backdoors and other kinds of security 

vulnerability. Generally, there are three main targets in any computing system [47]: 
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A. Availability: Attackers intension is to possibly limit access to the network 

system including its components, denying authorised users access and usage of 

services rendered. Consequently instigating Denial of Service (DoS). 

B. Data: There are huge significance of data and its processing to everyday life, 

and for effective improvement to facilities leading to an improved quality of 

life. Data is key and substantial data in the wrong hands could yield enormous 

damage. Attackers which are mostly unauthorised users may attack the systems 

with wrong intensions of gaining access to significant data stored within those 

system. 

C. Identity: The targeted system might contain information for authentication, 

which is connected to an organisation or owner. These information might 

compromise the owners or company’s identity and in the wrong hands 

(attackers) might lead to significant damage. 

The study of existing works show that security quantification has been carried out in 

a similar manner to dependability and has existed for quite a while but with very rare 

realistic solutions [9] [10] [15] [63] [23] [64] [65] [66] [67] [41] [68]. We have chosen 

to model and simulate the mannerisms and behaviours of five sub-models of our 

security system model. Four of which are security mechanisms sub-models and one 

underlying sub-model for the control of communications. The entire security system 

sub-models make up our security control system known as the Security Group 

Communication System (SGCS). For the purpose of our research, we name the 

underlying sub-model the Staple sub-model. The five security control system sub-

models are: 

1. Antivirus sub-model: This sub-model simulates the conducts and mannerisms 

of an antivirus. It detects, prevents and in some cases, tries to restore working 

conditions to the cloud computing system after been attacked by a virus. 

2. Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model: Intrusion 

detection is the method of observing the events and activities that occurs within 

the cloud computing system, examining them for signs of probable security 

incidents, which are disruptions or imminent threats in violating computer or 
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network security policies and standard security practices. This sub-model 

automates the intrusion detection and prevention process by modelling the 

behaviours and conducts of an IDPS. It has the capabilities of preventing 

possible security incidents. 

3. Encryption and Decryption Sub-model: This models the behaviours of an 

encryption and decryption network security mechanism. 

4. Firewall sub-model: This sub-model simulates the behaviour of a firewall, 

using a system of either inclusive or exclusive parameters before allowing or 

disallowing certain network communication within the cloud computing 

system. 

5. The Security controller (Staple) sub-model: This sub-model plays a very 

crucial role in joining every process and sub-model together. It includes all 

other processes of the system. Specifically the shared server scheduling and 

process states needed to be distributed with other sub-models and the 

transmitted packet. 

It is significant to mention at this point that the security mechanisms sub-models could 

be grouped into that which is responsible to tackle internal or external attacks. For 

example, the firewall security mechanism sub-model handles external attacks while 

the  Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) security mechanism sub-model 

tackles internal attacks. 

3.3.1 Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) 

Generic security models with strategies of mitigating security threats (attacks) to 

minimal impacts have been proposed by [64] [69] and [67]. These models had been 

developed to withstand certain security situations e.g. bearing intrusions to some 

extent without affecting service and in some complex or adverse situations, maintain 

to meet service requirements with the possibility of limiting service. If these features 

are absent from any system, the prescribed model will have to be updated to reflect the 

missing functionality by eliminating respective states and transitions. Below is a state 

transition diagram for an intrusion tolerant system proposed in [69] [67]: 
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Figure 3.5: A state transition diagram for intrusion tolerant systems [69] [67]

The state transition diagram for an intrusion tolerant system in its general form (Figure 

3.5), includes the following states [69] [67]: 

i. G: This is the secure state of the system(s). It represents the systems’ default 

state and initial starting point. 

ii. V: This is the state of vulnerability of the system. It denotes a state of the 

system during the vulnerability identification periods of an attack. 

iii. A: This is the active attack state and it signifies possibilities that damages may 

follow. 

iv. MC: This is the state of masked compromise. 

v. UC: This is the state of undetected compromise. 

vi. TR: This is the triage state. When in this stage, the system might possess the 

ability to recover or minimise the possibility of security damages. The facility 

to recover is dependent on the type of security attack. 
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vii. FS: This is the false-secure state of the system. The system stops functioning 

depending on the type of security attack. 

viii. GD: This is the graceful degradation state where only essential services are 

maintained. Its occurrence is dependent on the type of security attack. 

ix. F: This is the failed state of the system. If all existing schemes fail and the 

system is at this stage, an alarm is motioned. 

Note: The system returns to stage G (secure state) from UC, FS,GD or F after 

reconfiguration, restoration or reinstatement. This implies that the remedy has been 

applied for the security threat/exploit and it prevents the same occurrence from 

happening again or can handle such events [64]. 

The proposed security model above can be considered flexible, practically universal 

and can be modified to represent a large number of real-life systems; but it is mostly 

regarded for security evaluation. Just to mention a few, quantitative based model for 

analysing the trade-off between performance and security were presented by Cho et 

al. in [70] [71] [72] [73] [74]. There were no explicit presentation and analysis using 

a security state transition diagram in the papers presented by Cho et al. but they 

proposed similar but distinct security states. Cho et al. in many papers presented 

similar but sometimes distinct Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) models. In [71], they 

presented a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) model which was  a mathematical model used 

in describing the behaviours a Group Communication System (GCS). This model was 

equipped with both an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to tackle insider attacks and 

a region based group key management to handle outsider attacks in Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks (MANETs). They stated their purpose of developing the model is to detect 

‘optimal’ configuration to maximise the Mean Time To Security Failure (MTTSF) 

while fulfilling inflicted performance requirements. Similarly in [72], they presented 

a similar SPN model to illustrate the mannerisms of a GCS instrumented with IDS to 

tackle internal attacks but used batch rekeying to handle external attacks, making it 

different from that presented in [71]. 
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Figure 3.6: SPN Model with IDS for 

internal attacks and region based 

group key management for outsider 

attacks [71] 

Figure 3.7: SPN Model with IDS for 

internal attacks and batch rekeying for 

outsider attacks [72]

From the figures above, we can identify states such as: SF, Tm, UCm, and DCm which 

operates in identical roles as the states F, G, UC, A and TR presented in the state 

transition diagram in [67] [69]. Most security and performance models presented by 

Cho et al. was based on Group Communication System (GCS) in Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks (MANETs) [71] [72] [73]. Therefore, even though there might be 

similarities in terms of states, there are differences in functionalities and qualities. For 

example in [71], the system cannot be repaired i.e. once the system fails, there is not 

process for recovery. Thus making state SF an absorbing state. Other differences 

similar to those also noted by [15] are: (a.) The inherent modelling of False Negatives 

(FNs) gives the opportunity to accommodate False Positives (FPs) unequivocally. (b.) 

At the DCm state, the removal of compromised nodes which is a process of recovery 

might be delayed with the possibility of trading security for improved performance. 

(c.) The state SF discusses the entities has been in a group but this differ at other states. 

They are suggested to be individual nodes but members of the group communication 

system (GCS) when passing through the other states. 

An advanced model for quantifying security was proposed in the paper on the trade-

off between performance and security presented by [9]. In that paper, they presented a 

security state diagram and depicted the security state of a system to either be in the 

secure, insecure or recovery state. They provided an assumption that the system could 
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either be operational or have failed.  Below (Figure 3.8) is Wolter and Reinecke PN 

model for the combined analysis of performance and security [9]. 

Figure 3.8: Petri-Net (PN) model for combined performance and security analysis [9]

They (Wolter and Reinecke) suggested that their presented model is not tailored to a 

specific system and addressed the problem of selecting an appropriate key length for 

encryption of messages or documents [9]. Their work was in agreement with [42], 

confirming the notion that a longer encryption key yields a more secure network 

system and an extremely secured encrypted message(s). The model presented in Figure 

3.8 is based on Generalised Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) formalism and has the 

performance sub-model on the left with the security sub-model on the right. From the 

model, Wolter and Reinecke made use of the security state transition diagram having 

three states (Secure, Insecure and Restoring). The single token circling in the security 

sub-model depicts the security state of the system [9], with the system functioning 

normally when at the secure state. When or if a security incident happens i.e. firing of 

a fail, the system moves to an insecure state with recovery initiated upon the detection 

of the insecure state. Ultimately, the system returns to the secure state after recovery 

with the firing of the transition recover [9]. The connection between the security and 

performance sub-model is done using an inhibitor arc and implies that a key identified 

to be insecure will not be used for encryption. The inhibitor arc is therefore used to 

halt encryption functions when the system is in a state of recovery. It is of importance 

to note that [9] detailed the transitions between secure, insecure and restore states are 

completed through stochastic processes, probabilities and continuous random 

variables. 
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Connecting the dots between [69] [67] and [9], we considered the SSTD presented by 

Wolter and Reinecke a simplified form of that presented by Goševa-Popstojanova et 

al.. The security sub-model in [9] did not consider the vulnerable state or have any 

degradable nodes, but the model presented was brilliant in providing a method of 

connecting performance and security processes. Consequently providing the ability to 

partly capture and analyse the implications on performance due to security failures. 

A more advanced and sophisticated security state transition diagram (SSTD) was 

presented by [15]. This was a combination of that presented in [9], [67] and [69], but 

with additional improvements. The SSTD presented included four tangible states (PN 

markings were no immediate transitions are enabled [75]) and all possible transitions 

within them. Illustrated below in Figure 3.9 is the four mutually exclusive and distinct 

states, which a computer node could probably visit. They include: secure, vulnerable, 

insecure and restoring states [15]. The improvements incorporated to the SSTD 

presented by [15] included the addition of possibly capturing unambiguously the 

respective False Alarm (FA) signals of the security measures implemented and the 

complete implications of each security state for performance. 

Figure 3.9: Security State Transition Diagram Model [15]
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In this section, we aim to introduce the security state transition diagram (SSTD) 

presented by [15] in expressing a concept of security for our proposed cloud computing 

system. We improve the SSTD by proposing a new state known as the Failed/Freeze 

state. This state indicates the security state of the system for which the implemented 

security mechanisms could not handle the security attacks and the system fails 

completely. At the Failed/Freeze security state, the solitary way back for the 

computing system is to be recovered by the system administrator. We incorporate a 

transition from the insecure state to the failed/freeze state. This represents the 

condition were the security countermeasure(s) failed to detect a security attack - False 

Negative (FN). A transition from the failed/freeze state to the secure state is also 

integrated within our proposed SSTD model. This transition is triggered by the system 

administrator indicating the system has been recovered from any security incident and 

that the system is fully functional. 

The security control node (Staple) is connected to every implemented security state 

measures (security countermeasures), forming a security group communication system 

with the SSTD governing the security system processes. In the SSTD model offered 

by [15], a self-transition for the vulnerable state was introduced. This self-transition 

for the vulnerable state is present in situations where the security system could not 

detect the vulnerability and the system has not been compromised by any security 

attack. To implement a highly secure system, we have removed the self-transition for 

the vulnerable state in our proposed SSTD. Based on the sophistication of recent 

security threats, it is not advisable to keep the system functional and within the state 

of vulnerability. There is a great possibility that the system could have been 

compromised, remain functional and also in the state of vulnerability. The former 

SSTD model does not provide a security state for the full safety of the system once 

compromised. The previous SSTD model suggests that the security system would 

always tackle security threats and would always remain functional even if the security 

mechanisms cannot handle the security incidents. Once the security countermeasures 

cannot identify or tackle the security threat and/or certain conditions (e.g. the file size 

of the security incident, number of concurrent security attacks, etc.) defined by the 

system administrator has been met, we recommend that the system should be moved 

to the failed/freeze security state. We provide below further explanation to the SSTD 
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improvements within the security state sub-headings and present in Figure 3.10 our 

enhanced SSTD model. 

To capture the dynamic behaviour of our proposed cloud computing model and in 

relation to our security control system node, we present the security state transition 

diagram (SSTD) model which inclusively accommodates five significant states and 

includes probable transitions within them [9] [15] [75]. This transition state diagram 

had been used in the modelling and quantitative analysis of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs 

between performance, security and database management. The five mutually exclusive 

and distinctive states which our proposed cloud computing model could feasibly visit 

at any given period are: Secure, Vulnerable, Insecure, Restoring and Failed/Freeze 

states. Implementing our security state transition diagram (SSTD), we assume that:

a. Our proposed cloud computing system is repairable i.e. has the ability of being 

fully restored to its normal condition (state), provided a security attack or 

failure is detected by at least one of the systems security control sub-model 

(security countermeasures) [15] [76]. 

b. Our proposed cloud computing system is subject to security threats that can be 

tackled or handled.  

c. The cloud computing system is appropriately equipped with security 

countermeasures. 

d. The proposed cloud system is not degradable and does not allow the 

availability of any redundant resource. Simply meaning, the security control 

system is unable to tolerate security intrusions (partially or fully) that have not 

already been configured or implemented within the realisation of the cloud 

system. Example is in situations where the system services or resources could 

be amenably rationalised. 

e. The SSTD is maintained by the security controller (Staple) sub-model as its 

responsibility is to determine the security state of the entire system, 

communicating with all other sub-models within the cloud computing system. 

The security controller serves as the hub in the Security Group Communication 

System (SGCS) of our proposed cloud computing platform. 
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Figure 3.10: Our generic Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) Model

Secure State

The secure state of the SSTD model indicates that the computing system is operating 

fine. It also represents the default or starting state of our cloud computing system 

model. We initialise our proposed cloud computing platform (CCP) to start at this state 

before the likelihood of a security attack. This state also denotes that the system is 

secure and without any known vulnerability. From the secure state, there are three 

possible transitions that could happen: The system continues to remain at the secure 

state (this is indicated by the self-transition), possibility of moving to the vulnerable 

state and the possibility of moving to the restoring state. The forthcoming event 

dictates which of the three probable transitions will happen. 

a. Continue to remain at the secure state: This continually happens if no security 

threat or vulnerability is identified. It is also known as No Attack Detected 

(NAD) or True Negative (TN). In the SSTD figure above, this is indicated by 

a self-transition i.e. a directed loop within the secure state. It takes the 
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implication that the cloud computing system will continually remain at the 

secure state provided a security incident does not occur or after the security 

incident has been dealt with by the security countermeasure(s). True Negative 

(TN) in our analysis indicates that the security group communication system 

(SGCS) does not detect the security threats provided they are absent. The 

longer our system stays at the secure state indicates how sophisticated the 

security system is and therefore, the better the overall outcomes of the system. 

We further improve that proposed SSTD in [15] by implementing more 

advanced and detailed security countermeasures, and also by reducing security 

threats or vulnerability patch times  within our developed cloud computing  

model. These are further explained in chapter 5. 

b. Possibility of moving to the vulnerable state: This occurs when a vulnerability 

is discovered as illustrated in Figure 3.10. Movement to the vulnerable state 

indicates that the system is prone to attacks but as of that moment, no security 

threat has exploited the system. Further description on the vulnerable state is 

given below under its sub-heading. 

c. Possibility of moving to the restoring state: This indicates a known attack as 

been detected by a security countermeasure(s) and the process of removing 

such security attack must commence. Once the system is at the restoring state, 

there are certain procedures that must be followed to keep the system safe. 

More information on the restoring state is provided below under its sub-

heading. A transition from the secure state to the restore state is known as 

Attack Detected (AD) or False Positive (FP) as illustrated in Figure 3.10. FP 

indicates that the SGCS detected a security threat or assumes to have detected 

a security threat, when really it was not a security threat i.e. the SGCS raises a 

false alarm of a security attack. Once at the restoring state, the only transition 

out of this state takes the system back to the secure state. 

Vulnerable State

The security controller moves the system to the vulnerable state once a known 

vulnerability is discovered. This state indicates that the system is prone to attacks but 
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has not yet been compromised by any security threat. There are two possible 

transitions from this state: 

i. The vulnerability is alleviated, which returns the system back to the secure 

state. 

ii. The vulnerability is exploited, thereby moving the system to the insecure state. 

Once the security countermeasures are able to handle the vulnerability before the 

system is exploited by a security attack, the security controller then moves the system 

back to the secure state. It is known as Compromised Undetected (CU) if the 

vulnerability is exploited and the system is compromised by an active security 

incident. If the SGCS fails to discover a vulnerability or is still in the process of 

alleviating the vulnerability, the system will continue to remain at this state. The longer 

the system remains at this state, the more prone it is to security attacks and the higher 

the chances of exploitation [77]. [78] provides further explanation on vulnerability, its 

importance to the security state transition diagram (SSTD) of any system and the 

distinct states with which vulnerability can occur within its lifecycle.  

Insecure State 

The system goes to the insecure state from the vulnerable state when a security attack 

exploits the systems vulnerability. This state can also be considered as the 

Compromised Detected (CD) state. This is the second most distressing state in all the 

five states. It suggests that the system has been compromised and the systems 

administrator(s) are not yet aware. The administrators are not made aware (except they 

check the security logs) at this state because it is assumed that the implemented 

security countermeasures could handle the security incident and are given the 

opportunity to carry out their tasks. If they cannot resolve the security treat, the system 

is moved to the Failed/Freeze state where the administrators are made aware. 

There are two possible transitions from the insecure state: a transition to the 

Failed/Freeze state, which occurs when the security mechanism fails to detect the 

security attack (False Negative (FN)) and the second transition is that which moves 

the system to the restoring state. The system moves to the restoring state once the 
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security mechanism detects the security attack (True Positive (TP)) and has the ability 

to tackle such security attack. The insecure state is also the second most expensive 

period of the security cycle based on the resources used within the state. Probability 

analysis example of FN was discussed in [15]. For example, given FN=0.05 for a 

security measure, probability that the security mechanism would fail to detect a 

security attack either at its first or second examination is 5% and (5*5)%  = 0.25 

respectively. The longer the system stays within this state is probably dependent on 

the FN percentages. A higher probability data within the system is breached, causing 

more damages to the system [77]. 

Restoring state 

This is the state when the system tries to recover from a security attack. It is reached 

either directly from the secure state, which occurs immediately an active security 

attack is incorrectly detected (False Positive (FP)) and from the insecure state once an 

active attack has been detected (True Positive (TP)). I guess at this point, you might 

be wondering what is the difference between FP and TP within our presented SSTD 

model. In simplistic terms, FP is when the SGCS falsely detects a security threat and 

TP is when the SGCS truly detects a security attack. At the restoring state, the security 

controller within our SGCS compels a full recovery. Normally, the functionality within 

the system halts temporarily during the recovery process until the system is back to 

the secure state, i.e. returning to normality again. The recovery of the system after an 

attack is in accordance to our assumption on degradability or redundancy – meaning 

the system is unable to tolerate security attacks including intrusions neither fully or 

partially in situations where the performance or system services could be adaptably 

downscaled.  It is significant to note that the recovery process is associated with cost, 

which could  be very substantial and dependent on how long the system sojourns at 

the recovery state contributing to the overall downtime of the system. 
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Failed/Freeze state 

As stated above, we have improved the known SSTD models to include this state. In 

more sophisticated security systems, this state is very crucial in the protection of the 

computing system in situations of  extreme security incidents. This state provides a 

layer of comfort to system administrators, organisations and consumers by offering 

the knowledge that though the system might be fully unfunctional during a time period, 

they can be rest assured of an additional level of security that keeps the computing 

system more safe. 

Whilst already stated above that it is not feasible to implement every security 

countermeasure that can handle all security attacks as more complex security attacks 

are regularly introduced. Therefore, the introduction of this state proves to be 

significant in recent times as it provides a security solution for extreme cases of 

security incidents. In our presented SSTD model, there is only one transition from the 

Failed/Freeze state. This transition is a resultant action from an interaction with the 

system administrator and it is based on the purpose of recovering the system back to 

the secure state after a severe security incident. This state represents the most 

distressing state in all five states and it is also the most expensive period of the security 

cycle based on the resources used, besides the fact that the system has been 

compromised without discovering the security attack. The main aim of the 

Failed/Freeze state is to provide a place of safe-haven for the computing system during 

a situation of extreme security incident(s) and when the security countermeasures 

cannot handle the security incidents. 

Prominently, the frequency in the development of security attacks increases on a daily 

basis and more sophisticated security countermeasures will need developing to handle 

such security attacks. We have presented a few security countermeasures considerably 

important in today’s cloud computing system. For future research, we are of the 

opinion that self-learning security countermeasures need to be developed and 

incorporated within the computing network systems. This can be done by integrating 

machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) within any system to learn the 

patterns of security threats and develop solutions to combat such threats without the 

need of implementing more security countermeasures or rigorous input from the 
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system administrator. Further explanation on this is presented in chapter 7 under future 

works. We also propose future works in the areas of reducing recovery time by 

accelerating the processes and making sure the number of times the system ever gets 

to the Failed/Freeze state is continually reduced. This could be done using ML and AI 

so as to reduce the number of times a recovery process should be done if similar 

processes have been carried out before (for suggestion, this would require a stored 

process within the developed AI). 

3.3.2 SSTD Concept within our Security System (SSGCS)

In this section, we explain how the concept of the SSTD model is integrated in our 

offered SGCS which is part of our proposed cloud computing system model. We have 

the security countermeasure nodes and the security controller node within the SGCS. 

The security countermeasure nodes include: the intrusion detection and prevention 

system (IDPS), the antivirus system, encryption and decryption system, the firewall 

system and the security controller (staple). The security countermeasures could be 

categorised under that used to tackle passive attacks or active attacks (Figure 3.4). The 

security controller node on the other hand controls the communications within the 

security nodes of the SGCS, including the communications that exists between the 

components of the cloud computing system. Thereby having the understating of the 

security state of the cloud computing system. The security controller node also handles 

the state of the entire system using the implementation of the Security State Transition 

Diagram (SSTD). The security countermeasures are implemented in a similar style but 

they work to tackle different security attacks, based on their different behaviours.  It is 

essential to state at this point that even though the security countermeasures handle 

security threats/attacks independently based on their associated work, they have been 

designed to depend on one another via the communication with the security controller 

node (which is simply the ideology behind the security group communication system). 

This is an attempt to resolve dependency among the SSTD model and it is another 

improvement tackling further area of research specified in [15]. 
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The below cases illustrates how the security of our entire proposed could computing 

system is conducted by the security controller node (staple) and is based on the SSTD 

model: 

i. The entire system is considered secure by the security controller as long as no 

security vulnerability or attack is detected. 

ii. If a security vulnerability is detected by any security countermeasure node, the 

entire system is considered to be in the vulnerable state. 

iii. Similarly, if a security attack is detected by any security countermeasure sub-

model, the entire system is moved to the insecure state. 

iv. Likewise, the same goes for the restoring state. If any security countermeasure 

sub-model is working to restore the system after a security attack, the entire 

system is considered to be at the restoring state.

v. Subsequently, if any security countermeasure sub-model cannot handle the 

security attack or restore the system after a security attack, the entire system is 

deemed to be at the failed/freeze state. At this point, all other processes are 

frozen until the system is recovered back to the secure state by the system 

administrator. 

The movement of the system within the security states is determined by the security 

controller node and it nurtures dependency between the nodes of the SGCS. It is 

significant to state at this point that security is perceived as a chain (i.e. a security 

system is only as strong as its weakest link). This means that an improvement to any 

aspect of a security system (e.g. improving encryption and decryption processes) does 

not mean an improved overall security system. All aspects of the security system will 

need to be improved for an improved overall security of the system. Our proposed 

system model and analysis has not be done to consider multiple security attacks at a 

given period. Once an attack cannot be handled and the system is in the failed/freeze 

state, control is initiated within the entire cloud computing system and our model 

would not allow any operation until the system is recovered by a system administrator. 

Further explanation on our presented cloud computing model including every sub-

model (node) is presented in Chapter 5. 
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3.4 Database Management 

Enhancing performance within computing systems that rely highly on database and its 

administration for productivity will depend on how effective the database is managed, 

and its preparation to withstand bottlenecks. Conventional cloud computing systems 

with the introduction of big data as lead to the development of systems that are efficient 

in the management of data and also tackles bottlenecks. Our proposed cloud computing 

model incorporates a database system node which handles the delivery of data or 

information as requested by the client, and also alerts the security controller of 

database threats that occur within the database process. 

Bottlenecks are tackled within the database process by temporarily identifying it as a 

vulnerability. Depending on how long the database server is taking to process the huge 

data, the system might be moved to the insecure state notifying the security controller 

of a possible security threat. Irregular data size could move the system from the 

insecure state to the failed/freeze state, consequently halting the operations of the 

system and the database system from receiving more requests. The system will 

continue to remain at the restoring state if the database sever cannot finish processing 

the data within a certain period of time (usually one determined by the system 

administrator knowing most database request should have been completed). Therefore, 

bottlenecks are first treated as security threats or vulnerability and depending on the 

database server processing times or irregular data sizes, they are considered a security 

attack. This is using the database system as a security mechanism. Sometimes 

vulnerabilities or security threats pass through the security mechanisms been 

undetected and then replicates within the database server, clogging the system and 

increasing processing times. This has been identified as one of the recent sophistication 

of security attacks taking place within the database system. 

If the strategies for handling bottlenecks fails due to the volume of data (big data), the 

database system alerts the security controller, moving the system from the secure state 

to the vulnerable state. Based on the happenings during the database management 

processes, the vulnerable state is such that the entire system is waiting and hoping that 

the database system is able to service the data request. Subsequently moving the 
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system back to the secure state. In the situation of a significantly long data request 

length (high probability parameter) greater that the normal or configured threshold, 

the database management system treats this as an abnormality and therefore categories 

this as a security threat. This alerts the security controller node, which moves the 

system to the insecure state. At this point, the system is unresponsive, not operational 

and very slow. The database system tries to tolerate the size of the data in order for the 

system to continue its function without interruptions but might ultimately have to 

freeze the cloud computing systems operation to finish its immediate tasks, with the 

computing system returning to normal operation once the bottleneck has been cleared. 

The following four phases form the core for handling bottleneck(s);  identifying, 

consequence or effect, recovery or management and treatment of the bottleneck(s). 

These phases stands as the foundation for the design and implementation of a 

bottleneck management system. Within our proposed cloud computing model, 

bottlenecks are identified and detected based on the length of data request requiring 

information from the database and the size of the big data to be delivered to the client. 

Strategies used in detecting such bottlenecks include bottlenecks recognition (i.e. the 

data request length, the size of big data for storage or retrieval based on the clients 

requests and the database server’s utilisation),  recording and inspecting . Once the 

data size exceeds a certain limit and the database server’s utilisation is passed a certain 

threshold, bottleneck is discovered and the system moves to a vulnerable state. At this 

state, once the bottleneck is detected by the database controller and the database 

system could handle the process within a timeframe, the vulnerability is alleviated. In 

situations where the database system couldn’t complete the data process within the 

duration,  the database controller alerts the security system and freezes data requests 

operations within the computing system by stopping data requests from going to the 

Processing Server, thus stopping the database server from receiving additional data 

requests until its finished handling the big data request or the administrator is alerted 

to a fault / security incident within the cloud computing system. The strategies for 

restoring or recovery includes;  freezing data requests to the database server, allowing 

an increase in database sever  processing time and the ability to processes other 

requests which do not require processing by the database server.  For the purpose of 

our research, we carried out our analysis using freezing the data requests to the 

database server has the restoration strategy. Other strategy for restoration can be 

carried out as future research; this has been discussed further in our future works 
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directions. The best case scenario for our cloud computing model is when there is 

enough idleness at all servers to handle requests quickly and efficiently with no 

bottlenecks and there are no security threats or incidents which slows down the 

performance of the system, while the worst case scenario is when the bottlenecks 

strategies fails to resolve bottlenecks and when the security countermeasures fails to 

detect the security threats leading to low performance, freezing and in extreme cases 

failure of the entire system. Notably, in a bottleneck tolerant system, the impact is of 

higher importance than the causes. 

3.5 Network Performance 

Cloud computing is having a powerful computational environment which is available 

everywhere and can be accessed by a user via the internet. With cloud computing 

systems being scalable and  flexible, it has yielded to a continuous increase in the 

number of cloud applications and its providers. As a result, cloud computing 

performance management and resource scheduling have developed to be one of the 

most significant aspects of cloud computing [79]. Performance analysis of cloud 

computing systems is very much performance analysis of a network system as a cloud 

computing system is simply a network system. Therefore any presented performance 

methodology for a network system could be modified and applied to the cloud 

computing system. 

Performance examination within software systems at the early part of the design stage 

was initially introduced by Lazowska et al. in [80] making use of software-level 

queuing network performance models that was further developed into the software 

performance engineering methodology by Smith in [81]. The introduction of software 

performance evaluation by those earlier mentioned  has led to the development of 

several software performance engineering methodologies. For performance evaluation 

within software systems to yield accurate predictions then more compound and 

comprehensive performance models are to be developed with the intension of 

providing detailed software design, modelling and analysis [82]. 
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Performance analysis for many years has been regarded a very significant metric in 

the analysis of network computing systems. A suitable metric is one which is 

measurable, define an optimal value that could be used for comparison in order to 

access the observed metric. It should also reflect the processes or user requirements 

[9] [14] [83]. Performance modelling and analysis of computing systems occupies a 

vital role in the design, development and management of computer network systems 

that offer adaptable and reliable tools which could be used in optimisation, capacity 

planning, prediction and dependability analysis. Performance evaluation tools permit 

the early calculation of critical components and potential challenges, presenting the 

ability of certifying the best possible cost performant network system [15]. 

The three fundamental methods that can be used for performance evaluation in 

network systems are: Measurement, Analytical modelling and Simulation. Dependent 

on the network system to be analysed and its characteristics, one or all of the 

fundamental methods could be employed. The following factors does determine the 

fundamental method to be used: time, tools, cost, accuracy and trade-off evaluation. 

3.6 Trade-off between Performance, Security and Database 
Management 

In this section, we generate approaches that enable us study performance, security and 

database management processes. Hence, facilitating the study of their trade-offs. A list 

of questions to be answered during our study to find the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management processes are: 

a. What is the connection between systems performance, database management 

performance and security system implementation? 

b. What extent does security system implementations impact the performance of 

the entire system and that of the database management process? 

c. What is the impact of database management especially with the presence of big 

data, to the systems performance and the time needed or effort required for 

security implementation? 
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d. How acceptable is the degradation for real-time applications needing access to 

services provided by the cloud computing platform? 

To provide answers to the above questions, there is huge importance in exploring the 

trade-offs between system performance, security and database management 

processing within the cloud computing platform. The trade-off exploration should 

provide us with the following: 

i. Better and improved knowledge on the behaviours of security systems. 

ii. Quantitative evaluation of security and its impact on performance and database 

management processing. 

iii.Quantitative assessment of database management processes and its effect on 

performance and security. 

iv. Quantitative calculation of performance and its impact on security and database 

management processing. 

v. Quantitative evaluation of cloud computing systems thus yielding to the 

development of an optimised cloud computing system. 

A trade-off represents a balance between two or more contrasting things, were to fully 

realise one thing will be detrimental to the full implementation of the other. Ideally, 

security measures are developed and implemented to improve security, however, their 

implementation has an effect on systems performance and database management 

processes. The removal or reduced implementation of security measures should 

improve the systems performance and database management process but will result to 

a less or no secure system and as such prone to security attacks yielding to system 

failures. 

A database (DB) is categorised by its physical and logical designs [82]. The physical 

and logical structures including their designs are interdependent and interconnected 

with a direct implication on database performance [82]. Additional complexities 

involving interdependent functionalities implemented within database systems also 

affects its performance. These complexities and functionalities implemented within 
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the database systems makes the evaluation of  the optimal performance of the database 

system a significant and paramount area of research. 

Analysing the trade-offs between the three associated components (i.e. performance, 

security and database management processing) of a cloud computing platform (CCP) 

suggests that each component has to compromise for one another to yield an optimised 

system. The performance-security-database management processing system can be 

evaluated realistically using effective quantitative modelling tools that include 

Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) in its functionality. Based on the 

recommendation in [27] [84], our ‘optimal’ performance, security and database 

management trade-off modelling and analysis technique were considered in the design, 

development, tuning and upgrading of our proposed cloud computing system, in order 

to arrive at the most effective system. A fundamental aspect of our evaluation will 

involve defining metrics for performance, security and database management 

processing, as well as outlining suitable combined three-tier metrics. The selection of 

an optimum state within system analysis using model-based techniques may not be so 

obvious but are very beneficial [9]. The use of model-based methods provides valuable 

insights to the systems operation right from the early stages of system design and 

executes the ‘what-if’ analysis with the purpose of estimating the impact derived from 

the changes in architecture [85]. 

3.7 Metrics

A metric system ought to be comprehensive, with focus of all occupational activities 

on organisational objectives and consumer requirements. Under this section, we 

examine performance, security and database management metrics, and identified some 

known system metrics.  

3.7.1 Performance Metrics

Performance analysis is a method of non-functional evaluation of systems and 

applications. Performance metrics presents the capability of prioritising network 

resource usage based on vital computer applications. The overall performance metric 
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in relation to the consideration of a computer network with multiple classes is known 

as an aggregate metric while the performance metric per class is called a marginal 

metric [86]. The most commonly used performance metrics for computer network 

systems are: 

i. Utilisation (ρ): This represents the percentage or fraction of time required 

by the network system (e.g. cloud computing system) to successfully 

process a customer’s request. 

ii. Throughput (Λ): Throughput is generally a measure of the amount of data 

transmitted between two nodes within a certain timeframe [87]. For the 

purpose of our proposed cloud computing model, throughput is a measure 

for the number of requests (data packets) transmitted or processed within a 

period of time via the cloud computing nodes. The overall throughput could 

be derived by evaluating the entire cloud computing system considering 

the input and output at different nodes or sub-models. 

iii. Mean Response Time (R): At the cloud computing system sub-level, this 

is the average time taken for the network node (cloud computing sub-

model) to process a customer’s request from the time it was submitted. For 

the entire cloud system, this implies the average time taken for the 

customer’s request to be processed by the cloud computing system from 

the time the request was submitted. The response time includes both the 

waiting and service times. 

iv. Mean Waiting Time (W): This is the average waiting time of the 

customer’s requests in the ready queue within the cloud computing system. 

The mean waiting time implies the overall waiting time within the cloud 

computing system before the request receives service. 

v. Mean Queue Length (L): This is the average number of requests in the 

buffers or queues waiting to be served. It includes those in the queue and 

also those receiving service. 

Listed above are some of the performance metrics used in the evaluation of 

performance within a network system. In the presentation of our analysis (Chapter 6), 
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we provide the detailed description of the selected performance metrics and its 

significance to our work. 

3.7.2 Security Metrics

Mechanisms developed and implemented to reduce the risk associated with security 

threats are known as security services. Development and the derivation of appropriate 

security metrics continue to receive attention with little understanding in the area of 

attack-defence interactions [51]. The quantitative study of security insinuates that it 

can be measured. The quantitative analysis of any systems performance has been the 

centre of research for many years, thereby yielding to the existence of a large body of 

work and well established theories [88] (performance metrics have been explored 

above in the above section). This is not the case with security as it possesses extreme 

difficulty in its examination. An intuitive approach in the quantification of security 

and the derivation of security metrics, is the application of theories used in the 

calculation of dependability [9]. 

Security analysis could be compared to dependability analysis based on similar 

assumptions. As with dependability, the system state can be assumed to be in the 

simplest form of either working or failed. Security analysis at its simplest form could 

also take a similar approach, were a system could be considered as either being secure 

or insecure, and indicates the transition between the states either as probabilities, 

stochastic processes or continuous random variables [9]. Expanding on the previous 

sentence and for our starting point, we consider how to derive quantitative security 

metrics from the concept of dependability. We assume that our system could either be 

in the secure, vulnerable, insecure, restoring or failed/freeze security state (kindly refer 

to the SSTD section above for more information on our proposed states). The system 

also has the ability to change states e.g. from secure state to vulnerable state. As a 

reminder, the secure state stipulates the normal working state of the system. 

Using the standardised terminologies for security metrics introduced and established 

by the Centre for Internet Security (CIS) in [89], we present below a selected list of 

security metrics which would be used for analysing the security aspect of our proposed 
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system. We present the security metrics under relevant categories as specified by [89] 

and in relation to the SSTD model presented above. 

A. Vulnerability Management: This refers to how well system vulnerabilities 

are managed by identifying and mitigating known vulnerabilities [89]. 

i. Mean-Time to Mitigate Vulnerabilities (MTMV): This represents the 

average time taken to alleviate recognised vulnerabilities. In the analysis 

of security within our proposed system, it represents the average time taken 

to return back to the secure state after a vulnerability has been identified. 

The quickly it returns to the secure state, the less time used and the more 

effective the system is in reacting to vulnerabilities. Additionally, the more 

resourceful the security system is in avoiding or reducing the risk of the 

exploiting vulnerabilities. 

ii. Number of Known Vulnerabilities (NKV): The number of vulnerabilities 

that has been identified. 

iii. Mean Cost to Mitigate Vulnerabilities (MCMV): This is the average cost 

(e.g. hardware and software resources) required to alleviate vulnerabilities. 

The aim of this security metric is to understand the level of labour required 

for actions involved in mitigating the vulnerabilities. 

B. Patch Management: This refers to how adequate the patch states of the 

systems are maintained. It involves the deployment of processes required to 

patch the system after a vulnerability. 

i. Mean-Time to Patch (MTP): This is the average time used in deploying 

a patch. The faster a patch is deployed implies a lower average patch time, 

resulting to a reduced time at the vulnerable state. 

ii. Mean Cost to Patch (MCP): This refers to the average cost (e.g. 

resources) required when deploying a patch. The aim of this security metric 

is to understand the labour needed for activities involved in mitigating the 

vulnerabilities. 
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C. Incident Management: This refers to how satisfactory the security system 

identifies, accurately detect, handle and recover from security incidents [89]. 

i. Number of Incidents (NoI): This refers to the total number of incidents 

at any given time-frame. 

ii. Mean Number of Incidents (MNoI): This was newly created for our 

research purpose. We propose this metric as it provides the ability to 

measure the average number of incidents that occur within a period of 

time. Such period of time could be long (e.g. years) and due to dependency 

between the security countermeasures in our Security Group 

Communication System (SGCS), the MNoI metric would be useful in 

identifying multiple security incidents and in presenting our analysis. 

iii. Mean-Time to Incident Discovery (MTID): Average time taken to 

discover a security incident. The earlier a security incident is identified, 

the quicker it takes for the security countermeasure to tackle such security 

incident, resulting to the security incident having less impact on the 

system. 

iv. Mean-Time Between Security Incidents (MTBSI): This is the average 

time between security incidents. This security metric is autonomous but it 

is similar to the Mean Time Between Failures (BTBF) as in the case of 

reliability. 

v. Cost of Incidents (CoS): The cost (e.g. resources) required in handling 

and mitigating the security incidents. The objective of this metric is to 

identify the effect security incidents have on the system and includes the 

effort required in alleviating such security incident. The CoS is relative to 

the NoI which happened during the security metric time period. 

vi. Mean Cost of Incidents (MCI): This refers to the average cost derived 

from security incidents and its relative to our presented MNoI. 

vii. Mean-Time to Incident Recovery (MTIR): This is the average time 

required in recovering from security incidents. The earlier a recovery is 
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done from a security incident, the less impact such incident will have on 

the system. 

viii. Mean Incident Recovery Cost (MIRC): This refers to the average cost 

involved in returning the system to the secure state after a security incident 

i.e. the average cost required for recovery after a security incident. 

We present an additional security metric known as the ‘Mean Number of Incidents 

(MNoI)’ and have presented the security metrics above in categories A to C (i.e. 

Vulnerability, Patch and Incident Management). Our presentation is different from the 

order presented by [89] to fit with the states of our proposed SSTD model and also to 

provide a better understanding when detailing with the security analysis of our 

proposed cloud computing system in the coming chapters. Remember from our SSTD 

model, the vulnerable state comes after the secure state and in a case on an incident, 

our system should move to the insecure state. Furthermore, if a complex security 

incident cannot be handled by the security countermeasures, the system is moved to 

the failed/freeze state. 

3.7.3 Database Metrics

Scalable database management systems (DBMS) are as important as decision support 

systems for profound and illustrative analytics in addition to updating intensive 

application capabilities,  thus making them a significant part of the cloud computing 

system [16]. They play a substantial role in guaranteeing the smooth transitioning of 

applications from the traditional enterprise infrastructure to the next generation cloud 

infrastructure [16]. Many research has been carried out into the management of large 

scale data within traditional enterprise server settings. Though the management of 

scalable data has been a vision for more than three decades, cloud computing systems 

introduces a different approach and challenges in the management of such scalable 

data, which must be addressed to ensure the success of big data management solutions 

within the cloud computing platforms [16]. The inclusion of scalable data and its 

computing via the internet (i.e. cloud computing platform) has extended the known 

cloud computing paradigms, making them four: Software as a Service (SaaS), 
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Database or 

Storage as a Service (DaaS). 

Most analysis including that of recent work has considered database management 

within computer systems to be a computing process. Thus examining the performance 

of the database system in relation to the entire computing system with the use of 

performance parametrisation. The application of queuing theory has been used in 

research papers to carry out such analysis. In the early part of my research, we 

presented a paper on the ‘Performance analysis of cloud computing using Queuing 

Network Model (QNM) [22]’. In the paper presented, we analysed our offered cloud 

computing model using queueing theory and gave the analysis of the entire system 

including the database server using response time as the performance metric. The 

database server was implemented as a M/M/1 queuing system with the below 

derivation of queuing theory formulas to calculate the response time [22]: 

λλ λ λλ

    µ     µ       µ     µ    µ

0 1 2 n -1    n

Figure 3.11: State Transition rate diagram for M/M/1 
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From the equations above, we could derive the formulas for Response time (RT). 
Response time (RT): - This is known as the total time spent in the queuing system. 
RT = RTq + RTs   (where, RTq = Waiting time in the queue and RTs= Service time). 

Response time (RT) for M/M/1

Using Little’s Law

L= ΛW  W=
L


W=  
1

(1 ― )

Therefore, the analytical formula for Response Time (RT) for an M/M/1 queuing 

network is   
𝟏

(𝟏 ― )

The presented cloud computing model in [22] used for analysis can be found under 

Appendix B. More information including the derivation of the RT queuing theory 

formula for the entire presented cloud model can be found in [22]. In this thesis we 

improve on what has been learnt making use of  Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) 

for the design, implementation and analysis of our proposed cloud computing system 

to enable us evaluate the trade-offs between performance, security and database 

management. SANs provides the capability of capturing synchronisation within our 

proposed cloud computing platform (CCP). 

The classification of queuing network performance models of database management 

systems and the inclusion of its categorisation based on the level of detail which 

database transactions are modelled was presented in [82]. They offered the survey and 

evaluation of performance evaluation methods recommended to map database 

management system specifications unto queuing network models with suitable 

workloads [82]. In their literature, they classified the queueing network performance 

evaluation studies of database management systems based on the level of detail for 

which the database transactions internal design is represented within the models. They 

identified four distinct classifications of transaction representation in the queuing 

network models: the black box model, the transaction processing model, the 

transaction size model and the transaction phase model [82]. A detailed literature 

review of existing work on the performance evaluation of database management 

system was presented in [82] under each stated distinct classification. [90] [91] [92] 
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[93] provides more information on the performance evaluation of database 

management systems. 

From the list of existing work examined in relation to performance evaluation of 

database management systems, we can confirm that performance evaluation of 

database management system is a known and acceptable method for analysing 

database management within any computing system. Database performance 

evaluation is paramount for detailing the effect of database management on system 

performance and security within our proposed cloud computing system. Database 

management system and its processing, especially with the involvement of scalable 

data has a huge effect on the overall systems performance and security management 

of the cloud computing system. Evaluating performance of the database management 

process provides the facility to derive optimal combined  system metrics. We thereby 

present the analysis of the database management system sub-model within our offered 

cloud computing model in terms of performance parametrisation. Further details on 

our model and its evaluation are obtainable in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4

Network Modelling and Evaluation Tools

4.0 Introduction 

In this section, we present our proposed methodology used for analysing the optimal 

trade-off between performance, security and database management processing within 

our proposed cloud computing model. The evaluation, analysis and study of several 

technological environments including cloud computing platforms is largely associated 

with simulation. Simulation is the most appropriate technique for evaluating cloud 

computing systems including the analysis of the optimal trade-off between 

performance, security and database management. This is because research in regard to 

the full context of the internet is very difficult to examine. Furthermore, cloud 

computing includes the interaction of several computing and networking 

infrastructures that may not be under the total control and regulation of the researchers 

[94]. 

Quantitative methodology involving discrete-event simulation and analytical study 

concerning queueing theory and associated approximations [25] [26] [27] have been 

applied in the analysis of performance prediction, modelling and evaluation of 

resource management strategies. In [31], they developed CloudSim - a cloud 

computing simulator used for analysis and simulation of proposed models and 

networks. There have been several simulation tools used in the analysis and evaluation 

of cloud computing systems. Some of such simulation tools are: CloudAnalyst, 

CloudSim, Java Modelling Tool (JMT), SPNP, Great SPN and Möbius. Later within 

this chapter, we introduce some of the known cloud computing evaluation formalisms. 

We propose a combined quantitative model that enables a more realistic capturing of 

performance, security and database management characteristics of our proposed cloud 

computing model. The most substantial question within this research was to identify 

the methodology that encompasses simulation and realistic modelling implementation 

of an actual environment that could be used in the analysis of the proposed cloud 

model. The proposed cloud computing model captures synchronisation with the use of 
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Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs). Different scenarios were simulated to yield a 

variety of numerical results which would be used to endorse our proposed model. 

Möbius was our preferred simulation tool for analysing the proposed cloud computing 

network model. More information on Möbius and why we chose to use the simulator 

can be found under Chapter 4.2.1. 

4.1 Network Modelling Techniques

There are several network modelling techniques and they vary in application from one 

another. Modelling technique is also referred to as modelling formalism is simply a 

language used in expressing a computing model within a certain framework. Some 

modelling techniques include: Queueing Network (QN), Stochastic Process Algebra 

(SPA), Petri-Net (PN) and many more. Network modelling techniques can generally 

be categorised under probabilistic and/or stochastic systems. In this thesis, we have 

chosen Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) as our network modelling formalism, 

which is used for our proposed model analysis. For information, we briefly introduce 

and describe some known modelling techniques used for analysing network models. 

We also provide detailed information on SAN formalism below.

4.1.1 Queueing Network (QN)

Queueing Networks (QNs) are quantitative tools used for the modelling and analysis 

of complex systems via a succinct graphical description of queues, service centres, 

data centres, stochastic routing and queueing disciplines within a computing network 

[44] [95] [96]. Queuing networks (QNs) are commonly used for evaluating 

performance within complex systems but they lack the capability to model more 

sophisticated configurations like joins, simultaneous resource possession and 

synchronisation [95]. 

A queuing network consists of N basic queueing systems that represents the nodes 

within the graphical description [95]. Individual queueing system consists of a queue 

which signifies the waiting room, and a server that handles the requests or jobs. The 

requests wait in the queues and are being processed by the server according to the 
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queueing discipline. The arrival time and service times are random variables. Between 

multiple queuing systems (which represents the computing network nodes), routing 

probabilities p(x,y) are outlined. This denotes the probability of a completed request 

from queueing node ‘x’ that will proceed afterwards to queueing node ‘y’. The 

summation of the routing probability at each queuing system must be equal to one i.e. 

 for all x. More queue types and queueing theory derivation can be ∑
𝑦p(x, y) =  1

found in [86]. 

4.1.2 Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) 

Process Algebra (PA) developed as a modelling methodology for the functional 

analysis of concurrent systems. PA are abstract languages used for specifying and 

designing synchronised systems. They offer numerous appealing characteristics which 

are not necessarily present in existing performance modelling paradigms [97]. 

Formality, abstraction and compositionality are the most important characteristics 

presented by PA. Formality is the ability to give defined meaning to all terms in the 

language. Abstraction is the capacity to build complex system models from 

comprehensive components, disregarding internal systems conduct when it is suitable 

to do so. Compositionality is the capability of modelling a system as a collaboration 

of its subsystems [97]. Stochastic Petri-Nets (SPNs) deliver formality but not 

compositionality and abstraction while Queueing Network (QN) offer 

compositionality but not formality and abstraction. Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) 

was first proposed as a tool for modelling performance and dependability [97]. 

PA brought something different in comparison to Queuing Networks (QNs) and 

Stochastic Petri-Nets (SPNs). QNs have inherent compositionality, which is informal 

and implicit while Stochastic Petri-Nets (SPNs) have a semantic model but in general 

no clear compositional structure [97]. In PA, the compositionality is explicit (i.e. 

delivered by the combination of its language) and formal (i.e. supported by the 

equivalence relations and semantics of its language) [97]. 

The initial limitation of the SPA was its shortage of expressiveness in relation to time 

distributions. It predominantly restricted the consideration of models were every time 

duration was represented by negative exponential distributed random variables [97]. 
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Later work was designed to tackle such limitation by considering languages for which 

generally distributed random variables might be associated with the models’ actions. 

Conversely, such models are not open to quantitative analysis and thus, their 

practicality has been limited [97]. Some stochastic extensions where introduced within 

literature of the early 1990s to add quantification to PA e.g. Performance Evaluation 

Process Algebra (PEPA) [98], Extended Markovian Process Algebra (EMPA) [99], 

Stochastic Process Algebra for Discrete Event Simulation (SPADES) [100] and many 

more [101] [102] [103] [104]. 

Figure 4.1: Categorisation of Stochastic Process Algebras (SPAs) [97]

Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) 

PEPA is a stochastic extension of PA and was developed with the intention of adding 

quantification to PA models. They were also made with the objective of making them 

suitable for performance modelling and analysis. PEPA was presented by the 

University of Edinburgh and was the first language to be developed with the aim of 

producing Markov processes which could solve performance analysis arithmetically. 

PEPAs extension to the classical PA is done by associating a random variable 

(presumed to be exponentially distributed), which indicates the time duration to every 

action within the system. The random variable presents a clear relationship between 

the Continuous Time Markov Process (CTMP) and the process algebra model. Under 

such underlying Markov process can performance measures be gotten from the system 
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model [97]. Similar to classical process algebra, the semantics of every expression in 

PEPA is given through a labelled multi-transition system, signifying the importance 

of multiplicities of arcs [105]. 

4.1.3 Petri-Nets (PNs) 

Petri-Nets (PNs) are graphical tools used to formally describe the movements of events 

present in complex systems. [106] defined Petri-Nets as a graphical formalism tool 

used for demonstrating complicated logical relations (e.g. concurrency and 

synchronisation) within the physical components or system events. PNs are mostly 

utilised for modelling concurrency, synchronisation, confliction and sequential events. 

They are used for evaluating reliability and performance of systems relative to time 

[106]. Time variables relating to Petri-Nets (PNs) are either deterministic or random 

variables. Deterministic variables produce Deterministic Petri-Net (DPN) models 

while random variables generate Stochastic Petri-Net (SPN) models. 

A marked Petri-Net (PN) is identified as a quintuple (i.e. consists of five parts): P, T, 

I, O and M. Further details on the five parts defining a PN as presented by Bobbio, are 

described below [106]: 

 P = {p1, p2, . . . , pnp} – this is a set of np places. It is denoted as circles when 

representing it graphically. 

 T = {t1, t2, . . . , tnt} – this is a set of nt transitions. It is graphically represented 

as bars.

 I – this is the transition input relation. It is graphically symbolized by way of 

arcs directed from places to transitions.   

 O – this is the transition output relation. It is denoted graphically by way of 

arcs directed from transitions to places.   

 M = {m1, m2, . . . , mnp} – this is the marking. The general entry mi can be 

described as the number of tokens in place pi in marking M. This is graphically 

represented as black dots. 
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Graphical configuration of Petri-Nets (PNs) are bipartite directed graphs i.e. the nodes 

present belongs to two distinctive classes (transitions and places) and the arcs (edges) 

are only allowed to join nodes that have distinctive classes. PNs are a formal notation 

that have been designed for modelling concurrency, causality and conflict [107]. 

Figure 4.2 below presents an example of a Petri-Net (PN). 

Figure 4.2: Example of a Petri-Net Graph having input and output functions [106] 

The dynamics of PNs are accomplished by moving the tokens within the places using 

the following implementation rules [106]: 

 A transition can be aided in marking M assuming all its input places carry a 

minimum of one token. 

 An aided transition fires by eliminating one token per arc from each input place 

and then the addition of one token per arc to every output place. 

Petri-Nets used in the modelling of real systems are mostly called events or condition 

nets. When utilising PNs for modelling, it is important to note the following [106]: 

a. Places determine the conditions of various parts of the system (e.g. failed, idle, 

queueing or working). 
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b. Transitions define the movement from one condition to another (i.e. failure, 

completion of a task, repair and many more). 

c. The occurrence of an event is likened to when a transition fires and this occurs 

when all the conditions are fulfilled i.e. the input places are marked, providing 

concession to the event. 

d. The manifestation of an event affects the whole or part status of the markings 

(conditions). The total number of tokens within a place could be used to detect 

the number of resources lying within the condition signified by that place. 

4.1.4 Stochastic Petri-Net (SPN)

SPNs are a form of Petri-Net (PN) for which the transitions fire after a probability 

delay that is determined by a random variable. Marsan defined SPNs as Petri-Nets in 

which random firing delays are associated with transitions whose firing is an atomic 

operation [108]. PNs were used for the analysis of qualitative properties of systems 

which exhibited synchronisation and concurrency characteristics. To use PNs for 

quantitative evaluations required the introduction of temporal specifications in the 

basic and untimed models [108]. This limitation resulted in the development of 

Stochastic Petri-Nets (SPNs). The transition firing is atomic, which simply means that 

the tokens are removed from the input places to the output places using a single and 

indivisible operation. The firing delay specification is probabilistic in nature, therefore 

the Probability Density Function (pdf) or the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) 

of the delay, which is related to the transition, requires specification [108]. For more 

information on SPN, please have a look at [108] [109] [110]. 

4.1.5 Generalised Stochastic Petri-Net (GSPN) 

GSPN symbolises an extension of the Stochastic Petri-Net (SPN) formalism. It is a 

formalism for both quantitative and qualitative analysis of systems [95] [107]. The 

quantitative characteristics of GSPN through the Continuous Time Markov Chain 

(CTMC) suffers from state space explosion, particularly for enormous multiclass 

systems [95]. When queueing network configurations, which includes stochastic 
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routing and queueing disciplines are modelled using GSPN, the state space grows 

precipitously, resulting in a non-comprehensible and graphically complex GSPN. For 

more information on GSPN including the modelling and simulation using GSPN, 

please have a look at [95] [111] [112]. 

4.1.6 Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs)

The desire to illustrate system characteristics of synchronisation, timeliness, 

parallelism, degradable performance and fault tolerance led to the development of 

general network level performability models called Stochastic Activity Networks 

(SANs) [113]. SAN is one of the many known extensions of the PN formalism. It has 

been used for performance, dependability and performability evaluations  [113]. SANs 

have been implemented as a modelling formalism using simulation tools such as: 

UltraSAN [114], METASAN and Möbius [115], with its involvement in the analysis 

of multiple systems. 

The extensions to PN, which includes SANs, allows the depiction of timeliness or real-

time constraints as well as parallelism within a stochastic environment [113]. SANs 

also permit the representation of fault tolerance, performability evaluation and 

degradable performance with further extensions for the quantitative analysis of 

security and database management within a computing system. 

With an appropriate definition of our proposed cloud computing system, SANs could 

be used in modelling the behaviour of components within the proposed system and 

could be represented as discrete-state Markov processes. SANs were defined with the 

precise purpose of enabling unified performance or dependability evaluation as well 

as additional traditional dependability and performance analysis. For simplicity and 

effectiveness, a modelling structure should poses a formal basis that defines its 

mannerisms and actions in a clear-cut manner. Such modelling structure must also be 

more general to enable easy representation of real systems and should be more formal 

to permit the derivation of beneficial results [113]. SANs were built based on the non-

probability Activity Network (AN) models, similar to how Stochastic Petri-Nets 

(SPNs) were built from un-timed Petri-Nets (PNs). Unceremoniously, Activity 
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Networks (ANs) are Generalised Stochastic Petri-Nets (GSPNs) having the following 

primitives [113]: 

 Activities – has a non-zero integral number of probable actions, which might 

be taken upon the conclusion of an activity (cases) and are basically of two 

types: instantaneous activities and timed activities. 

 Places – similar to that of Petri-Nets (PNs). 

 Input gates – every input gate has a finite set of inputs and one output. 

 Output gates – every output gate has a finite set of outputs and one input. 

From our literature review of several modelling techniques, we decided to use 

Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) for the design, implementation, modelling and 

analysis of our proposed cloud computing system model. We found SANs the most 

ideal PN formalism for the simulation of our designed cloud system model. This is 

because it possess the ability to represent the flow of activities, synchronisation, 

timeliness and parallelism of the various components (i.e. the security system, 

Processing Server / VM allocation, database server and output server activities) of our 

cloud computing system model. 

Queueing Network (QN) modelling was not suitable for our model analysis as it lacks 

the ability to model complex configurations like synchronisation, joins and 

simultaneous resource possession [95]. 

Initial Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) languages had a preliminary constraint, 

which was its lack of expressiveness in relation to time distributions. Hence, they 

primarily restricted developing models were all durations were characterised by 

negative exponentially distributed random variables [97]. Some successive future 

studies were intended to correct this situation by considering languages for which 

generally distributed random variables could be connected with the actions of the 

designed model [97]. Nevertheless, such models were not so adaptable nor suitable for 

quantitative evaluation, consequently limiting their level of practical recognition [97]. 

For PEPA and other SPA, the selection of a negative exponential distribution as the 

leading distribution for the action durations has profound consequences [97]. 
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Our proposed cloud system modelling activity is expressed using SANs formalism as 

it offers reusability, maintainability and modularity. SANs can be used to provide 

valued insights into non-functional properties (i.e. performance, performability and 

dependability) of any computing system [113]. SANs presents the feature of 

differentiating between the two predominantly known formalisms, the atomic and 

composed modelling formalisms. An atomic model formalism is a self-contained 

illustration of either an entire system or a part of a system and it is entirely expressed 

in one modelling formalism, while a composed model formalism is a gathering of other 

models joined together by sharing actions or states. A composed model can be joined 

to another composed model to form a new composed model or it could be joined to 

other atomic models [116]. 

Furthermore, compared to other known graph models for dynamic system behaviour, 

SANs offer more convenient techniques for expressing system behaviours that are both 

asynchronous and distributed. Conclusively, SANs can be examined in a formal way 

to obtain information on the dynamic behaviour of the modelled system. Table 4.1 

below is a summary table showing the requirements met by some modelling 

formalisms. 

Modelling Formalisms Specifications/Requirements

Offers compositionality, formality and abstraction. 

Categorised under integrated and orthogonal time.

Developed as a modelling technique for the functional 

analysis of concurrent systems. 

In process algebra, compositionality is explicit (delivered by 

the combinators of the language) and formal (supported by 

the semantics and equivalence relations of the language) 

[97]. 

Initially proposed for performance and dependability 

modelling.

Provides formally defined compositionality.

Stochastic Process 
Algebra (SPA)

Initial SPA languages lacked expressiveness with regards to 

timing distributions. 
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Predominantly restricts the consideration of models for 

which every time duration was represented by negative 

exponentially distributed random variables. 

SPA models are not really amenable for quantitative analysis 

and therefore their practicality has been limited [97]. 

Inherent compositionality but this is implicit and informal. 

Offer Compositionality but not formality. 

Does not offer abstraction mechanisms. 

Widely used for performance modelling.

Quantitative tools used mainly for the modelling and 

analysis of performance within complex systems [44] [95] 

[96]. 

Queueing Network (QN)

They lack the competence of modelling more sophisticated 

configurations like joins, simultaneous resource possession 

and synchronisation [95]. 

Stochastic extensions of Process Algebra (PA), developed 

with the intention of adding quantification to PA models. 

First modelling language developed with the purpose of 

generating Markov processes that could be solved 

numerically for performance evaluation [97]. 

Principally made with the objective of making them suitable 

for performance modelling and analysis. 

Associates a random variable, representing time duration to 

every action of the modelled system. The random variable 

presents a clear relationship between the Continuous Time 

Markov Process (CTMP) and the process algebra model. 

Similar to classical process algebra, the semantics of every 

expression in PEPA is given through a labelled multi-

transition system, signifying the importance of multiplicities 

of arcs. 

A small but powerful set of combinators are used to build up 

complex behaviour from simple behaviour [97].

Performance Evaluation 
Process Algebra (PEPA)

Offers prefix, choice, parallel composition and abstraction. 
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Selection of a negative exponential distribution as the 

governing distribution for the action time durations develops 

profound consequences [97]. 

Memoryless property of the exponential distribution has 

impacts on the system design and modelling.

Graphical formalism tools used to formally depict 

movements of events present in complex systems. 

Used for representing complicated logical relations (e.g. 

concurrency and synchronisation) within physical 

components or system events. 

Customarily utilised for modelling concurrency, 

synchronisation, confliction and sequential events. 

Used for evaluating reliability and performance of systems 

relative to time [106]. 

Time variables are either deterministic or random variables. 

Deterministic variables produce Deterministic Petri-Net 

(DPN) models while random variables generate Stochastic 

Petri-Net (SPN) models. 

Graphical configuration are bipartite directed graphs i.e. the 

present nodes belong to two distinctive classes (transitions 

and places) and the arcs (edges) are only allowed to join 

nodes that have distinctive classes. 

They are known for frequent usage in the analysis of 

qualitative properties of network systems that exhibit 

synchronisation and concurrency characteristics.

They can model a system hierarchically i.e. the modelled 

system can be denoted in a top-down manner at several 

levels of abstraction and detail [117]. 

A extensively developed PN analysis methodology provides 

a systematic and qualitative analysis of any network system. 

Enables parallel computations, combined with a cautious 

balance of modelling and decision power.  

Petri-Nets (PNs)

Asynchronous and synchronous.
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PNs models have a well-built mathematical foundation, that 

enables the qualitative and quantitative analysis of any 

computing system. 

PNs models present limitations in their incapacity to test for 

precisely a specific marking in an unbounded place and to 

take action on the outcome of the test [117].  

A form of Petri-Nets (PNs) in which the transitions whose 

firing is an atomic operation, fire after a probability delay 

that is determined by a random variable. 

Offers formality but not compositionality. 

Does not offer abstraction mechanisms. 

Entertain a semantic model but in general, no clear 

compositional structure. 

They were developed based on the limitations present in 

using PNs for quantitative evaluations, which needed the 

introduction of temporal requirements in both the basic and 

untimed models [108].

Transition firing is atomic i.e. tokens are removed from the 

input places to the output places using a single and 

indivisible operation.

Stochastic Petri-Net 
(SPN)

The firing delay specification is probabilistic in nature. 

Therefore the Probability Density Function (pdf) or the 

Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the delay 

(associated with the transition) necessitates specification 

[108].

An extension of the SPN formalism. 

A formalism for both quantitative and qualitative system 

analysis [95] [107]. 

The quantitative characteristics of GSPN via the Continuous 

Time Markov Chain (CTMC) suffers from state space 

explosion, particularly for enormous multiclass systems 

[95]. 

Generalised Stochastic 
Petri-Net (GSPN)

QN configurations that incorporates stochastic routing and 

queue disciplines are modelled using GSPN, the state space 
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grows precipitously. Consequently resulting in a non-

comprehensible and graphically complex GSPN. 

Developed to illustrate system features of synchronisation, 

timeliness, parallelism, degradable performance and fault 

tolerance [113] with additional extensions for the 

quantitative system analysis of security and database 

management within a network system. 

A known extension of the PN formalism and it is 

predominantly known to meet the desire for the development 

of general network level performability models.

From literature, it has been known to be used for 

performance, dependability, performability and security 

evaluations [113].

Supports the representation of timeliness or real-time 

constraints as well as parallelism within a stochastic 

environment. 

Used for modelling the behaviour of system components that 

could be represented as discrete-state Markov processes. 

Defined with the specific purpose of enabling unified 

performance or dependability analysis,  as well as additional 

traditional dependability and performance evaluation. 

Developed based on the non-probability Activity Network 

(AN) models. This is similar to how SPNs were formed from 

un-timed PNs.

Stochastic Activity 
Networks (SANs)

Activity Networks (ANs) are Generalised Stochastic Petri-

Nets (GSPNs) having the primitives: activities 

(instantaneous and timed activities), places, Input gates, 

Output gates. 

Table 4.1: Summary table of some modelling formalisms and the requirements they 
meet 
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4.2 Network Evaluation Tools

There are several network evaluation tools used for analysing performance but limited 

tools in analysing security and even more limited tools that handles the analysis of the 

‘optimal’ trade-offs of more than one network parameter e.g. security, performance 

and database management. In this thesis, we use Möbius as the evaluation tool for 

analysing our proposed cloud computing platform to derive the ‘optimal’ trade-off 

between performance, security and database management.  

4.2.1 Möbius 

This is a simulation software tool used for analysing and modelling the behaviour of 

complex systems [115]. Möbius has grown precipitately as it was developed primarily 

for the analysis of performance, reliability and availability of computer network 

systems. However, the application has extended to the evaluation of several discrete-

event systems [115]. Möbius supports the simulation of stochastic extensions to 

include Petri-Nets and it is being utilised for the simulation of our presented cloud 

computing network model. 

The momentous advantage of using Möbius for modelling simulation is how less 

comprehensive new modelling formalisms, connection methodologies, model solution 

techniques and model composition can be incorporated [118]. More information on 

Möbius including its system modelling applications were provided in [119] [120] 

[121] [122] [123] [124] [125]. An atomic model is the most elementary model within 

the Möbius framework and it is made up of state variables which hold information 

about the models state including actions to be utilised in changing the state of the 

model [126]. SANs and PEPAs are examples of atomic models which have been 

designed and implemented efficaciously using Möbius. 

Even with the development of several modelling formalisms and methodologies to 

solve computing models, many of the implementation tools support only one 

formalism. Additionally, models expressed in a selected formalism cannot be joined 

with models expressed in other formalisms [119]. This monolithic technique 

consequently limits the effectiveness of such modelling tools to users and obstructs 

modelling research due to the difficulties in comparing existing and new formalisms 
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including its solvers. Möbius eliminates these limitations by providing infrastructure 

to support multiple interactive formalisms and solvers with the capability of adding 

new formalisms to existing formalisms without the need of changing those previously 

implemented [119]. These capabilities are provided via Möbius using Abstract 

Functional Interface (AFI).  AFI provides a formalism independent interface to the 

system models [119]. 

The Möbius project was motivated by a previous work called UltraSAN [127], which 

was designed and developed to model Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) [113]. 

The framework of the Möbius tool is presented using AFI. The AFI implements 

Möbius components using abstract classes. More model formalism can be 

implemented using classes derived from the Möbius abstract classes for its modules. 

These modules are used as a medium for interaction with new or existing model 

formalisms and their solutions. 

Figure 4.3: Möbius Simulation Tool Architecture [119]
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The Möbius simulation tool components are divided into two main categories: Model 

solution components and Model specification components. The front-end of the 

Möbius tool indicates the proposed model that comprises of a set of Graphical User 

Interfaces (GUIs) operating within the main Java interface. Möbius contains a series 

of editors which is categorised according to the model types and each editor supports 

its corresponding formalism [119]. The tool is designed and developed in such instance 

that every new or existing formalism can be implemented and deployed only if it 

adheres to the AFI. 

Möbius accommodates every formalism by loading the specific editor for each 

formalism from the Java archive, which is a jar file. The Möbius tool enables models 

to be solved analytically or by simulation. For every model, Möbius generates and 

complies C++ source codes linking the object files together and creating a library 

archive. The library archives are connected together along with the Möbius base 

libraries to create the executable files for the model solution. The base components for 

the stated model formalism, solution algorithms and the AFI are implemented by the 

Möbius base libraries. Figure 4.3 details the organisation of Möbius components which 

supports the model construction technique. 

Any specific formalism (e.g. SPN, QN, SAN and many more), may be suitable for 

modelling a section of a particular system but might not be suitable for modelling the 

entire system. The major advantage of the Möbius framework is that it has the 

capability of modelling multiple formalisms, providing a wholesome method for 

system analysis. The ability to represent each section of the system appropriately 

makes it easier for practitioners to accomplish a more accurate result using analytical, 

numerical and simulation methods [15] [116]. In addition, the meaningful advantages 

of specific formalisms and solution techniques are preserved since the models are 

designed using their precise formalisms [128]. [115] provides detailed information on 

how to request access to the simulator including the supported system requirements. 

More information on how to use the simulator can be found inside the Möbius manual 

[129]. 
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Chapter 5

Proposed Model

5.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, we present our research on the quantitative evaluation of the optimal 

trade-offs between performance, security and database management. We work on 

proposing a combined quantitative cloud computing model which enables the 

capturing of  performance, security and database management facets more credibly. 

We reinvented, developed and expanded on known technologies to deliver progress to 

ongoing research within the field of computing system numerical analysis. In a 

simplistic form, we distinctively propose a model-based solution and quantification 

technique for the trade-off analysis of performance, security and database management 

within a cloud computing platform (CCP) model. Our overarching aim for this 

research is to provide a framework for quantitatively analysing an entire network 

system using SANs and also offer a technique for generating significant individual and 

combined metrics. 

Model Implementation 

Cloud computing can comprehensively be defined as a model or method used for 

offering suitable and on-demand access to computational resources (e.g. networks, 

services, applications, storage spaces, hardware’s, servers and software’s) through the 

internet (detailed information on cloud computing can be found in Chapter 3). 

Our presented cloud system model (Figure 5.1) was developed as an improvement to 

the cloud computing models offered in [4] and [22]. Vilaplana et al. [4] proposed a 

cloud computing model grounded on queueing theory and was used to examine the 

computer facilities QoS. Their model is constructed using an open Jackson network 

queuing system, which was used to describe and quantify QoS based on response time. 

This is a well presented paper that contributes a structural model of a cloud computing 

platform, retaining the essential components to which a network system model can be 

deemed Cloud. 
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We made improvements to the cloud computing model Vilaplana et al. [4] proposed 

by advising that the output from the Database Server (DS) moves to the Processing 

Server (PS) for handling before being transferred to the Output Server (OS) and also, 

we included security mechanisms (Encryption and Decryption Servers) in our offered 

cloud model. Our improvement is of the belief that all processing is done via the PS. 

Therefore, results from the DS needs processing before been transferred via the OS. 

We presented these improvements to the model in the paper presented at the 32nd UK 

Performance Engineering Workshop (UKPEW) & Cyber Security Workshop 

(CyberSecW) [22]. In this paper [22], we used a stable open Queuing Network Model 

(QNM) for analysing our proposed cloud computing system model with Poisson 

external arrival process and exponential service times stations. The proposed model 

incorporated encryption and decryption servers as security mechanisms for the 

evaluation of their handling times. Appendix A shows the presented open QNM [22]. 

These papers contributed to the contextual knowledge on the structure, modelling and 

valuation of a cloud computing system.

From literature review and papers [4] [22], we present below an example of a cloud 

computing architecture. Our offered cloud computing model has been developed in 

consideration of the cloud computing detailed description provided within Chapter 3 

i.e. our model is developed with the capabilities of processing requests, offering on-

demand and suitable access to computational resources via the internet. In our model 

and like a classic cloud computing system, user requests arrives to the cloud system, 

the requests are observed for any malicious characteristic or validity (The security 

system model), the requests are processed if no security threat is found (The VM 

Processing Server model), the database server is contacted if the requests require 

stored information or services (The database system model) and the processed 

response/results are sent to requested user (Output server model). 

The evaluating model for the optimal examination of the trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management has been implemented using the 

structure of a cloud computing platform. Multiple analysis were carried out through 

the adaptation of various effective scenarios. We present in Figure 5.1 the top-level 

illustration of our proposed cloud computing model that has been used for our trade-

off analysis. Our intention is to model the behaviours of security threats and 
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countermeasures, the effect of big data and the relationships between the three entities 

(performance, security and database management) to capture both individual and 

combined system metrics. The below top-level representation is further broken down 

by the composed systems  and detailed illustrations are presented within this chapter. 

Figure 5.1: Cloud Computing Model (Top-Level) 

In the proposed model above, we have designed a general and more elaborate cloud 

computing model with the assumption that generated/clients data requests entering 

into the cloud computing system are encrypted from the client node or generated node. 

The model also has a security control system with multiple network security sub-

models (countermeasures), a VM Processing Server that handles the allocation of 

Virtual Machines (VMs) involved in processing client requests and a Database 

Management System sub-model which has been modelled to mimic the behaviour of 

a Microsoft SQL Server. The Security System is designed to maintain the secure state 

of the entire system, moving the security state of the cloud system between the various 

levels (i.e. secure, vulnerable, insecure, restoring or failed/freeze states) based on the 
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security incidents that occur while interacting with the data requests. Chapter 3.3.1 

offers detailed description on our proposed SSTD model. 

All components of the proposed cloud computing system are modelled as SANs. The 

security control system node comprises of six sub-models and are known as six 

security Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) atomic sub-models. They are developed 

autonomously and integrated using the composition technique. To certify modularity 

within our proposed model, each system node could be broken down into manageable 

sub-models (sub-nodes), centred on their functionality. Sub-models to a significant 

extent can be used to lessen the complexity with regards to validation and verification 

processes [130]. Sub-models provide the ability to design, develop, deploy, validate 

and verify independently as a single element before the combination to represent an 

entire system. Each atomic sub-model within the security system model interact with 

one another via the security controller (Staple) sub-model, thereby constructing 

dependency among the sub-models. The proposed implementation of dependency 

within our model tackles the limitation stated in [15] and adds to the knowledge within 

our research area. Our future work includes the implementation of decomposition 

technique proposed by [18] [19] [20]. The use of such insight to compare our analysis 

with that derived after the implementation of the decomposition technique would 

provide better understanding into the evaluation of more complex systems and assist 

in providing a generalised quantitative technique for the evaluation of individual 

components of a complex system. 

Our presented cloud computing model is further analysed at each component with its 

represented illustration. The dynamic behaviour of our proposed model is captured 

using the Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) model for the security control 

system with the inclusion of multiple security countermeasures, the implementation of 

the Processing Server (PS) with the ability of allocating a finite number of Virtual 

Machines (VMs) and the development of a database system having finite numbers of 

database management servers (with the capability of extending the database servers 

and providing a structure that could be used for handling bottlenecks). 

It has been acknowledged that an impact in the database management of any 

computing system will affect its performance and vice-versa. We therefore propose a 
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statement of fact that for any cloud computing system, security and database 

management has an effect on performance, and they should be considered during all 

processes of the system lifecycle. With our proposed model, we aim to model and 

capture quantitatively: 

i. Behaviours of security threats or attacks and their countermeasures. 

ii. Behaviours of the Processing Server/VM Scheduler, database management 

system (DBMS) and output server. 

iii. Behaviours of congested cloud computing platforms based on the impact of 

big data. 

iv. The relationships between security, performance and database management 

processing. 

v. Performance implications of the cloud computing system with regards to the 

impact of big data resulting in bottlenecks and vice-versa, capturing the 

performance metrics of both the entire system and the database server. 

vi. Effects of network security on the cloud computing system and its database 

performance. 

5.1 Proposed Cloud Computing Model (CCM)

There are four Stochastic Atomic Networks (SANs) models in our proposed cloud 

computing system (Figure 5.1) which are developed independently, integrated using 

composition technique and are focused on their purpose: 

a. The security system model. 

b. The VM Processing Server model. 

c. The database system model. 

d. Output server model. 
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Each model above would be implemented separately but connected to one another in 

terms of process flow and are designed based on their behaviours. Every sub-model is 

developed following the operation of their respective known representation (e.g. the 

database system would be modelled based on the behaviour of the Microsoft SQL 

Server). We carry out our analysis using Möbius, a state-of-the-art simulator and VM-

based cloud computing management platform (Chapter 4.2.1). 

We make use of SAN formalism (Chapter 4.1.6) including its features such as: 

reusability and modularity to perform the cloud computing platform modelling 

activity. The qualities of SAN enable easy addition or removal of security attack and 

defence mechanism modules. We make use of discrete event simulation modelling and 

evaluation for satisfactory and detailed representation of the proposed cloud 

computing model. For ease and momentous comparison of our results, we ensure that 

throughout the developing and implementation of our the proposed system, the same 

amount of resources both qualitatively and quantitatively have been utilised. 

Certifying modularity in our system modelling, we break down the proposed cloud 

system into relevant systems/models for easy management based on their 

functionalities. The security system model is further broken down into sub-models, 

designed and implemented based on their workings. 

To handle issues with verification and validation processes, the models and sub-

models are designed, developed, verified, validated and implemented autonomously, 

prior to their amalgamation and forming a single system (i.e. the proposed cloud 

computing system). In order to implement dependency within our security system 

model, the proposed SSTD presented earlier within this thesis will be implemented 

under the control of the security controller (Staple) sub-model. The Staple serves as 

the communication hub for other sub-models within the security system model. The 

components within our proposed cloud system are integrated and resourcefully 

configured using the composition technique with the result of constructing an inclusive 

system that represents a cloud computing platform (CCP). 
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Figure 5.2: Composed Cloud Computing Model 

o Staple – This sub-model is developed as the core of the cloud computing 

system. It handles the interaction between other sub-models, making sure they 

are aware of the security state of the cloud computing system. It assists in 

maintaining dependency between the security countermeasures and other 

system components (i.e. VM processing server, database management system 

and output server) of the cloud platform. 

o Firewall – This sub-model is designed to imitate the behaviour of a Firewall 

program. More detail on firewall is presented below under Chapter 5.1.1. 

o Decryption – This sub-model imitates the Decryption security mechanism. The 

decryption sub-model decodes the encrypted data requests (ciphertext) into 

plaintext, enabling processing within the cloud computing system. 

o Antivirus – This sub-model mimics the Antivirus software program. More 

information on Antivirus is presented under Chapter 5.1.1. 

o Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) – This sub-model imitates 

the behaviours of a Network-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System 

(NIDPS). More information on IDPS is provided below within Chapter 5.1.1. 

o Proc_Server_VM – This model mimics the activities of a VM Processing 

Server. We design and develop the system with a finite number of VMs and 

also having the capability to increase the amount of VMs. More information 

on VM Processing Servers and how they function is presented later within this 
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chapter. In Chapter 6, we discuss in full detail the implementation of the system 

and the parameters used within our simulation to yield realistic results. 

o Database_Server – This model imitates the workings of a Database 

Management Server e.g. Microsoft SQL Server. 

o Encryption – This sub-model mimics the Encryption security mechanism. The 

Encryption sub-model converts the information to be sent back to the 

requestor/client from plaintext to ciphertext, before it is sent to the user by the 

Output Server. This is to secure the information from been decoded in case of 

a security incident as the information is to be transferred to the client via the 

internet. 

o Output_Server – This model assumes the operations of an Output Server. Its 

role is to send the encrypted information to the client. It serves as the gateway 

between the cloud computing system and the client. 

Before we present a detailed explanation of every model and the security system sub-

models, it is of importance that we provide some overarching information for the entire 

system, with the hope of explaining how all the components interact and function as a 

system. We also hope that the provided information might help the reader appreciate 

the modelling concept presented within this body of work. The overarching 

information is: 

 The cloud computing quantitative model builds on our generic Security State 

Transition Diagram (SSTD) model presented within Chapter 3. 

 The states (i.e. Secure, Vulnerable, Insecure, Restoring and Failed/Freeze 

states) within the SSTD are present within every model and sub-model. This is 

to maintain dependency between the security countermeasures and all other 

components of the cloud computing system. 

 A token is used to keep track of the security state within the cloud computing 

system. 
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 The security countermeasures modelled within this study have some few things 

in common. This is largely due to the similarities in their definitions and 

functionalities.  

 For uniformity and stability within our model, we ensure that all similar 

components and primitive objects (i.e. places, activities, input gates and output 

gates) are given the same name but their scope is limited to the sub-model they 

represent. 

 The database system model feeds back to the VM processing server model as 

its main function is to handle the processing of data and not the processing of 

data requests. The VM processing server has the responsibility of managing 

the data requests. 

 The Encryption process is carried out as one of the final processes before the 

response is sent to the user. This security mechanism is to ensure that the 

requested information is encrypted before it is sent out of the cloud computing 

system to the client via the internet. The Encryption sub-model is assumed to 

be in combination and working relationship with the Output server. 

 The Security States are represented within each system component and are 

maintained by the Staple, offering the ability of implementing dependency 

within the system components. 

5.1.1 The Security System model 

This model or section of the entire system is developed to have six components or sub-

models. Five out of the six security control system sub-models simulate the behaviour 

of security countermeasures and the remaining one sub-model simulates the behaviour 

of a security controller (Staple). These six sub-models were briefly introduced under 

section 3.2 and are listed below: 

i. Security controller (Staple) sub-model 

ii. Firewall sub-model 
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iii. Encryption sub-model1

iv. Decryption sub-model1

v. Antivirus sub-model

vi. Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model 

Security Countermeasure Security Attack

Antivirus sub-model Viruses.

Intrusion Detection and Prevention 

System (IDPS) sub-model

Intrusion attacks which mostly 

occurs internally i.e. within the 

network system. 

Encryption and Decryption 

sub-model

Unauthorised data or information 

access.

Firewall sub-model Unauthorised system or network 

access.  

Table 5.1: Implemented security countermeasures and the security attacks they 
handle 

It is a known fact that no system can be considered ‘absolutely secure’, simply because 

every component in any network system is subject to numerous security attacks. To 

tackle each security attack or possible security threat, several security countermeasures 

will need implementing. An effective approach in solving this will include the 

implementation of both proactive and reactive solutions to handle the security attacks. 

Nevertheless, the development and implementation of a modelling solution where 

every security countermeasure is considered will be absolutely unrealistic, impractical 

and in most cases not possible. We therefore place our concentration on the modelling 

methodology and not how inclusive in relation to the number of security 

countermeasures the proposed model should be developed. We placed our objectives 

1 For simplification, we would be presenting the explanation of the Encryption and Decryption sub-
models as a unified security countermeasure but they are represented as individual sub-models within 
our proposed system and subsequently in our simulation. 
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in considering some selected security countermeasure, based on their importance. 

These countermeasures were implemented to makeup our proposed security control 

model. Any extension or reduction to the number of security countermeasures 

implemented within our proposed security control system model is a straightforward 

task, as the methodology employed continued to remain the same. The five security 

related sub-models each represent the behaviour of a particular class of security attack 

and are empowered with the ability to tackle their respective security attacks. More 

detailed information on each sub-models is presented below: 

i. Security controller (Staple) sub-model 

The security controller or Staple performs a significant function of combining every 

security measure together. It holds the communication information within the security 

measures in the security system model and their relationship with other models of the 

presented cloud computing system. The behaviour of the Staple sub-model in relation 

to its functions and in terms of its description presented in Chapter 3 are: 

1. The Staple sub-model captures the communication information within the 

security countermeasures, the database controller and the output server. 

Notifying them and the security administrator of the security state of the cloud 

computing system. 

2. It holds the packet transmission activity. 

3. Controls the arrival process of data requests to the cloud computing system. 

This function is significantly important if arbitrary distribution functions are to 

be adopted for the arrival of clients’ requests.

4. The security controller or Staple serves as the bridge between security and 

systems performance. Particularly in the performance implications of the 

security related events. It enables the security measures to be shared by other 

models (Database Server and Output Sever) within the cloud computing 

system. 

5. In case of a security failure, it freezes all normal activities within the cloud 

computing system.
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6. Notifies the security administrator of any security incident, placing security 

incident information within the security log. 

Figure 5.3: Security controller (Staple) sub-model

Figure 5.3 explicates the SAN atomic model for our Security controller (Staple) sub-

model. This sub-model performs a very crucial role in placing together the cloud 

computing components. It is designed, constructed and implemented to handle 

dependency between components of the  cloud computing system, providing the 

ability to monitor the activities at the various stages within the proposed system. The 

Staple has the utmost responsibilities of uniting system performance, security and 

database management processes and of maintaining the Secure States including the 

maintenance of dependency across every component of the cloud computing system. 

The figure shows an illustrative and comprehensive explanation of the Staple and how 

the implemented Staple sub-model functions including what happens at the various 

primitive objects. 

The encrypted data requests (i.e. the generated packets) are produced by the 

En_Data_Requests activity, which is always enabled, denoting that the data packets 

are generated continuously based on certain distribution function except when the 

system Secure State is at S_Freeze awaiting restoration from the system administrator. 
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In the Staple sub-model presented above, once the encrypted data request (based on 

our assumption that the data requests entering the cloud system is encrypted) has been 

generated, a token is placed in the place primitive object FW and triggers the firewall 

system. As described in Chapter 3, the Stable serves as the link to all sub-models and 

also retains the security states across all entities of our proposed cloud computing 

model. It contains place primitive objects that represents and initiates all other 

components of the cloud system. These place primitive objects are:  FW for the 

Firewall sub-model, Decrypt for the Decryption sub-model, Encrypt for the 

Encryption sub-model, AV for the Antivirus sub-model, IDPS for the Intrusion 

Detection and Prevention System sub-model, Proc_VM for the VM Processing Server 

model, DB_Server for the database system model and Output_Server for the Output 

server model. As stated, the Staple also holds information on the Secure States of the 

entire system. The movement and processing of the data requests within the cloud 

system depends on the Security States, which have been designed and implemented 

based on our generic Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) model (more 

information on this can be found in Chapter 3.3.1). The place primitive objects for the 

Security States maintained within the Staple sub-model are: S_Secure which represents 

the system secure state, S_Vulnerable which represents the system vulnerability state, 

S_Insecure which represents the system insecure state, S_Restoring which represents 

the system restore state and S_Freeze which represents the system freeze or failed 

state. Future research is to consider implementing buffers rather than using instant 

activity for data requests transmission. The table below represents a summary table 

that depicts the primitive objects (i.e. places, activities (timed and instantenous), input 

gates and output gates) within the Staple sub-model: 

Primitive Objects Descriptions
AV Place primitive object
DB_Server Place primitive object
Data_Requests Place primitive object
Decrypt Place primitive object
Encrypt Place primitive object
FW Place primitive object
IDPS Place primitive object
Output_Server Place primitive object
Proc_VM Place primitive object
Requested_User Place primitive object
S_Administrator Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
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S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_AV Place primitive object
Staple_DBS Place primitive object
Staple_DR Place primitive object
Staple_Decrypt Place primitive object
Staple_Encrypt Place primitive object
Staple_IDPS Place primitive object
Staple_Output Place primitive object
Staple_VM Place primitive object
Stop Place primitive object
En_Data_Requests Timed Activity primitive object
AV_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DBS_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DR_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
Decrypt_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
Encrypt_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FW_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
IDPS_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
Output_T Instantaneous Activity primitive object
Proc_Server_VM Instantaneous Activity primitive object
S_A Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Output Gate primitive object
Proc_VM_OG

Function : Proc_VM->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

S_Stop
Function :Stop->Mark() = 0;

Table 5.2: Staple sub-model primitive objects summary table

ii. Firewall sub-model 

A firewall uses a system of either inclusive or exclusive parameters by allowing or 

disallowing certain network communication within a computing network system. The 

firewall controls the access between networks [131]. For our proposed cloud model, 

the firewall controls access between the cloud computing platform (CCP) and the users 

request node. Firewall implementation within network systems generally consist of 

filters, which vary between the different firewalls and acts as an intermediate server 

between the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the Simple Mail Transfer 

Protocol (SMTP) connections. 
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Firewall is defined as an application or system devised and implemented to prevent 

unauthorised access to a (private or public) computer network system. Firewalls can 

be implemented in both hardware and software systems. In most cases, they are 

designed to prevent unauthorised access to private networks (e.g. intranet) with a 

connection to the internet. Every message coming into or going out from the intranet 

goes via the firewall. The role of firewalls in web security is to impose constraints on 

incoming and outgoing network packets moving to and from the private network [131]. 

In the case of our presented cloud computing model, the firewall would serve as a filter 

to the data requests coming in and going out. Thus, checking and preventing malicious 

or unauthorised data requests to the cloud computing platform. The following are the 

types of firewall: 

a. Packet filtering firewall: This firewall examines every network packet that is 

entering or leaving the network system with the purpose of allowing or 

rejecting access. Packet filtering is based on user-defined rules. It is fairly 

efficient and transparent to users. However, it is challenging to configure and 

susceptible to IP spoofing [132]. The packet filtering firewall holds a list of 

firewall security rules that blocks network traffic based on the IP address or 

port number and IP protocol [133]. 

b. Stateful packet firewall: This type of firewall could be referred to as the circuit-

level gateway implementation. In this firewall, the circuit-level gateway is a 

proxy server which functions at the network level of an Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) model and it statically determines what network traffic 

will be allowed [131]. The firewall applies security mechanisms when a TCP 

or UDP connection is established, providing the ability for data packets to 

move between recognised hosts without excessive checking. The main 

significance of the proxy server is its ability to provide Network Address 

Translation (NAT), which performs the function of hiding the users IP address 

from the internet [131]. 

c. Deep packet inspection firewall: This firewall examines the data within the 

network packets and also has the ability to inspect application layer attacks. 
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d. Application proxy firewall: This firewall functions as an intermediary between 

certain application traffic (e.g. HTTP or Web traffic) with the intention of 

intercepting all requests and validating them before allowing them to go 

through the network [133]. The application proxy firewall is related to certain 

types of intrusion prevention systems. It is quite difficult to implement a 

comprehensive application proxy firewall, because each proxy has to be 

developed to handle one protocol. An effective application proxy firewall must 

have the ability to understand its protocol wholly and to impose blocking on 

disruptions within the protocol. 

e. Web application firewall: This could either be a server plug-in, a software filter 

or a hardware appliance with a purpose of setting rules to HTTP conversations 

[132]. Any unknown set of rules is identified and restricted by the firewall. 

These rules are generally customised to the application in order to ease the 

identification of attacks, which are eventually blocked. 

Figure 5.4: Firewall sub-model 

Figure 5.4 above shows the SAN atomic model for the Firewall sub-model. The sub-

model is designed and implemented to imitate the behaviours of the Firewall software 
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program. Detailed explanation of a Firewall system has been presented above. We 

therefore provide below how the implemented Firewall system operates, including 

what happens at various primitive objects (i.e. places, activities, input gates and output 

gates) within the Firewall sub-model. 

As noted in previous chapters, the security states within the SSTD model are covered 

within every sub-model and model of the cloud computing platform. This assists in 

monitoring and keeping tabs on the security state of the entire cloud system and also 

in maintaining dependency across every system component. It is of importance to 

remember that by default, the proposed cloud computing system has been modelled to 

start from a Secure state i.e. the system functions appropriately without yet the 

introduction of any security incident. Based on this knowledge, we place a token 

within the S_Secure state. 

Once a request for information (as previously stated, we assume that the request comes 

into the cloud computing system encrypted) is received, it initially goes through the 

Security System. The Firewall sub-model, whose main purpose is to examine every 

data request aiming to allow or reject access to the cloud computing system is the first 

security system countermeasure to interact with the encrypted data request(s). The 

place primitive object FW provides the link between the Staple and the Firewall sub-

model. We have chosen to model our Firewall sub-model as a packet filtering firewall. 

Significantly, every stage of the data request is checked within the Staple sub-model 

to enable dependency between the components of the cloud computing system.   

Once the request gets to the Firewall sub-model, a token is deposited within the place 

primitive object FW, which triggers the firewall system. The input gate 

Data_request_IG initiates the Firewall activity, which implies that the firewall packet 

filtering security mechanism is now inspecting the data request. The main function of 

a packet filtering firewall security mechanism is to either allow or reject access to the 

data request packet from entering the cloud computing system. This is specifically 

what our model does and at certain defined probabilities, the firewall system either 

accepts or rejects the data requests. 
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If the data request is rejected, this goes through the output gate Detected_OG and 

signifies a security incident has been noticed within the data request packet. If the data 

request packet is considered secure, it goes through the Undetected_OG and it is then 

allowed into the cloud computing system depending on the security state of the system. 

A token within S_Secure denotes that the system is secure and a token in any other 

security state (i.e. S_Vulnerable, S_Insecure, S_Restoring and S_Freeze) denotes the 

state of the system. If the Firewall system considers the data request packet to be secure 

but the system security state is either at the S_Insecure or S_Freeze state, the data 

request packet will be rejected and not allowed into the cloud computing system2. If 

the data request is deemed safe by the firewall, a token is placed within the place 

primitive object Staple_Decrypt signifying the encrypted data request can be 

processed by the Decryption sub-model. Staple_Decrypt represents the link between 

the Firewall, Staple and Decryption sub-models. The table below represents a 

summary table that depicts the primitive objects within the Firewall sub-model:

Primitive Objects Descriptions
FW Place primitive object
FWFP Place primitive object
FWIP Place primitive object
FWRP Place primitive object
FWSP Place primitive object
FWU_Freeze Place primitive object
FWU_Reject Place primitive object
FWU_Restoring Place primitive object
FWVP Place primitive object
FW_Detect Place primitive object
FW_Insecure Place primitive object
FW_Reject Place primitive object
FW_Secure Place primitive object
FW_Vulnerable Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_Decrypt Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two 
probability casesFireWall
case 1 : FW_Undetected_probability

2 Future work could be to consider including a buffer to enable the data packets to be stored pending 
the security state of the system changes i.e. the system goes back to the secure state. 
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case 2 : 1.0 - FW_Undetected_probability
FI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FWI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FWS Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FWUF Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FWUR Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FWV Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FW_Detected Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FW_R Instantaneous Activity primitive object
II Instantaneous Activity primitive object
RI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
SI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VI Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
Data_request_IG Predicate: (FW->Mark() >= 1)

Function: FW->Mark()--;
Detected_OG Output Gate primitive object

Function:  FW_Detect->Mark() = 1;
Undetected_OG Output Gate primitive object

Functions: FW_Secure->Mark() = 1;
FW_Vulnerable->Mark() = 1;
FW_Insecure->Mark() = 1;
FWU_Restoring->Mark() = 1;
FWU_Freeze->Mark() = 1;

Table 5.3: Firewall sub-model primitive objects summary table

iii.Encryption and Decryption3 

Encryption is simply the process of encoding (enciphering) a message so that its 

meaning is not apparent while Decryption is the reverse process of encryption i.e. the 

process of deciphering the enciphered message, making the message readable again. 

The requirement of data security during its transmission within different network 

systems has been an area of continuous concern in various computational field, 

especially that of communication systems [134]. Security and authentication matters 

have for a very long time be answered using encryption and decryption methods [135]. 

Encryption and decryption processes are computationally demanding, and though the 

speed of microprocessors have logarithmically increased in recent times, they remain 

3 For simplification, we would be presenting the explanation of the Encryption and Decryption sub-
models as a unified security countermeasure but they are represented as individual sub-models within 
our proposed system and subsequently in our simulation.
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time consuming operations [135]. Encryption and decryption are prevention 

techniques, and are commissioned to reduce interference in any system [136]. 

Encryption and decryption security systems are customarily implemented to tackle 

external security attacks. There are several types of encryption and decryption 

algorithms, and their employment will most likely cost major overheads on the 

computer network system. The performance or database system process implication 

of the encryption and decryption operations will depend on various security parameters 

such as the rate at which the data packets are transmitted and the security key length 

[15] [137]. 

Security protocols utilises one or more security functions, such as private or public 

key cryptography, secure hash functions, symmetric key cryptography, asymmetric 

key cryptography, and many more [137]. Symmetric key encryption algorithms uses 

the same key for encryption and decryption while asymmetric key encryption 

algorithms also known as public key algorithms, uses two dissimilar but related keys 

for encryption and decryption [138]. Symmetric key encryption algorithms are faster 

and can handle a relatively high number of security keys with not as much computing 

overhead compared to the asymmetric key encryption algorithm. They major 

disadvantage of the symmetric key encryption algorithm is that the symmetric key 

must be kept secret at all times, and yet this key has to be transmitted to the receiving 

node to aid decryption. This generates a high possibility of the key being intercepted 

and used illicitly to decrypt the information [138]. 

The length of a security key must be associated with the algorithm that uses it, though 

most encryption and decryption algorithms support different key sizes. With 

asymmetric key encryption, the security level they offer theoretically increases 

exponentially with their key length [138]. Therefore, the longer the key is, the better 

security it provides [138]. 

Encryption and decryption implementation impact on performance has been examined 

comprehensively [27] [42] [139]. The study presented did not quantify security but 

reasonably assumed security as an indirect input, which could be controlled by other 

input parameters, such as: security key length, type of security algorithm, security 
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mode, and many more. For a given level of security realised for certain security 

parameters, the resulting performance in relation to resource utilisation, encryption 

time, data usage, energy consumption and database processing time is quantified and 

explained. For detailed coverage on a wide range of encryption algorithms and 

techniques used to implement them, please refer to [42]. 

After several literature review on encryption/decryption and albeit the slight 

differences in presentation, the overall outcome from the study agrees with the fact 

that encryption and decryption algorithms are computational intensive operations. The 

reviews also affirm that they utilise a sizeable amount of overhead and that the time 

required for their operation is directly proportional to the security key length. 

Consequently, the longer the security key length, the better security it provides [138] 

and the higher its impact on performance and database management processes. Cost 

implications could be measured based on the security key length as suggested by [9]. 

Similarly, the longer the security key length, the more it costs to maintain the 

computing network system. The security key length can also be used for evaluation in 

relation to computational resources, energy, etc. 

Since encryption and decryption denotes different operations, we implement and 

present the SAN atomic model of the Encryption and Decryption sub-models 

independently and have ordered their diagrammatic representation based on their 

position within our proposed cloud computing system. 

 Decryption sub-model
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Figure 5.5: Decryption sub-model 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the SAN atomic model for our Decryption sub-model. This sub-

model is designed and implemented to emulate the behaviours of a Decryption 

software program. Encryption and Decryption are security mechanisms which are 

considered together during their design, composition and implementation. We have 

presented a brief summary on Encryption and Decryption security mechanisms above 

but will be discussing them as individual entities based on how they are implemented 

within our proposed cloud computing system. We provide below how our 

implemented Decryption security mechanism functions including what happens at the 

various primitive objects (i.e. places, activities, input gates and output gates). 

As a reminder, the security states within the SSTD model are covered within all sub-

model and model of our cloud computing model, thus assisting in the monitoring of 

the system security state at any given period and in the maintenance of dependency 

across every system component. 
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When the data request has gone through the firewall security mechanism, the next step 

is to decrypt the encrypted data request. The decryption security mechanism converts 

the ciphertext to plain text in the form comprehensible for processing by other system 

components. A token is placed within the place primitive object Decrypt, enabling the 

decryption security mechanism. Decrypt represents the link between the Staple and 

Decryption sub-models. The input gate Decrypt_IG activates the Decrypt_s activity 

implying that the decryption security mechanism is now converting the encrypted data 

request. 

Undetected_OG represents the possibility that the encrypted data requests have been 

decrypted while Detected_OG implies that the encrypted data requests could not be 

decrypted. If the data request cannot be decrypted, it is rejected from the cloud 

computing system via the DReject_OG output gate. If the encrypted data request 

packet is decrypted, it goes through the Undetected_OG and it is permitted further 

movement to other components of the cloud computing system depending on the 

security state of the system. A token within S_Secure denotes that the system is secure 

and a token in the other security states (S_Vulnerable, S_Insecure, S_Restoring and 

S_Freeze) denotes their represented state of the system. If the decryption security 

system can decrypt the encrypted data request packet but the systems security state is 

either at the S_Insecure or S_Freeze state, the data request packet will be rejected and 

not allowed to continue within the cloud computing system4. When the encrypted data 

request is successfully decrypted, a token is placed within the place primitive object 

Staple_AV indicating the decrypted data request can proceed to be checked by the 

Antivirus sub-model. Staple_AV denotes the link between the Decryption, Staple and 

Antivirus sub-models. The table below represents a summary table that depicts the 

primitive objects within the Decryption sub-model:

Primitive Objects Descriptions
DF Place primitive object
DI Place primitive object
DR Place primitive object
DS Place primitive object
DV Place primitive object

4 Future work could be to consider including a buffer to enable the data packets to be stored pending 
the security state of the system changes. 
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Decrypt Place primitive object
DecryptF Place primitive object
DecryptI Place primitive object
DecryptR Place primitive object
DecryptS Place primitive object
DecryptV Place primitive object
Decrypt_R Place primitive object
Decrypt_Reject Place primitive object
Decryption_Reject Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_AV Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two 
probability cases

Decrypt_S
case 1: D_Undetected_probability
case 2: 1.0 - D_Undetected_probability

DFI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DII Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DRI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DSI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DVI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
F_Decrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
I_Decrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
R_Decrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
S_Decrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
V_Decrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
Decrypt_IG Predicate: (Decrypt->Mark() >= 1)

Function: Decrypt->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

DReject_OG
Function:  if (Decrypt_R->Mark() == 1) || 
(Decrypt_Reject->Mark() == 1)

Decryption_Reject->Mark()++;
Decrypt_R->Mark()--;
Decrypt_Reject->Mark()--;

Output Gate primitive object
Detected_OG

Function:  Decrypt_R->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

Undetected_OG
Function:  DS->Mark() = 1;
DV->Mark() = 1;
DI->Mark() = 1;
DR->Mark() = 1;
DF->Mark() = 1;

Table 5.4: Decryption sub-model primitive objects summary table

iv. Antivirus sub-model
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The antivirus sub-model is designed and implemented on an abstract level to imitate 

the behaviours of virus attacks and also the behaviours of an antivirus software system, 

in handling such virus attacks. This sub-model detects and tackles threats introduced 

by viruses, operating how an antivirus software program would react towards stopping 

such viruses. A computer virus are sets of executable programs which has the unique 

ability of replicating itself within a computer network system, spreading rapidly from 

one system to another affecting several data files or applications. 

In antivirus software programs, a signature is an algorithm which exclusively detects 

specific viruses with the sole purpose of eradicating such virus or terminating its 

productivity from the computer network system. The antivirus software program 

behaviour is to scan the network including its component and data requests for certain 

patterns that might indicate the existence of malicious applications (i.e. viruses) with 

the intention of tackling them with its inbuilt algorithms for known viruses. Many 

antivirus software applications developed in recent years are designed using the most 

common form of virus detection known as the heuristic based detection. The heuristic 

based detection technique uses algorithms to compare the patterns or signature of 

known viruses against potential threats [140]. Similar to viruses that affect the human 

body, network or computer viruses try to alter the code of existing applications, 

‘infecting’ it and launching the process of replication. There are several types of 

viruses and many more are still being maliciously developed. Some of the known 

viruses are: 

a. Worms: They duplicate and use communication mediums (e.g. emails) to 

spread and replicate. 

b. Trojan Horses: They claim to perform a specific function, but they do 

something else.  

c. Boot sector viruses: They are developed to affect computer start-up 

applications, with the intention of becoming active once the application begins 

to load. Some are developed to affect the boot sequence of the operating 

system. 
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d. Macro Viruses: They are developed to work within applications that uses 

macros (commands) to function e.g. Microsoft Word and Excel. They embed 

themselves within such applications, infecting and spreading to other similar 

files accessed using the applications. 

e. Backdoor Trojans: This are malicious programs that enable and permit other 

unapproved network or computer users to remotely control your network 

including its components via the Local Area Network (LAN) or Wide Area 

Network (WAN). 

f. File Viruses: They attach to other applications, loading themselves into the 

systems memory with the intention of damaging the computer or network 

system and corrupting other files. 

Generally, the two ways in which antivirus programs identify viruses or malwares are: 

behaviour detection and signature detection. For signature detection, the antivirus 

scans the network system for signatures or characteristics of programs known to be 

malicious using the dictionary of known malwares for referencing. If something in the 

network system is identified to match a known pattern within the dictionary, the 

antivirus program attempts to neutralise it. The malware dictionary requires regular 

updates to keep up with new strains of viruses. A well-known issue is the difficulty in 

keeping up with the rate at which new malwares or viruses are developed, so as to 

update the malware dictionary in a timely manner. 

Using behaviour detection, the antivirus monitors the behaviours of installed 

applications. Once an application starts performing suspiciously (e.g. trying to modify 

another application, access protected files or delete important configuration files), the 

behaviour based antivirus identifies such pattern and alerts the administrator. This 

approach delivers protection against new malwares that do not exist within the 

malware dictionary. A known issue with this method is the ability to generate false 

alarms and the computer/user might be unsure of what to allow or not allow. Therefore, 

in due time, this might start becoming desensitised to all the presented warnings. A 

more crucial disadvantage of the behaviour based approach is that in most cases, the 

viruses might have afflicted the system and the administrator might not be aware of 
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the actions already performed by the viruses before its detection by the antivirus 

software application. 

As stated earlier, it would be impracticable and somewhat impossible to present a 

model-based solution that would have all security countermeasures implemented 

including its security threats behaviour. In this regard, our antivirus model has been 

designed to implement selective characteristics from the list of viruses listed above, so 

as to have a comprehensive virus countermeasure that effectively handles the virus 

types listed. In our presented antivirus sub-model, every virus threat would be handled 

by a separate application component with the capability to add or amend the antivirus 

programs used for tackling specific viruses without changing its methodology. 

Figure 5.6: Antivirus sub-model 

Figure 5.6 shows the full-detailed representation of the SAN atomic model for our 

Antivirus sub-model. The figure shows the behaviour of the security virus attacks and 

the functionalities applied by the security countermeasure in handling the virus attacks. 

It is designed and implemented to imitate the behaviours of an Antivirus software 

program. We present below a concise explanation on the construction and operation 

of the Antivirus sub-model. 
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When the data request has been decrypted, a request to check the data request for 

viruses is sent to the Antivirus sub-model. As a result, a token is then deposited at the 

place primitive object AV triggering the antivirus process. AV represents the link 

between the Staple and the Antivirus sub-model. The input gate AV_Scan_IG initiates 

the V_Scan activity implying that the antivirus security mechanism would start 

inspecting the data request for viruses. The principal function of an antivirus security 

mechanism is to check for viruses and when possible handle such viruses, limiting or 

eradicating its impact on the computing system. 

The Antivirus sub-model at certain defined probabilities detects virus attacks within 

the data requests packets. If there are no viruses detected, it flows through the output 

gate Undetected_OG, signifying no security incident had been noticed within the data 

request packet. If the antivirus system considers the data request packet to be secure, 

tokens are deposited within the places AV_TN, AV_FN and AV_NA. When tokens are 

in the place primitive object AV_TN and the system is in the security state S_Secure 

(i.e. the system is considered to be in a secure state), this is considered True Negative 

(TN)5.  If a token is within the place AV_FN and the system security state is at 

S_Vulnerable (i.e. the system is considered to be in a vulnerable state), the system is 

considered to reflect vulnerability has been discovered. 

Consequently, if the security state of the system is recognised to be Insecure (i.e. a 

token within the S_Insecure place) and there is a token within the AV_NA primitive 

object place, this signifies False Negative (FN)5. If the antivirus system believes the 

data request packet is insecure, it moves the packet through Detected_OG and tokens 

are deposited within the places AV_FP, AV_VE and AV_TP. When tokens are in the 

place primitive object AV_FP and the system is in the security state S_Secure, this is 

considered False Positive (FP)5.  If a token is within the place AV_VE and the system 

security state is at S_Vulnerable, this is considered to reflect Vulnerability Exploited. 

Subsequently, if the security state of the system is insecure (i.e. a token within the 

S_Insecure place) and there is a token within the AV_TP primitive object place, this 

5 Detailed explanation is presented in Chapter 3.3.1. 
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indicates True Positive (TP)5. The antivirus software system can change the security 

state of the system depending on how it handles the security attacks, but it cannot 

change the security state of the system once a token is deposited within the S_Freeze 

primitive object place. This indicates that the system is frozen until the issue is 

resolved by a system administrator as the antivirus application could not handle the 

virus attacks. If the data request is considered safe by the antivirus sub-model, a token 

is placed within the place primitive object Staple_IDPS, indicating the data request 

can proceed to be examined for intrusion by the IDPS sub-model. Staple_IDPS 

provides the link between the Antivirus, Staple and IDPS sub-models. The table below 

represents a summary table showing the primitive objects within the Antivirus sub-

model:

Primitive Objects Descriptions
AV Place primitive object
AV_FN Place primitive object
AV_FP Place primitive object
AV_NA Place primitive object
AV_Reject Place primitive object
AV_TN Place primitive object
AV_TP Place primitive object
AV_VE Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_IDPS Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two probability 
cases 

AV_Scan
case 1: AV_Undetected_probability
case 2: 1.0 - AV_Undetected_probability

AD_FA Instantaneous Activity primitive object
AV_freeze Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FTD_FN Instantaneous Activity primitive object
NA Instantaneous Activity primitive object
NAD Instantaneous Activity primitive object
TP Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VE Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
AV_Scan_IG Predicate:(AV->Mark() >= 1)

Function: AV->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

AV_Freeze_OG
Function : S_Freeze->Mark() ==1;
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Output Gate primitive object

AV_NAD_OG

Function : if (S_Restoring->Mark()>0)
{
AV_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()--;
}
else 
{
S_Vulnerable->Mark()= 1;
S_Insecure->Mark() =0;
Staple_IDPS->Mark() = 1;
}
Output Gate primitive object

Detected_OG Function : AV_FP->Mark() = 1;
AV_VE->Mark() = 1;
AV_TP->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

FP_OG
Function : S_Vulnerable->Mark() = 1;
S_Secure->Mark() = 0;
AV_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()++; 
Output Gate primitive object

FTD_OG

Function : if (S_Restoring->Mark() >=1)
{

S_Secure->Mark()= 1;
Staple_IDPS->Mark() = 1;
S_Restoring->Mark()--;

}
else 
{

S_Secure->Mark()= 1;
Staple_IDPS->Mark() = 1;

}
Output Gate primitive object

NAD_OG
Function : Staple_IDPS->Mark()=1;
Output Gate primitive object

TP_OG Function : AV_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()++;
S_Freeze->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

Undetected_OG Function : AV_TN->Mark() = 1;
AV_FN->Mark() = 1;
AV_NA->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

VE_OG
Function : S_Vulnerable->Mark() = 0;
S_Insecure->Mark()= 1;
AV_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()++;

Table 5.5: Antivirus sub-model primitive objects summary table

v.   Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model
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According to NIST, intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events that 

occur within a computer system or network, analysing such events for signs of possible 

incidents, which are violations or imminent threats of violation of computer security 

policies, acceptable use policies, or standard security practices [141]. Therefore, an 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a software or application that automates the 

intrusion detection process while an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is an 

application or software that processes all the capabilities of an IDS with additional 

plausible abilities of stopping potential security attacks or incidents [141]. 

For brevity, we have chosen to use the phrase Intrusion Detection and Prevention 

System (IDPS) within our research to refer to both IDS and IPS technologies. We 

implement both techniques (IDS and IPS) within our security model and provide 

further information below, expanding on the IDPS sub-model. IPS was developed for 

the resolution of ambiguities within passive network monitoring by placing detection 

systems in-line [142]. The IDPS consists of two core functional components: the 

correlation handler and the detection element [143]. The detection element comprises 

of many components used for detecting intrusions with each component individually 

observing its own sub-network or host, producing low-level alerts. The correlation 

handler converts the produced low-level alerts into high-level reports of a security 

attack. IDPS are primarily used for detecting and preventing possible security 

incidents. Such security incidents are then reported to the security administrators, who 

quickly begin security incident responsive actions to eliminate or reduce the damages 

caused by such security incident. 
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Figure 5.7: Layered taxonomy of an Intrusion Detection and Prevention System 
(IDPS) [143] 

Security attacks which are external to the network system are known as outsider 

attacks while security attacks or incident which occur internally (i.e. within the 

network system) are known as insider attacks. Insider attacks comprises of 

unauthorised internal users trying to gain and exploit unauthorised access privileges 

[143].  Figure 5.6 offers a high-level taxonomy of the IDPS. 

a. Functional Layer: The four significant security function provided by this layer 

includes: monitoring, detecting, analysing and responding to unauthorised 

access and activities. The monitored environment could either be host-based, 

application-based or network-based and are defined as the toes of IDPS 

technologies with further categorisation under insider or outsider attacks. 

b. Structural Layer: The IDPS technology is normally located within the 

infrastructure layer. An IDPS is based on the individual or collaborative 

structure. The individual structure is attained by substantially integrating the 

IDPS with a firewall while the collaborative structure comprises of multiple 

IDPSs  implemented and deployed over a large network or WAN, with each 

IDPS communicating with one another. Further information on the 
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technological layout of the IDPS within cloud computing platforms is 

presented in [143]. 

IDPS is known to have high false alarm rates of anomaly detection and in most cases, 

the IDPS erroneously detects a valid non-intrusion customary activity as malicious, 

ultimately responding inaccurately to the detected activity. Such disadvantage has 

been considered during the design and implementation of our proposed SSTD model 

where false alarms are captured as False Positives (FP). 

IDPS technology types.  

There are several types of IDPS technologies. Within this research, we present below 

IDPS technology groupings which are centred on the kind of incidents they examine 

and the manner in which they are implemented: 

a. Host-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (HIDPS): This system 

monitors the entirety or part of the dynamic mannerisms including the states of 

a host (e.g. a computer system). HIDPS has the ability of monitoring in more 

detail, e.g. identifying what application/program accesses what resource. In 

finer detail, the HIDPS supervises the behaviours of a single host and its events 

for any apprehensive activity. Some behaviours of the host that are monitored 

by the HIDPS are: system logs, operational processes, file access and its 

modification, application and system configuration changes, application 

activities and host-based network traffic [141]. This intrusion is mostly 

deployed on critical hosts, which holds and manages sensitive information. 

b. Network-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (NIDPS): This is a 

system that inspects network traffic of a specific network section or device. 

NIDPS carries out analysis on the network protocol and activities for the 

purpose of identifying any suspicious activity [141]. NIDPS are mostly 

implemented at the borderline between networks. Thus, having the benefit of 

being at close proximity to the router, Virtual Private Network (VPN) servers, 

firewall and wireless networks.  

c. Wireless Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (WIDPS): This system 

inspects wireless network traffic and it evaluates the wireless networking 
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protocols for the purpose of identifying any malicious activity within the 

wireless network. 

d. Application-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (AIDPS): This 

system monitors events that occur within specific applications via the analysis 

and examination of their log files or by the measurement of their performance. 

AIDPS is implemented to check for malicious activities that develop within 

applications, which could later impact the entire system. 

Most IDPS make use of multiple detection techniques, either integrated or 

independent, to offer a more comprehensive and accurate security incident detection 

system. IDPS detection methodologies used for identifying security incidents are:  

i. Anomaly-based Detection Methodology (ADM): This is the process of 

comparing definitions of what event or activity is deemed normal against the 

observed events or activities to identify any substantial aberrations. An IDPS 

that has been designed and implemented using the ADM has profiles that 

exemplify the normal mannerisms of such objects, such as: hosts, users, 

applications or network connections [141], which are then used for the 

comparisons. These profiles are mostly established by monitoring the typical 

behaviours of an event or activity over a period of time. The main advantage 

of ADM is that they can be significantly efficient at identifying previously 

detected or known security threats. 

ii. Signature-based Detection Methodology (SDM): This technique uses 

signatures to detect abnormalities or malicious threats by comparing the 

signatures against the examined activities to identify any probable security 

incident. A signature is defined as a pattern which relates to a known security 

threat (e.g. a telnet effort with a username “root”), which is against and in 

violation of the companies security policy [141].  

iii. Hybrid-based Detection Methodology (HDM): This is a process of 

implementing both the Anomaly-based Detection Methodology (ADM) and 

the Signature-based Detection Methodology (SDM). The main significance of 

this hybrid model is that the ADM detects unknown security attacks while the 

SDM identifies known security attacks [143]. 
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iv. Stateful Protocol Analysis Methodology (SPAM): This technique uses the 

process of comparison between pre-set profiles of normally accepted 

definitions of benign protocol activity for every state protocol against the 

observed incidents, with the purpose of identifying anomalies. In comparison 

to the ADM which uses network or host specific profiles, the SPAM depends 

on developer implemented universal profiles, which stipulates how specific 

protocols are and are not to be used. The meaning of Stateful within SPAM 

signifies that the IDPS is capable of tracking and understanding the state of the 

transport, application and network protocols that develop a notion of state 

[141]. SPAM identifies unanticipated series of commands, an example is the 

dissemination of the same command repetitively or issuing a command without 

initially disseminating the command upon which it is reliant. 

Different types of Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPSs) have been 

implemented using distinctive methods. These types are differentiated based on the 

kind of events they monitor, and the methodologies deployed within them used for 

monitoring. Below we discuss the key functions of IDPS: 

1. They are used to identify and prevent intrusion security incidents, recording 

information related to the monitored events. 

2. IDPS notifies the security administrators of any significant monitored event or 

security incident. Such notifications are regarded as alerts and could be sent 

through several means, such as: Simple Network Management Protocol 

(SNMP) traps, pages, syslog messages and emails [141]. 

3. The IDPS produce reports which summarises the event monitored and deliver 

details on specific events or security incidents. 

4. Selected IDPS have the capabilities of changing their security profiles once a 

new security threat has been detected or might also modify their settings to 

determine what priority to assign to successive alerts instigated after a specific 

security incident or threat is detected or when certain alerts are initiated. 

The prevention section of the IDPS technology respond to detected security incidents 

or threats by attempting to prevent or alleviate possible damage(s) by the security 
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threats or incidents. The functions of the Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) can be 

grouped into: 

a. Stopping the security attack or threat - possible solution might be to terminate 

the users network session; terminating the network connection; impeding 

access to the corrupted or malicious host, application, services, data requests 

and other resources.  

b. Changing the security environment – an example is the reconfiguration of the 

network device (i.e. firewall, switch or router) to impede access from the 

attacker and modifying the host-based firewall which is being targeted to block 

incoming security attacks. 

c. Changing the content of the security attack – certain IPS technique could 

remove and replace malicious sections of a security attack to make it benign. 

Example is the removal of an infected section or file attachment from an email 

and subsequently allowing the cleansed email delivery to the recipient. 

An important attribute of the IDPS technology is the inability to deliver absolutely 

precise detection [141]. An inaccurate identification of a benign event as a security 

threat or incident by the IDPS is known as the occurrence of False Positive (FP) and 

the inaccurate identification of a security incident as a benign event or activity is 

regarded as False Negative (FN). We have considered such occurrences (FP and FN) 

within our SSTD model and have implemented the identification and analysis of such 

occurrences within our proposed cloud computing model. It is important to note that 

not all false positives and false negatives can be eliminated and in most instances, the 

reduction to the occurrence of one increases the occurrence of the other [141]. The 

modification of the IDPS configuration to improve its detection precision is called 

tuning. 
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Figure 5.8: Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model 

Figure 5.8 displays a full-detailed illustration of the SAN atomic model for our 

Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model. We design and 

implement a Network-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (NIDPS). The 

figure shows the behaviour of the security attacks and the functionalities applied by 

the NIDPS security countermeasure in managing the network attacks. Below is a 

concise description on the construction, operation and functions including what 

happens at the various primitive objects (i.e. places, activities, input gates and output 

gates). 

After the Antivirus sub-model has completed its functions, a request to examine 

network traffic for the data request network section is introduced. Subsequently a 

request to carry out analysis on the protocol and network activities for the purpose of 

identifying any suspicious activity is sent to the IDPS Sub-model. A token is then 

deposited at the place IDPS initiating the IDPS process. The place primitive object 

IDPS provides the link between the Staple and the IDPS sub-model. The input gate 

IDPS_Scan_IG triggers the V_Scan activity implying that the NIDPS security 

mechanism would begin inspecting the data requests network traffic. The fundamental 

function of the NIDPS security mechanism is to inspect network traffic of a particular 

network segment, examining the protocol and network events for the purpose of 

recognising any apprehensive activity. 
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The IDPS sub-model at certain defined probabilities detects malicious network attacks 

within the data request packets. If there are no intrusions detected, it flows through the 

output gate Undetected_OG, signifying no network security incident had been 

observed within the data request packet. If the IDPS considers the data request packet 

network traffic to be secure, tokens are deposited within the places IDPS_TN, 

IDPS_FN and IDPS_NA. When tokens are in the place primitive objects IDPS_TN and 

S_Secure (i.e. the system is considered to be in a secure state), this is considered True 

Negative (TN)6.  If the token is within the place IDPS_FN and the system secure state 

is at S_Vulnerable (i.e. the system is considered to be in a vulnerable state), this is 

considered to reflect vulnerability has been discovered.  

Subsequently, if the security state of the system is recognised to be Insecure (i.e. a 

token within the S_Insecure place) and there is a token within the IDPS_NA primitive 

object place, this signifies False Negative (FN)6. If the NIDPS system believes the data 

request packet network traffic is insecure, it moves the data request packet through the 

output gate Undetected_OG and tokens are then deposited within the places IDPS_FP, 

IDPS_VE and IDPS_TP. When tokens are in the place primitive object IDPS_FP and 

the systems security state S_Secure, this is considered False Positive (FP)6. If a token 

is within the place IDPS_VE and the system secure state is at S_Vulnerable, this is 

considered to suggest vulnerability exploited6. 

If the security state of the system is insecure (i.e. a token within the S_Insecure place) 

and there is a token within the IDPS_TP primitive object place, this indicates True 

Positive (TP)6. The NIDPS can change the security state of the system depending on 

how it handles network security attacks but it cannot change the security state of the 

system once a token is placed within the S_Freeze primitive object place. This 

connotes that the system is frozen until the security problem is resolved by a network 

administrator as the NIDPS could not handle the network traffic security attacks. If the 

data request is regarded safe by the IDPS sub-model, a token is placed within the place 

primitive object Staple_VM, indicating the data request can proceed for processing by 

the Virtual Machine Processing Server (VMPS). Staple_VM provides the link between 

6 Detailed explanation is presented in Chapter 3.3.1.
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the IDPS, Staple and VMPS models. The table below represents a summary table that 

depicts the primitive objects within the IDPS sub-model: 

Primitive Objects Descriptions
IDPS Place primitive object
IDPS_FN Place primitive object
IDPS_FP Place primitive object
IDPS_NA Place primitive object
IDPS_Reject Place primitive object
IDPS_TN Place primitive object
IDPS_TP Place primitive object
IDPS_VE Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_VM Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two probability 
cases 

IDPS_Scan
case 1: IDPS_Undetected_probability
case 2: 1.0 - IDPS_Undetected_probability

AD_FA Instantaneous Activity primitive object
FTD_FN Instantaneous Activity primitive object
IDPS_freeze Instantaneous Activity primitive object
NA Instantaneous Activity primitive object
NAD Instantaneous Activity primitive object
TP Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VE Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
IDPS_Scan_IG Predicate: (IDPS->Mark() >= 1)

Function: IDPS->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

Detected_OG Function : IDPS_FP->Mark() = 1;
IDPS_VE->Mark() = 1;
IDPS_TP->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

FP_OG
Function : S_Vulnerable->Mark() = 1;
S_Secure->Mark() = 0;
IDPS_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

FTD_OG

Function : if (S_Restoring->Mark() >=1)
{

S_Secure->Mark()= 1;
Staple_VM->Mark() = 1;
S_Restoring->Mark()--;

}
else 
{
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S_Secure->Mark()= 1;
Staple_VM->Mark() = 1;

}
Output Gate primitive object

IDPS_Freeze_OG
Function : S_Freeze->Mark() ==1;

IDPS_NAD_OG Output Gate primitive object
Function : if (S_Restoring->Mark()>0)
{
IDPS_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()--;
}
else 
{
S_Vulnerable->Mark()= 1;
S_Insecure->Mark() =0;
Staple_VM->Mark() = 1;
}
Output Gate primitive object

NAD_OG
Function : Staple_VM->Mark()=1;
Output Gate primitive object

TP_OG Function : IDPS_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()++;
S_Freeze->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

Undetected_OG Function : IDPS_TN->Mark() = 1;
IDPS_FN->Mark() = 1;
IDPS_NA->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

VE_OG
Function : S_Vulnerable->Mark() = 0;
S_Insecure->Mark()= 1;
IDPS_Reject->Mark()++;
S_Restoring->Mark()++;

Table 5.6: Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model primitive 
objects summary table

5.1.2 VM Processing Server model

For our proposed cloud computing model, we have designed a general and more 

elaborate cloud computing model having a finite number of Processing Servers or 

VMs which handles the processing of data request that signifies the allocation of the 

Virtual Machines (VMs). There is a finite number of VMs which could be allocated at 

any given time within the computing systems process. This allows both the cloud 

computing administrator and the organisations to have assessment of the systems 

performance within the idle, busy and congested (worst case) periods and to prepare 

for improvements of the cloud computing system to meet demands. 
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Figure 5.9: A model for starting a VM instance in Eucalyptus [144].

Figure 5.9 is an example of starting a VM instance using Eucalyptus and was presented 

by [144]. Below is the SAN atomic model for our implemented VM Processing Server 

model. 

Figure 5.10: VM Processing Server model

Figure 5.10 demonstrates the SAN atomic model for the Virtual Machine Processing 

Server (VMPS) model. This model is proposed and implemented to emulate the 

mannerisms of Virtual Machines (VMs) used in similarity to Processing Servers (PS) 

in the handling of data requests. The main function of the Processing Server is to 

evaluate and analyse the data requests, delivering a desired outcome based on the 
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clients’ request. We have presented a summary and comprehensive explanation of 

Virtual Machines (VMs) above and offer below how the implemented VM Processing 

Server Model functions including what happens at the various primitive objects (i.e. 

places, activities, input gates and output gates) within our proposed cloud computing 

system. As a reminder, the Security States within the SSTD model are also covered 

within the VMPS model thus providing the capability of monitoring the system 

security state within the model.  

Once the data request has been considered secure by the Security Group 

Communication System (SGCS), it goes to the VMPS model for analysis and 

processing. The place primitive object Proc_VM provides the link between the Staple 

and the VMPS model. A token is deposited within the place primitive object Proc_VM, 

triggering the VMPS to begin examining the data request. The input gate VM_IG 

begins the VM_TA activity implying that the VMPS is now analysing the decrypted 

data request. We have designed, developed and implemented the VMPS to have a 

finite number of VMs to be allocated in handling the data requests, which is  

represented by the place VM_Allocation. VM_Available epitomises the prospect that 

there is a VM available to handle the data request while VM_Busy implies that the data 

request could not be processed as there is no available VM. If the data request cannot 

be processed, it is fed back through the system to try find an available VM via the 

place VMs_Busy7. During the data request processing by the VMPS, if the request is 

considered to require access and information from the Database System, it is reflected 

via the activity DB_Prob_T. At certain probabilities, if required, the request can either 

go to the Database System (place primitive object Staple_DBS) or if not requiring 

information from the Database System, goes through to the Output Server (place 

primitive object Staple_Output) for the outcome of the processed data request to be 

sent to the client. As earlier noted, a token within the S_Secure implies that the system 

is secure and a token in the other Security States (S_Vulnerable, S_Insecure, 

S_Restoring and S_Freeze) indicates their represented state of the system. Staple_DBS 

indicates the link between the VMPS, Staple and Database System model while 

Staple_Output signifies the link between the VMPS, Staple and Output Server model. 

7 Future work could be to consider including a buffers to enable the data packets to be stored pending 
the availability of a VMPS.
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The table below represents a summary table that depicts the primitive objects within 

the VM Processing Server model: 

Primitive Objects Descriptions
Database_prob Place primitive object
Proc_VM Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_DBS Place primitive object
Staple_Output Place primitive object
VMF Place primitive object
VMI Place primitive object
VMR Place primitive object
VMS Place primitive object
VMV Place primitive object
VM_Allocation Place primitive object
VM_Reject Place primitive object
VMs_Busy Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two probability 
cases 

DB_Prob_T
case 1: DB_prob
case 2: 1.0 - DB_prob

VM_TA Timed Activity primitive object with two probability 
cases
case 1: if (VM_Allocation->Mark() > 0)

VM_Allocation->Mark()--;
return (VM_Availability);

case 2: if (VM_Allocation->Mark() == 0)
return (1.0 - VM_Availability);

Retry_VM Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VM_F Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VM_I Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VM_R Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VM_S Instantaneous Activity primitive object
VM_V Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
DB_prob_IG Predicate: (Database_prob->Mark() == 1)

Function: Database_prob->Mark()--;
Input Gate primitive object

VM_IG Predicate: (Proc_VM->Mark() > 0)
Function: Proc_VM->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

DBS_OG
Function : Staple_DBS->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

Output_OG
Function : Staple_Output->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

VMF_OG
Function : VM_Reject->Mark()++;
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VM_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

VMI_OG Function : VM_Reject->Mark()++;
VM_Allocation->Mark()++;

VMR_OG Output Gate primitive object
Function : Database_prob->Mark() = 1;
VM_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

VMS_OG Function : Database_prob->Mark() = 1;
VM_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

VMV_OG Function : Database_prob->Mark() = 1;
VM_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

VM_Available

Function : VMS->Mark() = 1;
VMV->Mark() = 1;
VMI->Mark() = 1;
VMR->Mark() = 1;
VMF->Mark() = 1;
VM_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

VM_Busy Function : VMs_Busy->Mark() = 1;
VM_Allocation->Mark() = 0;

Table 5.7: VM Processing Server model primitive objects summary table

5.1.3 Database System model

We model the Database server using the behaviours and workings of Microsoft SQL 

Server used for database management incorporating a procedure within our proposed 

database model handling bottlenecks within the processes of managing data especially 

in relation to Big Data. 
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Figure 5.11: Database System model

Figure 5.11 demonstrates the SAN atomic model for our Database System model. This 

model is constructed and applied to mimic the behaviours of a Database Management 

System (DBMS). The main function of the Database Management System (DBMS) is 

to allow access to data contained within a database (database is defined as a structured 

collection of related information). The main objective of a DBMS is to provide an 

efficient and suitable method of defining, storing and retrieving the information held 

within the database. We deliver below an explanation on how the applied Database 

System model functions including what happens at the various primitive objects (i.e. 

places, activities, input gates and output gates) within our proposed cloud computing 

system. 

Once considered by the VMPS that the data request requires information from the 

database, a request for database access is sent to the Database System model. The place 

primitive object DB_Server offers the link between the Staple and the Database 

System model. A token is then placed within the place primitive object DB_Server, 

sparking the Database System to begin processing the data request in order to provide 

the adequate information required. The input gate DB_IG begins the DB_TA activity 

indicating that the Database System is now analysing the data request and providing 

access to retrieve information from the database. We have devised and effected the 

Database System model to have finite number of database servers, allocated in 

handling the data requests and providing the information required. This provides the 

capability of tackling bottlenecks within the Database Server model especially in the 
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case of Big Data, by increasing the number of Database Servers and evaluating the 

impact it would have on the Database Server model and in relation to the entire cloud 

computing system. It is  represented by the primitive object place DB_Servers.  

DB_Available typifies that the Database Server is available to handle the data request 

providing the requested information while DB_Busy suggests that the data request 

could not be processed as there are no available Database Servers. If the data request 

cannot be processed, it is fed back through the system to try and find an available 

Database Server via the place DBS_Busy8. If the Security State of the system is either 

at S_Insecure or S_Freeze, the data request packet is rejected by the database system 

sub-model. When the Database System completes its processing by locating the 

information requested, a token is placed within the place primitive object Proc_VM 

indicating the requested information is sent to the VMPS to complete its process on 

the users data request. Proc_VM denotes the link between the Database System, Staple 

and VMPS models. The table below represents a summary table that depicts the 

primitive objects within the Database System model: 

Primitive Objects Descriptions
DBF Place primitive object
DBI Place primitive object
DBR Place primitive object
DBS Place primitive object
DBS_Busy Place primitive object
DBS_Reject Place primitive object
DBV Place primitive object
DB_Server Place primitive object
DB_Servers Place primitive object
Proc_VM Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two probability 
cases 

DB_TA case 1: if (DB_Servers->Mark() > 0)
DB_Servers->Mark()--;
return (DB_Availability);

case 2: if (DB_Servers->Mark() == 0)

8 Future work could be to consider including buffers to enable the data packets to be stored pending 
the availability of a Database Server.
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return (1.0 - DB_Availability);
DB_F Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DB_I Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DB_R Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DB_S Instantaneous Activity primitive object
DB_V Instantaneous Activity primitive object
Retry_DB Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
DB_IG Predicate: (DB_Server->Mark() > 0)

Function: DB_Server->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

DBF_OG Function : DBS_Reject->Mark()++;
DB_Servers->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

DBI_OG Function : DBS_Reject->Mark()++;
DB_Servers->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

DBR_OG Function : Proc_VM->Mark()++;
DB_Servers->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

DBV_OG Function : Proc_VM->Mark()++;
DB_Servers->Mark()++;

DB_Available Output Gate primitive object
Function : DBS->Mark() = 1;
DBV->Mark() = 1;
DBI->Mark() = 1;
DBR->Mark() = 1;
DBF->Mark() = 1;
DB_Servers->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

DB_Busy Function : DBS_Busy->Mark() = 1;
DB_Servers->Mark() = 0;
Output Gate primitive object

DB_OG Function : Proc_VM->Mark()++;
DB_Servers->Mark()++;

Table 5.8: Database System model primitive objects summary table

5.1.4 Output Server Model

This model handles the delivery of the processed data requests and if required, 

information from the Database System back to the client. The Output server has a 

relationship with the security system, employing the encryption process to encrypt the 

response to the data requests before sending it back to the client via the internet.  
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Figure 5.12: Output Server model

Figure 5.12 expresses the SAN atomic model for our Output Server model. In theory 

and implementation, the Output Sever works with the Encryption sub-model before 

the information is sent back to the client. We have modelled them as separate entities 

but they are in constant relationship with one another as one cannot complete its task 

without the other in our cloud computing model. Please note that this does not take 

away the identity of the Encryption sub-model as a security mechanism as it is indeed 

modelled to be part of the Security Group Communication System (SGCS). This 

Output Server model is composed and implemented to imitate the behaviours of an 

Output Server (OS). The central function of the Output Server is to prepare the 

response in readiness to be sent to the client (consumer). We convey below an 

explanation on how the functional Output Server model functions, including what 

happens at the several primitive objects (i.e. places, activities, input gates and output 

gates) within the proposed cloud computing system. 

When the processing of the data request is complete and the provided information is 

considered ready to be delivered to the client by the VMPS, a request to deliver the 

information  to the client is sent to the Output Server model. The place primitive object 

Output_Server presents the link between the Staple and the Output Server model. A 

token is then assigned to the place primitive object Output_Server, enabling the Output 

Server to begin preparing the information for delivery. The input gate Output_IG 
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activates the OU_TA activity demonstrating the Output Server is now preparing the 

information in readiness to send. We have developed the Output Server model to have 

a finite number of Output Servers (represented by the primitive object place 

Output_Allocation), with the responsibility of handling and preparing the information 

the client had requested. This provides the capability of tackling heavy traffic within 

the Output Server model especially in the case of Big Data, by increasing the number 

of Output Servers, we can evaluate its impact on the Output Server model with relation 

to the entire cloud computing system. 

OU_Available symbolises that the Output Server is available to prepare and send the 

provided information while OU_Busy indicates that the information could not be sent 

as there are no available Output Server(s). If the information cannot be prepared and 

sent, it is fed back through the system to try and find an available Output Server via 

the place OUs_Busy9. If the Security State of the system is either at S_Insecure or 

S_Freeze, the information is rejected by the output server sub-model. Before the 

information is sent to the client, it is to be encrypted by the Encryption sub-model. We 

have presented our explanation on the Encryption sub-model below (after the primitive 

objects summary table) to enable correlation in the explanation of our cloud computing 

system. To introduce encryption, a token is placed within the place primitive object 

Staple_Encrypt specifying that the requested information is sent to be processed by 

the Encryption sub-model. Staple_Encrypt denotes the link between the Output Server, 

Staple and Encryption models. The table below represents a summary table that depicts 

the primitive objects within the Output Server model: 

Primitive Objects Descriptions
OUF Place primitive object
OUI Place primitive object
OUR Place primitive object
OUS Place primitive object
OUV Place primitive object
OU_Reject Place primitive object
OUs_Busy Place primitive object
Output_Allocation Place primitive object

9 Future work is to consider including buffers to enable the information to be stored pending the 
availability of an Output Server.
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Output_Server Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object
Staple_Encrypt Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two probability 
cases 

OU_TA
case 1: if (Output_Allocation->Mark() > 0)

Output_Allocation->Mark()--;
return (OU_Availability);

case 2: if (Output_Allocation->Mark() == 0)
return (1.0 - OU_Availability);

OU_F Instantaneous Activity primitive object
OU_I Instantaneous Activity primitive object
OU_R Instantaneous Activity primitive object
OU_S Instantaneous Activity primitive object
OU_V Instantaneous Activity primitive object
Retry_OU Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
Output_IG Predicate:(Output_Server->Mark() > 0)

Function: Output_Server->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

DBF_OG Function : OU_Reject->Mark()++;
Output_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

OUI_OG Function : OU_Reject->Mark()++;
Output_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

OUR_OG Function : Staple_Encrypt->Mark() = 1;
Output_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

OUS_OG Function : Staple_Encrypt->Mark() = 1;
Output_Allocation->Mark()++;

OUV_OG Output Gate primitive object
Function : Staple_Encrypt->Mark() = 1;
Output_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

OU_Available

Function : OUS->Mark() = 1;
OUV->Mark() = 1;
OUI->Mark() = 1;
OUR->Mark() = 1;
OUF->Mark() = 1;
Output_Allocation->Mark()++;
Output Gate primitive object

OU_Busy Function : OUs_Busy->Mark() = 1;
Output_Allocation->Mark() = 0;

Table 5.9: Output Server model primitive objects summary table

 Encryption sub-model
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As explained above, we have provided an overview of  the Encryption and Decryption 

security mechanism but have delivered their explanation in relation to our proposed 

cloud computing system separately. This is to provide help simply with the 

understanding of our system and its implementation. 

Figure 5.13: Encryption sub-model

Figure 5.13 shows the SAN atomic model for our Encryption sub-model. This sub-

model is designed and implemented to mimic the behaviours of an Encryption 

software program. Encryption and Decryption are security mechanisms that are in 

most cases studied and presented together during their design, composition and 

implementation. We have presented a summary and detailed explanation of Encryption 

and Decryption security mechanisms above but will be discussing them in separation 

as they are implemented within our proposed cloud computing system. We deliver 

below how our implemented Encryption security mechanism functions including what 

happens at the various primitive objects (i.e. places, activities, input gates and output 

gates). 
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Furthermore as a reminder, the Security States within the SSTD model are covered 

within all sub-model and model, thus assisting in the monitoring of the system security 

state at any given period and in the maintenance of dependency across every system’s 

component.

Before the prepared information is sent to the client from the Output Server model, a 

request to get the information encrypted to enable it secure while it moves to the client 

via the internet is sent to the Encryption sub-model. The Encryption security 

mechanism converts the plain text into ciphertext, to the form considered to only be 

comprehensible by the clients’ device. The place primitive object Encrypt provides the 

link between the Staple and the Encryption sub-model. A token is placed within the 

place primitive object Encrypt facilitating the Encryption security mechanism. The 

input gate Encrypt_IG activates the Encrypt_S activity denoting that the Encryption 

security mechanism is now encoding the information. Undetected_OG represents the 

possibility that the information has been encrypted while Detected_OG suggests that 

the information could not be encrypted. If the information cannot be encrypted, it is 

rejected from the cloud computing system through the EReject_OG output gate. If the 

information is encrypted, it goes via the Undetected_OG and it is permitted to be sent 

to the client depending on the Security State of the system. A token within the S_Secure 

denotes that the system is secure and a token in the other Security States 

(S_Vulnerable, S_Insecure, S_Restoring and S_Freeze) denotes their characterised 

Security State of the system. If the Encryption security system can encrypt the 

information but the system Security State is either at the S_Insecure or S_Freeze state, 

the information will be rejected and will not be sent to the clients’ device10. The place 

primitive object Requested_User signifies the link between the Encryption sub-model, 

Staple sub-model and the end user. The table below represents a summary table that 

depicts the primitive objects within the Encryption sub-model: 

Primitive Objects Descriptions

10 Future work could be to consider including a buffer to enable the prepared information to be stored 
pending the Secure State of the system changes.
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Client_Data_Recieved Place primitive object
EF Place primitive object
EI Place primitive object
ER Place primitive object
ES Place primitive object
EV Place primitive object
Encrypt Place primitive object
EncryptF Place primitive object
EncryptI Place primitive object
EncryptR Place primitive object
EncryptS Place primitive object
EncryptV Place primitive object
Encrypt_R Place primitive object
Encrypt_Reject Place primitive object
Encryption_Reject Place primitive object
Requested_User Place primitive object
S_Freeze Place primitive object
S_Insecure Place primitive object
S_Restoring Place primitive object
S_Secure Place primitive object
S_Vulnerable Place primitive object

Timed Activity primitive object with two 
probability cases

Encrypt_S
case 1

E_Undetected_probability
case 2

1.0 - E_Undetected_probability
EFI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
EII Instantaneous Activity primitive object
ERI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
ESI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
EVI Instantaneous Activity primitive object
F_Encrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
I_Encrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
R_Encrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
S_Encrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object
User Instantaneous Activity primitive object
V_Encrypt Instantaneous Activity primitive object

Input Gate primitive object
Encrypt_IG Predicate:(Encrypt->Mark() >= 1)

Function: Encrypt->Mark()--;
Output Gate primitive object

Detected_OG
Function: Encrypt_R->Mark() = 1;
Output Gate primitive object

EReject_OG
Function: if (Encrypt_R->Mark() == 1) || 
(Encrypt_Reject->Mark() == 1)

Encryption_Reject->Mark()++;
Encrypt_R->Mark()--;

Encrypt_Reject->Mark()--;
Undetected_OG Output Gate primitive object
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Function: ES->Mark() = 1;
EV->Mark() = 1;
EI->Mark() = 1;
ER->Mark() = 1;
EF->Mark() = 1;

Table 5.10: Encryption sub-model primitive objects summary table

It is significant to recall that this research thesis is mainly concerned with model-based 

analysis of the trade-offs between system performance, security and database 

management processes, for which performance implications of security and database 

management processes; security implications of performance and database 

management processes; and database management process implications of 

performance and security are of principal importance. We therefore offer the proposed 

cloud computing model and its explanation above as foundational study within the 

research area and with the knowledge that more improvements need to be done for a 

comprehensive capture of a model-based quantitative analysis of an ever-evolving 

cloud computing system. 

Chapter 6

Numerical Experiments, Results and Interpretations 
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6.0 Introduction 

The design and implementation of our proposed cloud computing system using 

quantitative simulation modelling is presented within this chapter. Simulation 

modelling is used to determine the impact of security incidents and its 

countermeasures on the systems performance and database management processes. 

The consequences of big data in database management processes on performance and 

security is also explored using simulation modelling.  

Initially, we introduce and discuss the various parametrisations used within this 

research and further elaborate on the obtainable measures to be derived from our 

simulation using SAN modelling formalisms within the Möbius simulator tool. 

Additionally, we analyse the empirical data obtained from several simulation 

experiments, which also included multiple runs of the experiment. 

In conclusion, we provide several graphs depicting results from our experiments, 

providing substantial interpretations into the optimisation of the trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management. We also considered the effects of 

big data, security encryption key length and compared the difference in results from 

the various experimental scenarios of our presented SSTD model. Substantially, our 

interests reside in the system parameters that would provide an ‘optimal’ combined 

performance, security and database management processing trade-offs and how the 

effects of the different parameters within the computing system could possibly impact 

optimal responses. 

6.1 System Parameterisation and Obtainable Measures 

Using SAN modelling formalism to express our proposed cloud computing model, we 

introduce a number of parameters within our research which is of absolute importance 

in obtaining our simulated results. The parameters used are associated with the various 

actions (events) that occur within the quantitative models of the cloud computing 

system. An action is defined as the basic model unit which modifies the values of state 

variables within the Möbius framework [129]. Actions within our model simulation 

provides a common interface by which other components of our model including the 
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different solvers might interact within the Möbius framework. Hence enabling the 

establishment of results in our proposed model for evaluation. An action is considered 

a significant value because it enables for composition by synchronisation. This is of 

paramount importance to the analysis of the trade-off between performance, security 

and database management. 

Within our model simulation, we implement the two types of activities associated with 

SAN modelling formalism: Instantaneous activities and Timed activities. 

Instantaneous activities epitomises actions that are immediately completed when 

enabled within a system, while Timed activities are actions that have timed intervals 

(e.g. packet transmission time or time which accompanies retransmission time [129]). 

They both impact the performance of any proposed system model. 

Using Möbius for modelling SAN formalisms, Instantaneous activities are represented 

graphically as thin vertical lines (e.g. NAD for our Antivirus sub-model in Figure 5.5) 

while Timed activities are graphically represented as thick vertical lines (e.g. V_Scan 

for the Antivirus sub-model in Figure 5.5). The Circles located at the right side of 

either a timed or instantaneous activity is known as case probabilities and it is used to 

model uncertainty accompanying the conclusion of an activity/event. Every case 

probability represents a possible outcome with examples being; either the probability 

of a possible outcome associated with the failure mode of a faulty system or the routing 

choice within a computer network. V_Scan timed activity in Figure 5.5 of the Antivirus 

sub-model has to the right side of it an example of a case probability, which could 

either yield routing via the Detected_OG or Undetected_OG. 

It is of significance to note that an activity is enabled when all the input gate predicates 

in connection to the activity are true and every activity has a probability distribution 

(also known as case distribution) associated with its cases [129]. Fully defined multiple 

set parameters may be required depending on the type of distributions used within the 

simulation. For example and in many cases, a single parameter mean rate can be 

adequate in completely characterising an exponential distribution function. 

This research mainly focuses on the development and introduction of a methodology 

that can be used for a model-based quantitative analysis for the trade-offs between 
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performance, security and database management within a cloud computing platform. 

For simplicity and due to this being a foundational introduction to such type of 

research, we have decided to use exponential distributions for all activities (i.e. 

instantaneous and timed activities) of our cloud computing model simulation and 

analysis. Conversely, according to [15] [67] and due to our exploratory literature 

review, we recognise that the memoryless characteristic of exponential distributions 

denotes the non-existence of learning and ageing; thereby making the use of 

exponential distribution less suitable for modelling security attack behaviours and also 

less appropriate for capturing security measure characteristics [15]. Therefore, we 

have introduced several distributions that could be used in place of exponential 

distribution to capture multiple real-life scenarios which is necessary in the modelling 

and analysis of different network systems. For example, the use of Generalised 

Exponential (GE) distribution for extreme cases of security attacks on any computing 

system. Below we present a summary on the numerous input parameters used by 

multiple activities for the quantitative modelling and simulation of our proposed cloud 

computing system: 

i. Mean Inter-arrival Time (MIT): The MIT is also known as the average inter-

arrival time. In our case, MIT is defined simply as the average inter-arrival time 

of requests into the cloud computing system and can be denoted as 1/λ. [86] 

illustrated this as the time interval between the arrival of customers and 

assumed this as a sequence of independent identically distributed random 

variables. The inverse of this (i.e. λ) is  defined as the average arrival rate or 

the Mean Arrival Rate (MAR) of the data requests into the cloud computing 

system. 

ii. Antivirus Undetected Probability (AV_Undetected_probability): This 

indicates the probability that a security incident or attack is undetected by the 

antivirus security countermeasure. Within the study of security 

countermeasures and attacks, it is a known phenomenon that even though the 

security system (e.g. antivirus security system) does not detect a security 

attack, this does not mean that there is no security attack or an occurring 

security attack. 
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iii. Decryption Undetected Probability (D_Undetected_probability): This 

indicates the probability that the Decryption security mechanism did not detect 

a security incident and is able to decrypt the data requests. The subtraction of 

this probability from 1 (i.e. 1 - D_Undetected_probability) offers the 

Decryption Detected Probability.

iv. Encryption Undetected Probability (E_Undetected_probability): This specifies 

the probability that the encryption security mechanism did not detect a security 

incident and is able to Encrypt the requested information. The subtraction of 

this probability from 1 equals the Encryption Detected Probability (i.e. 1 - 

E_Undetected_probability = E_Detected_probability). 

v. Firewall Undetected Probability (FW_Undetected_probability): This is the 

probability that a security incident or attack is undetected by the firewall 

security countermeasure. The subtraction of this probability from 1 equals the 

Firewall Detected Probability (i.e. 1 - FW_Undetected_probability = 

FW_Detected_probability). 

vi. IDPS Undetected Probability (IDPS_Undetected_probability): This signifies 

the probability that a security incident or attack is undetected by the IDPS 

security countermeasure. The subtraction of this probability from 1 equals the 

IDPS Detected Probability (i.e. 1 - IDPS_Undetected_probability = 

IDPS_Detected_probability). 

vii. Mean Antivirus Time (MAntivirusT): This is the average time required by the 

Antivirus security countermeasure to inspect and scan the data requests for any 

virus security incident and it is linked to the Antivirus process times. The 

inverse of this is described as the Mean Antivirus Rate (MAntivirusR). 

viii. Mean Firewall Time (MFirewallT): This is the average time required by the 

Firewall security countermeasure to inspect and examine every data request for 

any security incident in relation to unwanted data requests. It is linked to the 

firewall processing times required in allowing or rejecting access to the data 

requests. The inverse of this is defined as the Mean Firewall Rate 

(MFirewallR). 
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ix. Mean IDPS Time (MIDPST): This is the average time required by the IDPS 

security countermeasure to examine the data requests for any intrusion security 

incident and it is related to the IDPS processing times. The inverse of this 

parameter is expressed as the Mean IDPS Rate (MIDPSR). 

x. Mean Output server Time (MOutputT): This is the average time required by 

the Output server to collate and send the data responses (information) requested 

by the client. It is associated with the output server processing times and the 

inverse of this parameter is regarded as the Average Output sever Rate (AOR) 

or the Mean Output sever Rate (MOutputR).

xi. Mean VM Time (MVMT): This is the average time required to process the data 

request by the VM Processing Server model. The inverse of this parameter is 

regarded as the Average Processing Rate (APR). The inverse of this parameter 

is known as the Mean VM Rate (MVMR). 

xii. Database Server Numbers (DBS_Numbers): This is the number of available 

Database Servers. We implemented this within our model to enable us handle 

bottleneck situations for the database server model and also providing us the 

capabilities of capturing huge variety of results in our quest to obtain the 

optimal trade-off values. 

xiii. Database Available Probability (DB_Availability): This is the probability that 

the Database is available and has not failed. We implemented a coverage factor 

associated with the database system component. This probability is also known 

as the fault coverage probability accompanying the database system. The 

subtraction of this probability from 1 equals the Database Unavailable 

Probability (i.e. 1 - DB_Availability = DB_Unavailability). For example, a 

DB_availability value of 0.95 indicates that the Database system will be 

functional and available for 95% of the time with a possibility of failure or 

being unavailable at 0.05 (5%). 

xiv. Output server Available Probability (OU_Availability): This is the probability 

that the Output server  is available and is still functional. Like the Database 

system, we implemented a coverage factor associated with the output server 

system component. This probability is also known as the fault coverage 
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probability associated with the output sever system. The subtraction of this 

probability from 1 equals the Output server Unavailable Probability (i.e. 1 - 

OU_Availability = OU_Unavailability). For example, a OU_Availability value 

of 0.9 indicates that the Output server system will be functional and available 

for 90% of the time with a possibility of failure or being unavailable at 0.1 

(10%). 

xv. VM Available Probability (VM_Availability): This is the probability that the 

VM Processing Server is available and operational. Like both the Database and 

Output server system, we employed a coverage factor concomitant with the 

VM processing system. This probability is also known as the fault coverage 

probability associated with the VM processing system. The subtraction of this 

probability from 1 equals the VM Unavailable Probability (i.e. 1 - 

VM_Availability = VM_Unavailability). For example, a VM_Availability 

value of 0.98 indicates that the VM system will be functional and available for 

98% of the time with a possibility of failure or being unavailable at 0.02 (2%). 

xvi. VM Numbers (VM_number): This is the number of available Virtual Machines 

(VMs). We effected this within our model to enable us handle bottlenecks 

within the VM processing server model, also providing us the potentials of 

capturing vast variety of results in our quest to obtain the optimal trade-off 

values. 

xvii. Mean Decryption Time (MDecryptionT): This refers to the average time 

required to decrypt the requests which might include requests for data. The 

time required for decrypting requests (as stated earlier, we have made the 

assumption that requests are encrypted at the client side before being 

transmitted to the cloud) which is associated with the security key length used 

by the security mechanism determined by the security algorithms. The security 

key length determines how long the decryption might take; i.e. the longer the 

security key length the longer it will take to decrypt the request and the shorter 

the security key length, the shorter time needed to decrypt the request. The 

inverse of this parameter is regarded as the Mean Decryption Rate 

(MDecryptionR). 
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xviii. Mean Encryption Time (MEncryptionT): This is the average time required to 

encrypt the response to be delivered to the customer. Like MDecryptionT, this 

is also associated with the security key length and in our analysis, the security 

key length is linked with the size of the data response. The bigger the data 

response, the longer the time needed to encrypt the data and the longer the 

security key length. The inverse of this parameter is also defined as the Mean 

Encryption Rate (MEncryptionR). 

xix. Mean Database Processing Time (MDatabaseT): This is the average time 

needed in the processing of the data requests by the database management 

system. The inverse of this parameter is regarded as the Average Database 

Processing Rate (ADatabaseR) or the Mean Database Processing Rate 

(MDatabaseR). 

xx. Database Access Probability (DB_prob): This indicates the probability that the 

data request requires access to the database management system.  

Listed above are the input parameterisation used in the modelling of our proposed 

cloud computing system. We present below the list of some obtainable measures from 

our model, which is used in our analysis for the optimal quantification of the trade-off 

between performance, security and database management processing. Modelling SAN 

formalism using the Möbius simulator  provides us with the ability to manufacture and 

collect huge dataset of performance metrics. 

It is noteworthy to state that the presented measures below are not the entire list of 

possible obtainable measures and it is not practicable to state all the possible obtainable 

measures. The results from our analysis are collected in a steady-state mode and 

meticulous interpretations of these results provides us with invaluable and 

instrumental understanding into finding ‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, 

security and database management processing. Some obtainable measures from our 

simulated cloud model include:  

i. Virtual Machine Processing Server Utilisation (VMPSU): This is a significant 

performance metric and it is the rate of measurement which demonstrates how 

the VM Processing Servers are utilised in the processing of the data requests. 
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The VMPSU represents the average fraction of time that every Virtual Machine 

(VM) is busy with the assumption that the data requests traffic is distributed 

evenly to the VMs (i.e. the probability that a specific VM is busy). 

ii. System Secure Probability (SSP): This is the probability that the cloud 

computing system is discovered to be in the Secure State. 

iii. System Vulnerable Probability (VSP): This is the probability that the cloud 

computing system discovered to be in the Vulnerable State. 

iv. System Insecure Probability (ISP): This is the probability that the cloud 

computing system is found to be at the Insecure State. 

v. System Restoring Probability (RSP): This is the probability that the cloud 

computing system is discovered to be at the Restoring State. 

vi. Cloud System Throughput (CST): This is the number of data requests that has 

been successfully handled and responded to by the cloud computing system. 

vii. Data Requests Arrival Rate  (DRR): This metric is essentially the rate of 

transmission of the encrypted data requests to the cloud computing system. It 

could also refer to the effective arrival rate, indicating the rate at which all 

arriving data requests make their way into the cloud computing system for 

processing. As stated earlier, the received data requests are assumed to be 

encrypted before arriving at the cloud computing system.  

viii. Number of Data Requests Received (NDRR): This metric refers to the number 

of received Data Requests. 

ix. System Secure Throughput (SST): This is the number of data requests handled 

by the cloud computing system when the system is discovered to be at the 

Secure State. 

x. Security Group Communication System Utilisation (SGCSU): This metric 

indicates the utilisation of the entire Security Group Communication System 

(SGCS). 
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xi. VMU (Virtual Machine Utilisation): This metric signifies the VM processing 

server utilisation. A VM processing server bottleneck can result to the 

significant degradation of its performance and retrospectively the cloud 

systems performance. Consequently, this can also lead to the poor security and 

database management processes within the cloud computing system as both 

system rely considerably on the VM processing server in handling data 

requests, so as not to clog the entire system. 

xii. VMT (Virtual Machine Throughput): This signifies the number of data 

requests processed by the VM processing server. 

xiii. Firewall System Utilisation (FSU): This signifies the Firewall security 

mechanism utilisation. 

xiv. Antivirus System Utilisation (ASU): This measure indicates the Antivirus 

security system utilisation. 

xv. IDPS System Utilisation (ISU): This metric indicates the Intrusion Detection 

and Prevention System (IDPS) utilisation. 

xvi. Decryption System Utilisation (DSU): This metric denotes the Decryption 

security system utilisation. 

xvii. Encryption System Utilisation (ESU): This metric indicates the Encryption 

security system utilisation. 

xviii. Output Server Utilisation (OSU): This measure indicates the Output Server 

utilisation. 

xix. Database Server Throughput (DBST): This metric indicates the number of 

request for data handled by the Database Server. 

xx. Firewall Rejected Data Requests (FRR): This is the number of data requests 

rejected by the Firewall security mechanism. This is also known as the number 

of security attacks or incidents handled by the Firewall security 

countermeasure. 
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xxi. Decryption Rejected Data Requests (DERR): This is known as the number of 

security incidents handled by the Decryption security countermeasure. It is also 

identified as the number of data requests rejected by the Decryption security 

mechanism. 

xxii. Antivirus Rejected Data Requests (ARR): This metric indicates the number of 

security incidents treated by the Antivirus security countermeasure and can 

also be recognised as the number of data requests rejected by the Antivirus 

security mechanism. 

xxiii. IDPS Rejected Data Requests (IRR): This is known as the number of security 

incidents handled by the Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) 

security countermeasure. It is also identified as the number of data requests 

rejected by the IDPS security mechanism. 

xxiv. Encryption Rejected Data Requests (ENRR): This is known as the number of 

security incidents controlled by the Encryption security countermeasure. It is 

also identified as the number of data requests rejected by the Encryption 

security mechanism. 

xxv. Virtual Machine Data Requests Dropped (VMDRD): This is known as the 

number of data requests dropped by the VM processing server. This occurs 

when the VM processing server is busy or non-functional.  It can also be 

referred to as the number of rejected data requests by the VM processing 

server. 

xxvi. Database Data Requests Dropped (DBDRD): This metric indicates the number 

of data requests dropped by the Database server. This occurs when the 

Database processing server is busy or non-functional. It can also be referred to 

as the number of rejected data requests by the Database processing server. 

xxvii. Database Secure Throughput (DST): This metric signifies the number of data 

requests handled by the Database processing server when the system is 

discovered to be at the Secure State. 

xxviii. SGCS Rejected Data Requests (SRR): This metric depicts the total number of 

security incidents handled by all the sub-models of the Security Group 
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Communication System (SGCS) security countermeasure. It also represents 

the number of data requests rejected by the SGCS security mechanisms. 

xxix. Database Server Utilisation (DBSU): This metric indicates the Database 

processing server utilisation. A Database processing server bottleneck can 

result to a substantial degradation of its performance and subsequently the 

cloud systems performance. This can also lead to the poor system security and 

cloud computing systems performance as both component rely extensively on 

the Database processing server to manage the information demanded within 

the clients data requests. 

xxx. Mean Scan Time (MST): This is the average time used by a security 

countermeasures (e.g. the Antivirus sub-model, Firewall sub-model or the 

IDPS sub-model) for executing the security scan process. 

xxxi. Mean Transmission Time (MTT): The MTT is the average time required to 

transmit the data requests from one component to another within the cloud 

computing system. The Mean Transmission Rate (MTR) for the transmission 

timed activity of the exponential distribution is the inverse of this parameter. 

xxxii. Mean Security Time (MSecurityT): This is the average time used by the 

Security Group Communication System (SGCS) in performing all security 

related activity which includes the time spent by the Antivirus, Decryption, 

Encryption, IDPS and Firewall sub-models. The inverse of this parameter is 

regarded as the Mean Security Rate (MSecurityR). 

xxxiii. Mean Processing Time (MPT): This is the average time required to process the 

data request by the VM Processing Server model. The inverse of this parameter 

is regarded as the Average Processing Rate (APR). 

6.2 Model Simulation Structure
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Within this section, we introduce and explain the entirety of our proposed cloud 

computing platform (CCP) model. We describe the various aspects of the model, 

expounding on each sub-model, its concepts and how our analysis provides us with 

the ability to determine the optimal trade-offs between performance, security and 

database management processing in a cloud computing environment. We further 

explain the various configurations for which we run our simulation experiments, 

present the numerical results and provide interpretations for the numerical results. 

From previous chapters, it is known that for methodology, we utilise SAN formalism 

(which is an extension to the Petri-Net (PN) formalism) for modelling our proposed 

cloud computing model. SAN formalism enables us utilise its feature of reusability 

and modularity, which is significant in modelling the behaviours of security attacks 

and security countermeasures. Before we proceed to elaborately describe in details the 

model and its sub-models, it is significant that we present some fundamental concept 

that applies to the system modelling, with the anticipation that they assist everyone in 

appreciating the quantitative modelling technique presented in this thesis. 

Codification 

Our proposed model consists of a Security Group Communication System (SGCS) 

which enables dependency between the security countermeasures and the cloud 

computing components. The SGCS includes the security controller (Staple), Firewall 

(FW), IDPS, Antivirus (AV), Encryption and Decryption sub-models. These sub-

models have been modelled to imitate the behaviours of their representative security 

countermeasures in tackling security threats and attacks. The security sub-models to a 

certain degree have lot of things in common and this is due to the resemblances in their 

definition, characterisation, construction and functionality. Therefore the more reason 

codification is required for their multiple states/places, input gates, output gates, 

transitions, events/activities (i.e. Instantaneous and Timed activities) and variable 

definitions. 

In the design, construction, implementation and modelling of our proposed cloud 

system used for our analysis, we have been consistent by making sure all similar 

components between the models and sub-models are named the same, providing better 
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description of the components within our system. Activities a SAN primitive object 

represents the actions of the modelled cloud computing system, Places denotes the 

state of the modelled system, Input gates are used to control the ‘enabling’ of activities 

and output gates are used for changing the states of the system when an activity 

‘completes’ [129]. It is important to note that the tokens within a place are 

homogeneous, such that only the number of tokens within that place is known. There 

is no connection of any different kind of tokens within that place. 

Assumptions 

Construction of a basic framework for our proposed cloud model is very essential after 

its structural and process design. The framework reflects our beliefs on how our system 

model operates. These beliefs can then be stated in a practice of underlying 

assumptions. The evaluation and analysis of our cloud system model and any future 

analysis of the system considers these assumptions as being true. Making the results 

gotten from such analysis only as valid as the assumptions. 

Several system model and hypothesis have been developed and validated using 

assumptions. For example, Newton had made the assumption that mass is a universal 

constant while Einstein had assumed mass to be a variable. These assumptions are one 

of the fundamental differences between classical mechanics and relative theory [145]. 

In our research, we made some assumptions and they are presented below: 

 The data requests from the client is assumed to be encrypted before entering 

the cloud computing model. In recent times and since cloud computing 

activities are carried out via the internet, it is mostly practical to encrypt the 

requests at the clients end before reaching the cloud system. This is to minimise 

security incidents which could include and not limited to data interception or 

corruption of the data request, gaining direct access to the information in such 

data request. 

 Every experiment carried out is based on the fact that the security level of the 

entire system varies with regards to the length of the security key employed 

within the SGCS. As previously noted, the longer the security key length, the 
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longer in time it takes for security processing and to disrupt the system. 

Consequently, the more secure the cloud computing system. 

 We made sure that the computational capacity for analysing the proposed cloud 

computing system remained the same throughout the experiments and 

simulation runs. 

6.2.1 The Cloud Model 

The detailed presentation of our proposed cloud model has been done earlier within 

this thesis (Chapter 5). The model represents a more realistic structure for enabling the 

quantitative analysis of a cloud computing system, capturing various aspects of the 

system with an holistic approach, which considers a number of security attack 

behaviours and their representative security countermeasures. This presents an avenue 

to evaluate the optimal trade-offs between performance, security and database 

management processes; a three tier quantitative analysis, which is a first of its kind. 

The shortage and multiple difficulties in the access of real security data, which could 

be used to deduce input parameters for our cloud system model has made it difficult 

to produce results for an actual cloud computing system. Access to existent cloud 

computing system data offers the advantage of analysing a real life system security 

data with our quantitative methodology. Consequently providing an opportunity to 

determine the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, security and database 

management processes of that cloud computing system. The use of an actual cloud 

system data potentially confirms our quantitative analysis methodology. Acquiring 

such cloud computing security system data had proved impracticable, therefore we 

have presented below simplified accounts of our proposed cloud computing system 

based on streamlined input parameters. Within this chapter, we make use of simplified 

models and sub-models representing the individual components of a cloud computing 

system that: 

 Employs security mechanisms to handle security attacks. 

 Uses Virtual Machines (VMs) in processing requests. 
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 Makes use of a Database Management System. 

 Is facilitated by an Output Server in delivering information to the client. 

Below we present the sub-models within the SGCS, other models of the cloud 

computing system, their input parameters, performance variables, security variables, 

database management process variables and the combined measures (i.e. performance, 

security and database management metrics). Comprehensive information on their 

implementation including what occurs at their various SAN atomic model primitive 

objects can be found in Chapter 5. 

Figure 6.1: Firewall sub-model 
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Figure 6.2: Decryption sub-model 

Figure 6.3: Antivirus sub-model 
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Figure 6.4: Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) sub-model 

Figure 6.5: Security controller (Staple) sub-model 
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Figure 6.6: VM Processing Server model 

Figure 6.7: Database System model 
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Figure 6.8: Output Server model 

Figure 6.9: Encryption sub-model 

The comprehensive quantitative modelling of the cloud computing system presented 

above and its respective security attacks are mainly based on our designed, formulated 

and conceptualised generic Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) model 
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presented in Chapter 3.3.1. Any alterations to the models or methodology would 

normally require the respective section of the SSTD model to be applicably updated. 

Figures 6.1 to 6.9 above illustrates the SAN atomic models for the different 

components of our proposed cloud computing platform (CCP). Detailed explanation 

on these models and sub-models are presented in Chapter 5. 

6.2.2  Model Parameters

For the analysis of our proposed cloud computing system, we decided to categorise 

the presentation of the system quantitative parameters into three main classifications: 

i. Input Parameters. 

ii. Performance Metrics. 

iii. Combined Performance, Security and Database Metrics. 

Input Parameters 

These are variables used and defined globally within the cloud computing system to 

parameterise the design and implementation of its components (models and sub-

models). They are specifically used for the categorisation of probability density 

functions (pdf) engaged within the models and sub-models, for the purpose of enabling 

optimisation studies. We make use of exponentially distributed functions for every 

timed activity within our model for which a single mean rate variable (µ) would 

completely define each of the probability functions. 

Variable Type Range Type Range
AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.7
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 5.0
MDatabaseR double Fixed 5.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed 5.0
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MEncryptionR double Fixed 5.0
MFirewallR double Fixed 5.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 5.0
MAR double Fixed 0.5
MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 5

Table 6.1: Sample Input Parameters for Model Simulation (Range Type and Range) 

Table 6.1 above shows a selective number of input parameters in combination with 

some probable Data Types, Range Types and Range11 (Möbius refers to the input 

parameter values as Range) used within our simulation runs, which are presented 

below under the section Model Simulation Experimental Scenarios. More information 

on input parameters can be found within this chapter in section 6.1 - System 

Parameterisation and Obtainable Measures. 

Performance Metrics 

These are reward variables derived during experimental simulation of the cloud 

computing model. In Möbius, they are defined through Rate Rewards or Impulse 

Rewards. Rate Rewards are used for defining rewards based on the time at each state 

with the reward function written as pieces of C++ codes and should end with a return 

statement which returns the value of the function [129]. Impulse Rewards define 

reward functions which are evaluated when actions in the child model fires with the 

impulse function written as C++ codes and should return the function result using C++ 

return statement [129]. Both the Rate and Impulse Rewards are regarded as Steady 

State response types. Simply because the reward functions are evaluated after the 

simulated model reaches a steady state. 

11 The values within Table 6.1 are sample values and just for illustrative purposes. Exact values used 

within the simulation runs are provided below within the heading Model Simulation Experimental 

Scenarios.
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Performance Metrics Reward Type
CST (Cloud System Throughput) Impulse Reward
DRR (Data Requests Arrival Rate) Impulse Reward
NDRR (Number of Received Data Requests) Rate Reward
SST (System Secure Throughput) Rate Reward
SGCSU (Security Group Communication System 
Utilisation) Rate Reward

SVT (System Vulnerable Throughput) Rate Reward
VMPSU (Virtual Machine Processing Server 
Utilisation) Rate Reward

CRR (Number of responses delivered to users) Impulse Reward
VMT (Virtual Machine Throughput) Impulse Reward
FSU (Firewall System Utilisation) Rate Reward
ASU (Antivirus System Utilisation) Rate Reward
ISU (IDPS System Utilisation) Rate Reward
DSU (Decryption System Utilisation) Rate Reward
ESU (Encryption System Utilisation) Rate Reward
OSU (Output Server Utilisation) Rate Reward

Table 6.2: Performance Metrics for Model Simulation

Table 6.2 above displays some performance metrics and its rewards type used in the 

analysis of the cloud computing system. Though Möbius provides the ability to derive 

other types of quantitative estimates, we have chosen to collect mean value 

quantitative estimates for the performance metrics reward types. More detailed 

information on such performance metrics have been provided above under System 

Parameterisation and Obtainable Measures (Chapter 6.1). 

Combined Performance, Security and Database Metrics

Under this heading, we discuss the remaining two metrics (i.e. security and database 

metrics) not presented on their own as in the case of performance metrics offered 

above. Then we offer the combination of the metrics (i.e. performance, security and 

database management process metrics), which consequently forms the systems metrics 

and used in the evaluation of the cloud computing system. We aim to provide the 

‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, security and database management 

processes within a cloud computing system, providing a methodology for the 

quantitative analysis of such system. 
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Both the Security and Database Management Process (DMP) metrics include reward 

variables derived during the experimental simulation of the cloud computing system. 

The System Secure Probability (SSP) is an example of the cloud system security 

metric, which is defined as the probability of the system being secure i.e. being at the 

Secure Security State. The DMP metrics include variables gotten from the analysis of 

the simulated database management processes of a cloud computing system. A system 

cannot be considered a cloud computing system without the involvement of storage or 

databases, therefore this metrics is considered a crucial part in our analysis and also 

very significant in the future improvement of the cloud computing system especially 

the emergence of big data. Database Secure Throughput (DST) is an example of a 

Database Management Process (DMP) metric and it is defined as the average packet 

transmission rate by the database system subject to the system being at the Secure 

State. 

It is significant to state at this point that although the overall systems performance 

metrics does include and can be affected by both security and the database system 

metrics. The isolated analysis of the cloud systems performance without the database 

system or security system, including the evaluation impact of both (i.e. security and 

database system), does warrant the need for quantitatively analysing system 

components individually and more essentially the need of providing an optimised 

cloud computing system. The design and implementation of complex systems should 

be carried-out in such a way that decomposition technique [17] could be applied to the 

individual components of the system for their quantitative analysis. Table 6.3 below 

provides a selected number of Security and DMP metrics used for the cloud computing 

system analysis. 

Security and DMP Metrics Reward Type
SSP (System Secure Probability) Rate Reward
VSP (System Vulnerable Probability) Rate Reward
ISP (System Insecure Probability) Rate Reward
RSP (System Restoring Probability) Rate Reward
FSP (System Freeze Probability) Rate Reward
DBST (Database system Secure Throughput) Rate Reward
FRR (Firewall Rejected Data Requests) Impulse Reward
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DERR (Decryption Rejected Data Requests) Rate Reward
ARR (Antivirus Rejected Data Requests) Rate Reward
IRR (IDPS Rejected Data Requests) Rate Reward
ENRR (Encryption Rejected Data Requests) Rate Reward
DVT (Database Vulnerable Throughput) Rate Reward
VMDRD (Virtual Machine Data Requests Dropped) Impulse Reward
DBDRD (Database Data Requests Dropped) Rate Reward
DST (Database Secure Throughput) Rate Reward

SRR (SGCS Rejected Data Requests) Impulse & Rate 
Reward

DBSU (Database Server Utilisation) Rate Reward

Table 6.3: Security and DMP Metrics for Model Simulation 

For the combined performance, security and database management metrics, we refer 

to some of the metrics already stated in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 above. The combined 

metrics are defined in such a way that aspects of all three metrics (i.e. performance, 

security and database management) when combined together does contribute to a 

momentous purpose. We define the following Combined System Metrics (CSM): 

1. CSM1 

CSM1 is the sum of SST (indicating the performance metric), SSP (representing the 

security metric) and DST (characterising the database metric). 

CSM1 = SST + SSP + DST

SST is a performance metric which is subjective to the security state of the cloud 

computing system and it represents the System Secure Throughput. SST can be also 

be considered the Normalised Throughput of the system when it is at the Secure State. 

SST is derived from the mean data requests packet transmission rate subject to the 

security state of the system being secure. SSP is a wholesome security metric which 

represents the System Secure Probability and is also subject to the security state of the 

system being secure. SSP is simply the probability of the system being at the Secure 

State. DST epitomises the Database Secure Throughput and could be considered a 

database or performance metric. DST could be considered a database metric if the 

database system is considered independently with regards to data size, volume (Big 

Data) and scalability, in which they all have effects on the database system and its 
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configuration. DST could also be considered a performance metric with regards to 

how quick information is processed and delivered. 

In most research literatures, Database System analysis have been mostly considered 

and evaluated using performance metrics. In [22], I carried out the performance 

analysis of cloud computing using Queuing Network Model (QNM), in which the 

database server was considered using performance metrics. Similar to the debate that 

continues within the research community in placing security under the umbrella of 

dependability, which is still an area of contention [9], so as the idea of placing database 

evaluation under the canopy of performance and likewise is also an area of 

conversation within the research community. For simplicity, we make use of a concise 

definition of database management process evaluation, relate it to performance and 

present its trade-off in the form of a combined metric for analysis. Note that data 

requests packet transmitted when the security state of the system is different from 

being secure (e.g. insecure secure state) is not included within this combined system 

metric (CSM1).

2. CSM2 

CSM2 is the sum of SVT (characterising the performance metric), VSP (indicating the 

security metric) and DVT (representing the database metric). 

CSM2 = SVT + VSP + DVT

SVT signifies the System Vulnerability Throughput and it is a performance metric 

which is subject to the security state of the cloud computing platform. SVT can be also 

be referred to as the Normalised Throughput of the system when it is at the Vulnerable 

State. SVT is derived from the average data requests packet transmission rate based 

on the system being at the vulnerable security state. VSP is a wholesome security 

metric which represents the System Vulnerable Probability. It is also subject to the 

security state of the system being at the state of vulnerability. VSP is basically the 

probability of the system being at the Vulnerable State during the processing of the 

data requests. DVT symbolises the Database Vulnerable Throughput, and could be 

considered a database or performance metric. As noted in the previous chapter, most 

analysis of database management systems are considered using the performance 
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related metrics. This is considered by most body of knowledge as the best form of 

database management analysis as there are not many clear definitive way of evaluating 

database systems without considering their performance. DVT can be considered a 

database metric if the database system is measured independently with regards to its 

data size, volume and scalability. DVT could also be considered a performance metric 

in relation to how fast information is managed and distributed. CSM2 does not include 

data request packets that are transferred when the security state of the system is 

different from being vulnerable. 

3. CSM3 

CSM3 is the sum of SRR and DBDRD. SSR denotes the Security Group 

Communication System (SGCS) Rejected Data Requests and the DBDRD represents 

the Database Data Requests Dropped. 

CSM3 = SRR + DBDRD

The SSR might be considered a mixed performance and security metric. The SSR 

signifies the data requests rejected by all implemented security countermeasures, 

which make up the SGCS. DBDRD can be debated and considered either as a 

performance, security or database management processing metric. Dependent on the 

context and its usage, it could fit into the purpose for which it is required. In terms of 

performance and database management, it could be used to understand the efficiency 

of the database system. In relation to security, the packets being dropped signifies a 

form of denial of service and in the case of our study, it could signify a security threat.  

The combined metrics CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 were selected because they 

considered inputs from each factor of our study i.e. performance, security and database 

management. CSM1 provides insights to the cloud computing system when it operates 

at the secure state, CSM2 offers insights when the system is considered to be in a 

vulnerable state and CSM3 delivers information on the data requests dropped. Their 

results can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the cloud system in relation to the data 

requests and to identify the ‘optimal’ performance, security and database management 

trade-offs in the cloud computing platform. The analysis of our proposed system yields 

several metrics and like already mentioned, it is not practicable to provide the results 

for every parameter, especially when considering a complex system such as a cloud 
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computing platform (CCP). Reliant on the context and purpose for analysis, other 

metrics that could be considered are provided within Table 6.2 and 6.3. Möbius offers 

the ability to breakdown down into detail any complex computing system, providing 

the ability to quantitatively evaluate the system using the chosen formalism. 

6.2.3  Model Experimental Designs

As earlier stated, the cloud computing model is designed and implemented using 

Möbius simulation tool. The accomplishment of the model results is from the existence 

of a reasonably large number of input parameters, each having the ability to impact the 

results of the simulation experiments. The aggregate combinations of the entire input 

parameters could easily burst way beyond practicality with regards to the experimental 

simulations of the cloud model. Hence, careful design of simulation experiments is 

significantly important in system analysis, with the aim of ultimately saving time, 

effort and producing meaningful evaluation results from efficient methods of 

estimating the impacts that changes to the input parameters will have on the outputs of 

the system model. From multiple papers [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] on 

designing simulation experiments, significant questions need answering in developing 

experimental simulations. Russell in [150], which was a tutorial, discussed how much 

effort is put into the building and validation of simulation models. He advised that 

good simulation experimental design is important in getting useful and valid insights 

for specific management questions [150]. The presented tutorial provided a summary 

of experiment design methods for planning and justifying a series of simulation runs 

to uncover the impact of system design parameters on simulation output performance, 

with the emphasis on graphical techniques [150]. The focus of the tutorial was on the 

question “Exactly what activities are considered as part of the design of an 

experiment?”, with an answer of it been a cyclic process that can be broken down into 

the following multiple activities [150]: 

i. Stating a hypothesis to be evaluated.

ii. Planning of the experiment to test the hypothesis.

iii. Conducting the experiment.
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iv. Analysing the data from the experiment, which might likely lead to 

modifications of the original hypothesis and a return to ‘i’ for the next cycle. 

In the papers by Kelton [146] [151], he introduced some of the ideas, issues, 

challenges, solutions and opportunities in deciding how to experiment with a 

simulation model. He provided a broader context on simulation planning issues, 

considering special challenges and opportunities present in conducting a computer-

based simulation experiment compared to a physical experiment [151]. He presented 

questions such as; the general purpose of the project, what the output performance 

measures should be, how to use the underlying random numbers, measuring how 

changing the inputs  might impact the outputs and searching for some kind of optimal 

system configuration [151]. Most significantly, he presented the below more elaborate 

and specific questions that are to be considered when trying to design simulation 

experiments [151]: 

o What model configurations should you run?

o How long should the runs be?

o How many runs should you make?

o How should you interpret and analyse the output?

o What is the most efficient way to make the runs?

We have considered the above questions presented by Kelton and the activities offered 

by Russell in our model experimental design and in designing including the 

implementation of our experimental runs. We provided answers to aspects of the 

questions during the configuration of the input parameters, what performance variables 

to be included and in the number of experimental runs that would provide detailed 

insights to our model and in the presentation of the results. Considerably, we have 

tackled in more facet of the questions in this section, implementing an incremental 

methodological approach to conducting our quantitative study (i.e. we start with a less 

complex model as a reference point and gradually increase the complexity of our 

model by adding a layer to its functionality). We detail below the various complexities 
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of our cloud computing model and in subsequent sections of this chapter, present the 

detailed experiments including the graphs and its elucidations: 

 Initially, we present the design and implementation of the simplest possible 

model configuration, which acts as the basis for our evaluations and 

comparisons throughout our system analysis. This indication model represents 

the cloud computing model functioning in a perfectly secure environment, 

having three VMs, a single Database server and a single Output Server. The 

major significance of this model is that it presents an existence of an exact 

model solution, which assists in the validation of our numerical results at the 

very initial stage [86]. 

 With the system still considered to be within a fully secure environment, we 

then carry out an analysis increasing slightly the rate for database requests. This 

increase should marginally impact the cloud computing system with a small 

noticeable difference in the graphical representation of our results. 

 Furthermore, we consider the cloud system to be within a less secure 

environment, reducing marginally the rates for data requests. This increase in 

security functions should impact the security metrics of our cloud computing 

system, with a noticeable change in the graphical illustration of our results. 

 We examined the analysis of an actual system. Using input parameters that are 

considered similar to that present in a typical cloud computing platform (CCP), 

having a similar structure to our modelled system. 

 We considered a big data scenario for our computing model. The model 

configuration of this scenario is to have stable/reduced security attacks and 

increasing data rate for database processing, to imitate the occurrence of big 

data within the cloud computing system. 

 We studied a security system scenario for our proposed computing model. The 

model parameters for this scenario is to have stable rates for data requests and 

increasing rate for security attack handling by the SGCS. 

 Encryption and Decryption security key length is also examined. We aimed at 

offering an ‘optimal’ encryption and decryption key length to our proposed 
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cloud computing model. This examination was for the study of an symmetric 

key encryption algorithm. Where the same key is used for both encryption and 

decryption. 

 Finally, we examined an asymmetric key encryption algorithm, using a 

different encryption key length for encryption and decryption. This study was 

to further analyse the effect of the encryption security key length on the actual 

system scenario. 

6.3 Model Simulation Experimental Scenarios

A number of simulation experimental scenarios have been presented below based on 

the detailed model experimental designs presented above. Fundamentally, we aim to 

present the quantitative technique of analysing the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management within the model of a cloud 

computing platform (CCP). We  including the examination of the effect of big data 

and security measures on the systems performance. Using the cloud computing system 

as a focal point. Our study wishes to elucidate the following: 

 Examine the effects of the various input parameters for the optimal trade-offs 

of the cloud computing system. 

 Recognise the security key lengths for which optimal trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management can be obtained. 

 Identify the data size for which optimal trade-offs between performance, 

security and database management can be obtained. 

 Present the security keys and data size (i.e. combined evaluation) for which 

optimal trade-offs between performance, security and database management 

can be obtained. This is simply the data size and security key that can minimise 

or maximise our combined performance, security and database metrics 

(CSM1, CSM2, CSM3). 
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Though the possibility of obtaining other types of estimates does present itself with 

the use of Möbius, we have elected to collect quantitative estimates for mean of the 

reward variables for performance, security and database management processing. We 

also perform all our simulation experiments with the confidence level of 0.95 (i.e. 

95%). 

6.3.1  Ideal System Scenario 

An ideal system situation or scenario does represent an extreme case for which an 

embedded system is connected to a dependable, secure and fully secluded network [9]. 

The ideal scenario for a cloud computing system is one with a dedicated isolated 

network which cannot be affected by security attacks and has controlled number of 

data requests with adequate infrastructure to handle such data requests. The previous 

statement is not realistic as it nullifies the idea and functionality of cloud computing 

systems, and because a fundamental characteristic of  a cloud computing system is its 

scalability. Making premises for a perfectly secure and functional cloud computing 

system is unrealistic, we therefore use same rates for the security countermeasures and 

the database system to depict an ideal system scenario. The objective of this scenario 

is to deliver a basis for more reasonable assessments. To provide satisfactory basis for 

enabling and ensuring the smooth transitioning into the comparison of multiple 

scenarios, we present below our version of an ideal system scenario. Our ideal system 

scenario is an initial illustration which shows the analysis of our proposed cloud 

computing model having the same rate for both security countermeasures and database 

operations. 

For this scenario, we present two versions: the first ‘A’, is the security and database 

mechanisms having rates of 5 and ‘B’, is the security and database mechanisms having 

rates of 2. The input parameters (Table 6.4 and Table 6.5) were selected in this scenario 

to reduce the work load of the security mechanisms and the database system, with the 

aim of delivering insights into the various reward functions defined in this simplified 

model. The probability values were given higher values to reduce how rigorous the 

security countermeasures operate, thereby allowing more data requests to be processed 

(e.g. AV_Undetected_probability is given a value of 0.95). Chapter 6.1 provides 
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detailed description on the models’ system parametrisation and obtainable measures. 

The illustrated systems below provides the basis for our simulation and represents an 

ideal scenario for the cloud computing system. We presented the two versions (i.e. 

Ideal System Scenario A and B) to provide additional insights on the effect of the 

security and database rates on the simplified cloud computing system. 

Ideal System Scenario (A)

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 5.0
MDatabaseR double Fixed 5.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed 5.0
MEncryptionR double Fixed 5.0
MFirewallR double Fixed 5.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 5.0

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.4: Ideal System Scenario (A) - Input Parameters

Table 6.4 above shows the input parameters for the ideal system scenario of the cloud 

computing system model. To carry-out the ideal scenario analysis, we amended our 

proposed cloud computing system, providing suitable input parameters which reduces 
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the activities of the security countermeasures (i.e. the SGCS) and suitable data rates 

for processing by the Database Management System (DBMS). 

Figure 6.10: Ideal System Scenario (A)

The above graphs displayed in Figure 6.10 are the selected simulation results. As 

illustrated above, there are several metrics that could be obtained from our cloud 

computing model and it is not practicable to present the entire possible results. We 

therefore have selected a few different metrics that we have deemed satisfactory for 

our analysis and for this scenario, we have presented them by the following groupings: 
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 Selected Performance metrics 

 Selected Security metrics 

 Selected Database metrics 

 Combined System Metrics1 (CSM1) 

 Combined System Metrics2 (CSM2) 

 Combined System Metrics3 (CSM3) 

As shown in Table 6.4, the Mean Arrival Rate (MAR) has been increased by 0.2, 

producing a sequence of numbers between 0.2 and 4.0. Consequently creating a total 

number of  20 simulations. This scenario and subsequent scenarios are carried out with 

the confidence level of 0.95 (95%). Our reward values derived from the ideal system 

scenario simulation, satisfied the confidence level for each value. The outcomes from 

this scenario are described below: 

i. The SST (System Secure Throughput) provides the throughput of the system 

when at the secure state. This metric was generated using the SST rate reward 

function. The SST for the simulation signifies a good rate of successful 

processing and transmission from the cloud computing system when at the 

secure state. Based on the reduced workload for the security countermeasures, 

as MAR and DRR increases, we are expected to see an increase in this metric. 

ii. The DRR (Data Requests Arrival Rate) is also known as the successful 

transmission rate of the encrypted data requests to the cloud computing system. 

It is specifically the effective arrival rate of the encrypted data requests to the 

cloud computing system. The simulation results on this metric is expected 

based on the input parameters for this scenario. The rates for security (i.e. for 

the SGCS) has an impact on DRR. The higher the security rates, the more 

rigorous the security system and therefore, more data requests are not permitted 

into the system. The longer the security key length, the longer the encryption 

and decryption times. An increase to the SGCS rates would result to lower 

DRR. 
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iii. An increase in arrival rate should reflect on DBDRD (Database Data Requests 

Dropped). DBDRD is a rate reward and it is expected to rise in relation to 

increasing arrival rate. This can be seen in the selected database metrics graph 

above. As more data requests are permitted into the system by the security 

countermeasures, more requests are expected to be dropped by the database 

system as it cannot cope with the number of data requests it’s expected to 

handle. 

iv. The CST shows the cloud system throughput, which values are very similar to 

the DRR. The result for CST considers the entire cloud computing system 

including the security states and countermeasures. 

v. SVT (System Vulnerable Throughput) and SST are both rate rewards. The 

result from the graph is expected as SST should be higher than SVT based on 

the input parameters for this scenario. SST is expected to be higher than SVT 

because in this simulated scenario, the system is believed to reside at the secure 

state longer than the vulnerability state. 

vi. The values of the DBST (Database system Secure Throughput) and DST 

(Database Secure Throughput) should be very similar and as confirmed, they 

are the same after simulation. They represent the same thing but we have 

derived their results using different techniques to confirm dependency within 

our cloud computing model. 

vii. The SSP (System Secure Probability) should be close to 1 based on the model 

scenario input parameters. This has been confirmed by the simulation results 

as the simulation parameters used is to depict an ideal system scenario with 

little or no security attacks. We have simulated our model using the Timed 

Averaged Interval type, making this result a mean probability metric. 

viii. VSP (System Vulnerable Probability) and ISP (System Insecure Probability) 

should be less than 1 and this has been confirmed by the simulation results. 

Due to reducing the workload of the security mechanisms as this scenario 

depicts, the system SSP should be higher than the VSP and ISP values. This is 

because, the system is considered to mostly reside within the secure state. The 

system should show values for VSP and ISP because the system has been 
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modelled to recover from security incidents if the security mechanisms could 

resolve such security incident. The graph shows an increasing VSP and ISP as 

MAR increases, this also confirms our expectations. 

ix. SRR (SGCS Rejected Data Requests) shows values increasing with respect to 

increasing MAR. This is expected as the more data requests are been received, 

the higher the chances of having more security incidents or insecure data 

requests, thereby resulting to more data requests been rejected. It is also 

expected that the SRR should significantly be higher than the FRR (Firewall 

Rejected Data Requests). This is because SRR refers to all modelled security 

mechanisms while FRR relates only to the firewall security mechanism. 

x. DVT (Database Vulnerable Throughput) is relatively low as expected and the 

DBDRD (Database Data Request Dropped) values are high compared to the 

DST or DVT as predicted. This is based on the following reasons: the service 

rate of the database system, the number/availability of the database systems 

and the database system configuration (the database system has been designed 

and implemented in such a way that if the data requests are dropped, they go 

back to the database system for service, and the serviced data requests go back 

to the VM processing server). Refer to Figure 5.1 for more information on the 

top-level illustration of our proposed cloud computing model. 

xi. CSM1 (Combined System Metrics 1) shows a slight increase in its result while 

both CSM2 (Combined System Metrics 2) and CM3 (Combined System 

Metrics 3) reveal significant increases in their simulation results as MAR 

increases. These results were expected as they represent quantitative simulated 

values from their specified individual metrics. Explanation on CSM1, CSM2 

and CSM3 can be found under the sub-heading ‘Combined Performance, 

Security and Database Metrics’ within Chapter 6.2.2. 

xii. Although the values of CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 begin to increase relatively 

as MAR increases and they seem to offer optimal points, they do not present a 

strong optimal value to represent the trade-offs between performance, security 

and database management. The optimal trade-offs are not overly clear as the 

graphs do not present distinctive representation of optimal points for the 
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increasing λ. Nevertheless, the results corroborates the known from literatures 

reviewed that the shorter the security key length or less rigorous the security 

mechanism, the less implications of security on performance [9]. 

Ideal System Scenario (B)

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 2.0
MDatabaseR double Fixed 2.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed 2.0
MEncryptionR double Fixed 2.0
MFirewallR double Fixed 2.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 2.0

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.5: Ideal System Scenario (B) - Input Parameters

Table 6.5 is comparable to Table 6.4. The only difference is the change in rates for 

both the security countermeasures within the SGCS and the database system. Table 

6.5 expresses the input parameters for the ‘ideal system scenario (B)’ of the proposed 

cloud computing model. 
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Figure 6.11: Ideal System Scenario (B)

The above graphs in Figure 6.11 are the selected simulation results and have been 

presented similar to that in Figure 6.10. 

 Selected Performance metrics 

 Selected Security metrics 

 Selected Database metrics 

 CSM1

 CSM2 
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 CSM3 

As shown in Table 6.5, the Mean Arrival Rate (MAR) has been increased by 0.2 

producing a sequence of numbers between the 0.2 and 4.0, thereby creating a total 

number of  20 simulations. Our reward results gotten from the ‘ideal system scenario 

B’ simulation all satisfied the 95% confidence level. The detailed description from the 

graph in Figure 6.11 are:

i. The SST for the simulation is between 0.7 and 0.8, indicating a good rate of 

successful transmission from the cloud computing system when at the secure 

state. Based on the intentions of this scenario, an increase in the arrival rate 

should reflect an increase in the system throughput. As expected, SST increases 

as MAR increases. In comparison to the graphs presented within Figure 6.10, 

there is no significant difference in the results, this confirms our expectations 

as there are no major differences in their input parameters. A significant 

increase would have required extra checks from our simulated model. 

ii. There is a slight difference in the graph shape for DRR simulation results in 

comparison to Figure 6.10. This is expected as the more rigorous the security 

mechanisms are, the more time it takes to check for security threats. The rates 

for security (i.e. for the SGCS) has an impact on DRR. A high SGCS rates 

would result to lower DRR rates. Since the rates dropped from 5 to 2 in this 

scenario, we can see a relatively small increase in the DRR results. 

iii. A reduced security rate should show increase in the CST (Cloud System 

Throughput) results. The outcome for CST studies the complete cloud 

computing system, including the security states. In comparison to Scenario A, 

there is an increase in the CST results. 

iv. Similar to Scenario A, SST is higher than SVT, and the values of DBST and 

DST are the same. 

v. The value of SSP should be close to 1 based on the model scenario input 

parameters. This has been confirmed by the simulation results as the simulation 

parameters used is to portray an ideal system scenario with little or no security 
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attacks. We have simulated our model using the Timed Averaged Interval type, 

making this result a mean probability metric. 

vi. The values of VSP and ISP should be less than 1 and this has been confirmed 

by the simulation results. In comparison to Figure 6.10, there is a reduction in 

these values as MAR increases. For an ideal cloud computing system, the 

system SSP should at most times be higher than the VSP and ISP values. 

vii. SRR demonstrates values increasing with respect to increasing MAR. SSR 

should also be higher than FRR and this has been confirmed by the simulation 

results. In comparison to Figure 6.10, the graph shows an increase for both 

SRR and FRR values. This is expected because of the increase in the security 

system rates. 

viii. DVT is relatively low and DBDRD values are high compared to the DST or 

DVT as predicted. This is based on the following reasons: the service rate of 

the database system, the number/availability of the database systems and the 

database system configuration (the database system has been implemented in 

such a way that the dropped data requests return back to the database system 

for service and the serviced data requests go back to the VM processing server). 

Please refer to Figure 5.1 for more information on the top-level illustration of 

our proposed cloud computing model. 

ix. CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 presents increase in their values in comparison to 

Figure 6.10. The presence of an increase is expected based on the higher 

security system rates. The more advanced the security system, the longer it 

takes for security processing (e.g. the longer the security key length, the longer 

the encryption/decryption times). From the presented graphs, though the values 

of CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 increases while MAR increases and they appear 

to propose optimal points, they do not present a distinctive optimal value to 

exhibit an optimal performance, security and database management trade-off 

for the cloud model. As in scenario A, the results also confirms that 

comprehensive security has implications on the system performance including 

database processing. 
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6.3.2  Low Security vs High Database Scenario 

In this scenario, the aim is to consider the impact of security and database management 

processing on the cloud computing system. This scenario should provide insights on 

the effect of security on database management and performance, and the effect of 

database management on security and performance in the context of our proposed 

cloud model. 

Here, the rate for the security countermeasures (encryption, decryption, IDPS, firewall 

and antivirus – they represent the SGCS) are lower compared to that of the database 

management processing. This means that the security mechanisms spends more time 

in operation compared to the database system. The low rate for security implies higher 

times in security related activities by the security countermeasures. To present detailed 

quantitative analysis of our proposed cloud model for the purpose of delivering an 

optimal trade-offs between performance, security and database management, we 

consider the impact of this scenario including both the combined and individual metric 

results to the ideal system scenario. This provides us an preliminary insight to our 

proposed cloud computing model and enables us define appropriate input parameters 

in analysing and delivering an ‘optimal’ cloud computing model. 

The input parameters in Table 6.6 were chosen in this scenario to increase the work 

load of the security mechanisms, making them work more than that of the database 

system. The objective of using these input parameters is to acquire understanding of 

the security implications on performance and database management processing. We 

compare the results from this scenario to that of the ideal system scenario to better our 

understanding. From literature, we realise that a longer security inspecting time should 

affect the performance. The probability values were given the same values as that of 

the ideal system scenario to facilitate more sensible comparison. 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
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DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 0.2
MDatabaseR double Fixed 5.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed 0.2
MEncryptionR double Fixed 0.2
MFirewallR double Fixed 0.2
MIDPSR double Fixed 0.2

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.6: Low Security vs High Database Scenario - Input Parameters 

Table 6.6 presents the input parameters for the Low Security vs High Database 

Scenario used for the analysis of our system model. It is important to state that this 

scenario is purely rate based and does not have an effect on the security states of the 

cloud computing model i.e. the frequency of movement from one security state to 

another is not considered in this scenario. Movement within the SSTD model (e.g. 

from the secure to vulnerable state) employed in our cloud model is realised based on 

the various system probabilities (e.g. E_Undetected_probability). For a more fitting 

comparison of this scenario with the ideal system scenarios, we have not changed the 

input parameter  probabilities. Therefore, low rate for the security countermeasures 

does not necessarily mean high security attacks or threats to the cloud computing 

model. As stated earlier, this scenario is to consider security and database management 

effects on the cloud computing system. In this scenario, the cloud computing security 

countermeasures are made to have a lower rate in comparison to the rate of the 

database management system. Consequently requiring the security system 

countermeasures to take more time performing its operations. 
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Figure 6.12: Low Security vs High Database Scenario 

Figure 6.12 represents the graphs of selected simulation results. As shown in Table 

6.6, MAR has been increased by 0.2 producing a sequence of numbers between the 

0.2 and 4.0, thereby creating a total number of  20 simulations. Every reward value 

derived from this simulation scenario satisfied the confidence level of 0.95. The 

explanation of the results in the graphs are offered below: 
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i. The low outcome for SST in this scenario is as a result of low security rates 

which indicates that the security countermeasures are working rigorously to 

detect security threats or high security attacks within the cloud computing 

system. It also shows that the security system countermeasures are performing 

at a higher level in comparison to that of the ideal system scenario. The more 

secure a system is, the more time it takes for security processing (e.g. a 

comprehensive antivirus software would take more time in scanning and 

searching its dictionary for certain patterns that could indicate the existence of 

a security threat). The graph shows a moderately steady state for SST as MAR 

increases. In comparison to the ideal system scenarios, there is a momentous 

decrease in the value of SST. It is known from previous studies on performance 

and security trade-off analysis that a higher security processing time will 

impact the systems performance [9]. Therefore, SST shows substantial impact 

of the security processing times. 

ii. DRR shows an interesting result and graphical representation. This scenario 

illustrates that DRR increases in relation to the increasing MAR. It confirms 

the huge impact security processing has on the systems performance. The DRR 

simulation results on this metric is expected based on the input parameters for 

this scenario presented above in Table 6.6. In comparison to the ideal system 

scenarios, we realise that the DRR results are higher and thus corroborates the 

impact of security on the arrival rate performance metric [9] [39]. The security 

rates of the SGCS has an impact on DRR and presents the implications that 

lower SGCS rates would result to higher DRR values. 

iii. A low rate for the security mechanisms should indicate reduction in the CST 

results and vice versa. The presented CST results in Figure 6.12 are lower than 

that of the ideal system scenario and thus confirms the belief [9] [39]. The 

severe implications of the security system rates is clearly apparent on the cloud 

systems performance metric. 

iv. The results from this scenario expresses intriguing values for SST and SVT. 

They are both rate rewards and have reasonably close results from the scenario 

simulation. The values of SST and SVT drops in comparison to the ideal 

system scenarios. This is concomitant to the rates of the security mechanisms. 
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v. Illustrated by the graph, VSP, ISP, SRR and FRR are shown to have lower 

values in comparison to the ideal system scenarios. This is due to the rates of 

the security mechanisms, which consequently implies that longer time will be 

taken for security processing. Thus, reducing the number of data requests to be 

processed, therefore cutting changes to frequency of movements between 

states of the SSTD model which are based on system probabilities. Similar to 

the ideal system scenario and as appropriate, the values of SRR are higher than 

that of FRR in this scenario. 

vi. Though we introduced higher rates for the database system, the values of DST, 

DVT and DBDRD are lower compared to that of the ideal system scenarios. 

This is due to the severe impact of security system rates on the database 

management system and the cloud systems performance. The more rigorous 

the security system (e.g. longer security key lengths for decryption), the less 

requests the database system is required to process. 

vii. CSM1 values are relatively steady as MAR increases. Though it seem to offer 

an optimal point, it does not present a distinctive optimal value to exhibit an 

optimal performance, security and database management trade-off for the 

cloud model. CSM2 and CSM3 shows an optimal point in the presented graph 

for the same value of MAR. The values of CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 are lower 

in this scenario in comparison to that of the ideal system scenarios. This is due 

to the rates of the security and database systems. The results from this scenario 

demonstrates the severe impact of security on the systems performance and 

database management. Noticeably, the more rigorous the security system, the 

more performance and database implications of security. 

6.3.3  High Security vs Low Database Scenario 

This scenario is just the opposite to that presented above in 6.3.2. All simulation related 

information are the same with that presented in the Low Security vs High Database 

Scenario, the only difference is that this scenario has a high rate for security and a low 

rate for the database management. In this scenario, the objective is to consider the 
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impact of database management and security on the cloud computing system. This 

scenario would provide intuitions on the effect of security on database management 

and performance, and the effect of database management on security and performance 

in the evaluation of our proposed cloud computing model. 

Input parameters in Table 6.7 were selected in this scenario to increase the work load 

of the database management system, making them labour more than that of the security 

mechanisms. The aim of these input parameters is to obtain understanding of the 

consequences of database management processing on performance and security. The 

probability values were also specified with the same values as that of the ideal system 

scenario to facilitate more reasonable comparison. We compare results from this 

scenario to that of the low security vs high database scenario. We expect that a longer 

database management processing time should relatively affect the systems 

performance. 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 5.0
MDatabaseR double Fixed 0.2
MDecryptionR double Fixed 5.0
MEncryptionR double Fixed 5.0
MFirewallR double Fixed 5.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 5.0

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
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VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.7: High Security vs Low Database Scenario - Input Parameters

Table 6.7 offers the input parameters for the High Security vs Low Database Scenario 

used as part of our cloud model examination. As previously stated, it is imperative to 

state that this scenario is purely rate based and does not have an effect on the frequency 

of movement from one security state to another (more information provided under 

Table 6.6). As stated earlier, this scenario is to consider security and database 

management effects on the modelled cloud computing system. In this scenario, the 

cloud computing security countermeasures are made to have a higher rate in 

comparison to the rate of the database management system. Therefore requiring the 

security system countermeasures to take less time performing its functions. 
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Figure 6.13: High Security vs Low Database Scenario  

Figure 6.13 illustrates graphically the selected simulation results from the High 

Security vs Low Database Scenario. Like in previous simulation scenarios and as 

presented in Table 6.7, the MAR has been increased by 0.2 producing a sequence of 

numbers between the 0.2 and 4.0. Therefore, creating a total number of  20 simulations. 

The reward values derived from this scenario simulation also satisfied the confidence 

level of 95% for each result. The findings from this scenario are described below: 

i. The simulation result graphs of this scenario are somewhat similar in shape to 

that of the ideal system scenario (A). This was probable as they both have very 

similar input parameters for components of the cloud system model apart from 

the database management system. The ideal system scenario (A) provided a 

basis for reasonable comparisons. The aim of this scenario is to consider the 

impact of database management processing on performance and security of the 

cloud computing system. 

ii. The rates for the security system countermeasures and the database system in 

the low security vs high database scenario has been interchanged to depict this 

scenario. 

iii. The SST and SVT values are lower than that of the ideal system scenarios but 

higher than that of the low security vs high database scenario. This is because 

of the security system and database system rates. The security system 

countermeasures in this scenario are not operating at the same level compared 

to that of the low security vs high database scenario, but the database system 

is operating at an higher level than that of the low security vs high database 
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scenario. Clearly, this shows the impact of database management processing 

on the systems performance and subsequently, the implications of security on 

performance and database management.  

iv. As in the Ideal system scenarios, DRR increases in relation to increasing MAR. 

The shape of the DRR value graph is quite similar to that of the ideal system 

scenario (A) but lower than that of ideal system scenario (B). This is due to the 

rates for the security system and database system. Comparing the DRR results 

from this scenario to the previous scenarios, we can observe that the security 

rates has significant impact on the systems performance. The CST results in 

this scenario displays higher values in comparison to the low security vs high 

database scenario. This result also confirms the performance implications of 

security. Noticeably, the longer time for security processing, the more impact 

security has on the systems performance.  

v. The graph shows VSP, ISP, SRR and FRR having higher values in this scenario 

compared to that of the low security vs high database scenario. The rates for 

the security mechanisms in this scenario suggests less time taken for security 

processing in comparison to the low security vs high database scenario. 

Undoubtedly, we can observe the impact of the security rates on the simulation 

results. 

vi. Comparing the results presented within this scenario to the ideal system 

scenario (A), we can spot slight changes in the curves, which presents the 

impact of database rates on the proposed cloud system (the two scenarios have 

the same input parameters apart from the database rates). For example; (i) SRR 

and VSP in this scenario gets higher than that of ideal system scenario (A) as 

MAR increases. (ii) The changes in results for SST at different value of MAR. 

This confirms the implications of database management on the systems 

performance and security. 

vii. Though the values of CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 tend to rise relatively to the 

increasing values of MAR and they appear to propose optimal points from their 

graphs, they do not clearly demonstrate an optimal value to epitomise the trade-

offs between performance, security and database management. Nonetheless, 
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the results upholds the known from substantial works that less rigorous security 

mechanisms presents less security implications on performance [9] [39] and 

database management processing [22]. 

6.3.4  Data Scenario 

In this scenario, the database rate is increased to evaluate its impact on the cloud 

computing system model. To present the quantitative analysis of the ‘optimal’ trade-

offs between performance, security and database management processes, we consider 

the impact of these three entities (performance, security and database management) 

individually in relation to the other presented scenarios. 

The idea is to investigate the impacts of different database rates on selected input 

parameters to enable sensitivity analysis of performance, security and database 

management metrics. This delivers a comprehensive understanding of our cloud model 

and its result interpretations. Thus enabling us define appropriate input parameters for 

delivering the optimal trade-offs between performance, security and database 

management. The model configuration of this scenario is to have increasing rates for 

the database management processes for each MAR value. Using the input parameters 

presented below in Table 6.8, we present the analytical results in Figure 6.14 and 

discuss simulation results for the outcomes of performance, security and database 

management. 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 2.0
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MDatabaseR double Fixed [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]
MDecryptionR double Fixed 2.0
MEncryptionR double Fixed 2.0
MFirewallR double Fixed 2.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 2.0

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.8: Data Scenario – Input Parameters 
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Figure 6.14: Data Scenario

Figure 6.14 displays the graphs plotted from the simulation results derived from the 

Data Scenario. This graphs have been presented to show individual selected metrics 

of performance, security and database management. More information on these 

metrics can be found under section 3.7 and 6.2.2. 

As shown in Table 6.8, MAR has been increased by 0.2 producing a sequence of 

numbers between the 0.2 and 4.0. This scenario and all other scenarios presented 

within this thesis have been carried out with the confidence level of 95%. The database 

rates were 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 respectively. All reward values derived from this scenario 

simulation, satisfied the confidence level. The Data Scenario results from Figure 6.14 

are described below:

i. From the graphs, all presented illustrations for the individual metrics (i.e. 

performance, security and database management) show that their value 

increases as MAR increases. This concurs with results from previous scenarios 

and confirms our expectations. As more data requests are permitted into the 

system by the security countermeasures, we should observe an increase in 

values for the presented system metrics. 

ii. The graphs display values for CST, DBDRD, DBST, SST, SVT, DVT, CSM1, 

CSM2 and CSM3, all showing noticeable increase as the database rates 

increases. Recall that from previous literatures and presented scenarios, the 

higher the security rates i.e. shorter security scrutiny interval, the higher the 
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security of the entire cloud computing system and vice-versa. Similarly the 

higher the database rates (i.e. shorter database processing intervals), the higher 

the effect of the database system on the overall cloud computing system. The 

result from this scenario shows the effect of the database rates on the cloud 

computing system and concurs the known from literature. 

iii. Database processing tasks are predominantly computationally expensive, 

hence higher MARs are expected to impose undue computational overheads 

on the cloud system, consequently further performance loss. Not appropriately 

considering the database system rates could potentially create bottlenecks 

within components (particularly within database system) of the cloud system. 

Therefore impacting all other aspects (i.e. performance and security) of the 

evaluated cloud system. 

iv. The values FRR, ISP, SRR and DRR all show very close results for the three 

database rates and this was expected. These are mostly security metrics and as 

stated, the security rates were not changed as this was to check the effect of the 

database rate on the cloud computing model. Hence we were not expecting 

changes for these individual metrics. 

v. CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 displays an optimal point in the presented graphs for 

the same value of MAR. The results brings into discussion the importance of 

considering the impact of database system processing on both performance and 

security and vice-versa. More significantly in network systems like the cloud 

computing system that require the examination of performance, security and 

database management to function effectively. Database management should be 

analysed and its impact considered when advising users the SLAs within a 

cloud computing environment. 

6.3.5  Big Data Scenario 

The aim of this scenario is to consider the impact of big data on the cloud computing 

system model. In this scenario, the input parameter for the database rate is increased 

to achieve big data, which is then used to evaluate its impact on the modelled system. 
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To offer numerical analysis for the optimal trade-offs between performance, security 

and database management processes, we consider the impact of these three entities 

individually and assessed its comparison to the Data scenario. Applying the input 

parameters presented below in Table 6.9 to our presented CCM, we present the result 

of the analysis in Figure 6.15. 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 10.0
MDatabaseR double Manual [10.0, 20.0, 30.0]
MDecryptionR double Fixed 10.0
MEncryptionR double Fixed 10.0
MFirewallR double Fixed 10.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 10.0

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.9: Big Data Scenario – Input Parameters 
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Figure 6.15: Big Data Scenario 

Figure 6.15 shows graphically the results generated from the simulation of the cloud 

computing model using input parameters from Table 6.9. The simulated results from 

the Big Data scenario have been offered to show distinct selected metrics of 

performance, security and database management. More information on these metrics 

can be found under section 3.7 and 6.2.2. 

Every reward value gotten from the simulation examination of the Big Data scenario 

satisfied the confidence level of 0.95. The Big Data Scenario results from Figure 6.15 

are depicted below: 

i. In comparison to the Data scenario graphs (Figure 6.14), the CST graph of this 

scenario displays a completely different pattern and this corroborates our 

expectations. From the CST graph for the Big Data scenario, it shows the value 

of CST decreasing in relation to increase MAR. This was not the case for the 

CST values in the Data scenario. High database rates depicting big data and 

indicating shorter database processing intervals shows to impact performance 

and security of the cloud system. This ratifies our expectations and confirms 

that of various body of knowledge on what to anticipate in such a scenario. The 

introduction of big data does impact the CST due to processing time required 

by the database management system. 

ii. DBST also displays a different shape from the graphs of the two compared 

scenarios. DBST from the Data scenario graph increases as MAR and 

MDatabaseR increases while that from the Big Data scenario graph reduces as 
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MAR increases. This confirms expectations as an increased service rate should 

impact the throughput of any computing system and vice-versa.  

iii. The ISP and VSP points on their curves shows higher values for the Big Data 

scenario in comparison to the Data scenario, ratifying the expectations. These 

are security metrics and they corroborate the impact of database management 

processing on security of the cloud computing system model. 

iv. SRR shows higher values in the Data scenario compared to the Big Data 

scenario. This is possible because having big data does not necessarily mean 

more data requests would be rejected. As stated, this scenario mainly focuses 

on the rates and not probabilities for the frequency at which the system moves 

from one security state to another. 

v. Careful consideration should be taken with the implementation of a cloud 

computing system were huge amount of data is expected to be processed. Lack 

of proper analysis of such system could lead to bottlenecks within various 

components of the cloud system which could eventually affect providers from 

attaining their advised SLAs to their customers. This scenario offers insights 

into big data analysis within cloud computing system models. 

vi. CSM1 displayed an optimal point in the presented graph. As expected, CSM1 

optimal point from the Big Data scenario is lower than that of the Data 

scenario. This is due to the database processing time for big data. 

6.3.6  Security System (SGCS) Scenario 

In this scenario, the security rate is increased for the each security countermeasure for 

the purpose of evaluating its impact on the cloud computing system. As in previous 

scenarios, to enable us offer a quantitative analysis for the optimal trade-offs between 

performance, security and database management processes, we consider the impact of 

these three entities separately. 
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A better understanding of our proposed cloud computing model is obtained from these 

scenario simulations, allowing us express appropriate input parameters in exploring 

and delivering an optimal cloud computing system model. The model configuration 

for this scenario is to employ the same and increasing rates for all security 

countermeasures within the SGCS, modelled in the proposed cloud computing system.  

The input parameters presented in Table 6.10 was used in the simulation of this 

scenario. The described results from our exploration is presented after Figure 6.16: 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]
MDatabaseR double Fixed 2.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]
MEncryptionR double Fixed [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]
MFirewallR double Fixed [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]
MIDPSR double Fixed [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.10: Security System (SGCS) Scenario – Input Parameters
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Figure 6.16: Security System (SGCS) Scenario

Figure 6.16 represents the simulation results from the Security System Scenario 

experimentation. In this scenario and like the Big Data scenario, we begin to scrutinise 

the proposed model looking for areas for possible improvement as we consider 

realistic cloud computing system dynamics. The graphs presented show individual 

selected metrics for performance, security and database management within a cloud 

computing environment. 
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For this scenario, MAR has been increased by 0.2 and have been selected within the 

range 0.2 and 4.0. Thus our evaluation is carried-out in 20 experimental simulation 

runs. Each reward value acquired from the simulation study of the Security System 

scenario satisfies the confidence level of 95%. The results from this scenario are 

graphically presented in Figure 6.16 and realisations from the graphs are supplied as 

follows: 

i. From the scenario graphs, the individual selected metrics all show obvious 

differences in their presented results as the rates for SGCS and MAR increases. 

This harmonises with results from previous scenarios and supports the known 

from literature. The higher the security execution rate i.e. shorter security 

inspection interval, the higher the security of the cloud computing system. 

ii. Security threat assessment tasks are computationally expensive. Therefore 

higher MARs are expected to enforce excessive computational overheads on 

the cloud system. Consequently generating more performance implications of 

security. 

iii. The interesting result from this scenario is that of DRR. The graph shows that 

DRR reduces as the rates for SGCS increases. The is based on the following: 

[a.] Higher security rates implies shorter security inspection interval and 

therefore more data requests are permitted  into the cloud computing system. 

[b.] As specified in our model design (more information can be found in 

chapter 5), the data requests are considered encrypted before entering the cloud 

computing system. [c.] Situations when all cloud computing operations are 

ceased i.e. the cloud computing in the failed/freeze security state. In 

comparison to other scenarios, the severe implications of security on 

performance and database management processing is clearly observable in this 

scenario based on the results of the individual system metrics. 

iv. The values for CST, DBDRD, DBST, DVT, FRR, ISP, SST, SVT, VSP, 

CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 all show they increase as the SGCS rates increases. 

The results for the individual metrics confirm our assumptions, validates the 

system model and corroborates the known from literature. 
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v. The results confirms the basis of this scenario, showing how effective the 

impact of security and its countermeasures affects the performance and 

database management metrics. 

vi. CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 displays an optimal point in the presented graphs for 

the same value of MAR and SGCS rates. 

Security System (SGCS) Impact Scenario 

For additional insights into cloud computing model analysis, we vary the security 

system rates across a number of specific parameter values used for evaluation in the 

earlier part of this scenario. The additional study and results is to show sensitivity 

analysis of performance, security and database management with respect to the 

security system. As earlier stated, the Security System model handles the security 

aspects of the cloud computing system and represents the implemented security 

countermeasures. 

The model configuration for the sensitivity analysis is to use the same but substantively 

increasing rates for all security countermeasures within the SGCS. Table 6.11 presents 

the input parameters used in our examination. These input parameters are similar to 

that of Table 6.10 but has different security system rates. Illustration for the obtained 

results is presented in Figure 6.17. 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed [20, 40, 60]
MDatabaseR double Fixed 2.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed [20, 40, 60]
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MEncryptionR double Fixed [20, 40, 60]
MFirewallR double Fixed [20, 40, 60]
MIDPSR double Fixed [20, 40, 60]

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.11: Security System (SGCS) Impact Scenario – Input Parameters 
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Figure 6.17: Security System (SGCS) Impact Scenario

The graphs above in Figure 6.17 represents the simulation results from the Security 

System Impact scenario experimentation. This scenario was established to enable 

sensitivity analysis of our proposed cloud model. Similar to the initial Security System 

scenario, we vary significantly the security system rates with the intention of studying 

the impact of security on performance and database management processing. The 
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graphs show results for individual selected metrics of performance, security and 

database management for our modelled cloud system. 

Related to the Security System scenario, MAR has also been given input parameters 

within the range of 0.2 and 4.0. The scenario valuation is carried-out in 20 

experimental simulation runs, with MAR having an increment of 0.2 starting from its 

initial value. Every reward value obtained from this scenario simulation satisfies the 

confidence level of 95%. We compare the results of this scenario to the security system 

scenario and present below our observations from the simulation outcomes: 

i. Comparing this scenario graphs to the Security System scenario graphs, the 

effects of the increased security system rates on performance and database 

management are noticeable. High security system rates indicates  shorter 

security processing intervals, consequently impacting performance and 

database management of the cloud computing system. Security threat 

assessment tasks are computationally expensive. Therefore higher rates are 

expected to enforce excessive computational overheads on the cloud system. 

Consequently generating more performance and database management 

implications of security. This corroborates with known knowledge within the 

field of performance and security trade-offs. 

ii. From the graphs, at higher rates for the security system mechanisms, the 

outcomes are relatively similar to one another. This suggests at certain input 

parameters, a suitable ‘optimal’ point for the trade-offs of performance, 

security and database management can be obtained. The numerical results in 

relation to other scenarios shows parameters which optimises the combined 

system metrics but are not optimal for either performance, security or database 

management independently. 

iii. In comparison to the security system scenario, the increased security rates 

shows a reduction in the CST values as MAR increases due to the inspection 

time required by the security system mechanisms. The CST graph of this 

scenario demonstrates a different pattern to that of the security system scenario. 

This supports known knowledge on security effects on a network system and 
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confirms our expectations. The CST graph shows its values decreasing in 

relation to increasing MAR while in the security system scenario, the CST 

graph demonstrates its values to be increasing as MAR increases. This 

expresses the effects of security on the performance and database management. 

iv. DBST presents a different shape in comparison to the security system scenario 

graph. DBST in the security system impact scenario shows its values to reduce 

as MAR increases while in the security system scenario graph, its value 

increases as MAR increases. DBST is a database management metric and it 

ratifies security implications on database management processes. 

v. ISP and VSP values are higher in this scenario in comparison to the security 

system scenario, backing known expectations based on literature. These are 

security metrics and their results expresses the severe implications of security 

in our cloud system model. 

vi. Thorough consideration and examination of security implications should be 

taken when implementing any cloud computing system. Lack of appropriate 

analysis of such systems could lead to system performance degradation, 

bottlenecks within various components and possible failure of the cloud system 

that could affect cloud providers from attaining their advised SLAs to their 

customers. A balance within resourceful aspects of the network system should 

be measured for the production of an efficient cloud computing system. This 

scenario offers insights into the effects of security on our proposed cloud 

computing model. 

vii. The values of CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 does not clearly establish an optimal 

value to represent performance, security and database management trade-offs. 

However, their outcomes supports the known from literature that the more 

rigorous the security mechanisms implemented, the higher the implications of 

security on performance and database management processing [9] [22] [39]. 

6.3.7  Encryption and Decryption Key Scenario 
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In this scenario, the security key lengths for Encryption and Decryption security 

countermeasures are increased for the purpose of evaluating their influence on the 

cloud computing system. This scenario has been simulated to emulate the symmetric-

key encryption. A symmetric-key encryption is an algorithm which uses the same 

cryptographic keys for both encryption and decryption. Therefore, we carry-out our 

analysis for the encryption and decryption key scenario by giving the same rates for 

the encryption and decryption countermeasures i.e. they both have the same key length 

for this scenario examination [9]. 

The definite independent variable for this analysis is the security key length and both 

the MEncryptionR and MDecryptionR are assumed to be monotonically increasing 

function of the security key length. Therefore, it is easier and more practical to examine 

with the MEncryptionR and MDecryptionR. From studied literature, this procedure 

has also been followed in several presentations of performance and security 

evaluations [9] [84]. The longer the security key length, the longer the encryption and 

decryption time. Consequently, the longer the security key rates, the shorter time 

required by the encryption and decryption countermeasure to perform their tasks. 

A detailed understanding of our proposed CCM is gained from this scenario 

simulation, allowing us express appropriate input parameters in exploring and 

delivering an optimal cloud computing system. The model configuration for this 

scenario is to employ increasing rates (key lengths) for the encryption and decryption 

countermeasures with the aim of modelling an symmetric-key encryption. The input 

parameters presented in Table 6.11 is used in our model simulation. Description for 

the graphs are also produced after Figure 6.17. 

Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
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FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 2.0
MDatabaseR double Fixed 2.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed [0.2, 0.8, 1.2]
MEncryptionR double Fixed [0.2, 0.8, 1.2]
MFirewallR double Fixed 2.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 2.0

MAR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.12: Encryption and Decryption Key Scenario – Input Parameters 
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Figure 6.18: Encryption and Decryption Key Scenario

Figure 6.18 presents the simulation results from the Encryption and Decryption Key 

Scenario experimentation. In this scenario and like the Security System scenario, we 

aim at acquiring comprehensive understanding of our model analysis, observing areas 

of potential improvement as we consider realistic cloud computing system dynamics. 

The model configuration for this scenario is similar to that used in the previous 

scenarios. The major difference is that the rates for encryption and decryption are 

altered from 0.2, 0.8 and 1.2. Table 6.11 provides a detailed list of this scenario input 

parameters. The graphs obtained display individual selected metrics for performance, 

security and database management from our CCM. 

As standard for our experimental simulations, MAR is increased by 0.2 and selected 

within the range 0.2 and 4.0. Hence, the experimentation is performed in 20 

simulational runs. Every reward rate acquired from the simulation of this scenario 

satisfies the confidence level of 95%. The results from this scenario are graphically 

presented in Figure 6.18. We present the following findings from the obtained graphs: 

i. From the presented graphs, all illustrations for the individual selected metrics 

(i.e. performance, security and database management) shows that their values 

increases as the rates for MEncryptionR, MDecryptionR and MAR increases. 

This supports the results from previous scenarios and endorses our 

expectations. The longer the security key length, the longer the encryption and 

decryption times and consequently, the more rigorous the security mechanism 

of the cloud computing system. 
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ii. An interesting observation from the graphs is that for rates were MEncryptionR 

and MDecryptionR are equal to 0.8 and 1.2, the achieved results are close. For 

such rates, the encryption and decryption key lengths have relatively similar 

impacts on both performance and database management in our modelled cloud 

computing platform. 

iii. As anticipated, the shapes of this graphs are similar to that of the Security 

System scenario but with higher values for some of the system metrics. The 

increase is due to the fact that the arrival rates increases therefore the mean 

inter-arrival time reduces and this signifies more data requests arriving at the 

cloud computing system. In the Encryption Scenario below, we observe the 

effect of encryption key lengths with static MAR for each experimentation. 

iv. The noteworthy result is that of DRR and its shape is similar to that of the 

SGCS scenario. The graph shows that DRR reduces as MEncryptionR and 

MDecryptionR increases. As stated in the SGCS scenario, the representation 

of the DRR values in this scenario is because of the following: [a.] Higher 

encryption and decryption security rates implies shorter security inspection 

interval and therefore more data requests are permitted into the cloud 

computing system. [b.] Specified in our model design, the data requests are 

considered encrypted before entering the cloud computing system.  [c.] 

Circumstances when all cloud computing operations are ceased i.e. the cloud 

computing in the failed/freeze security state. Comparing the results from this 

scenario to others, we can noticeably observe the implications of encryption 

and decryption security key lengths on the systems performance and database 

management processing. 

v. The result from the graph confirms our expectations as  it shows that the higher 

the mean rates of arrival, encryption and decryption security mechanisms, the 

higher the results (e.g. CST and DBST). 

vi. The graph confirms that the longer the encryption and decryption security key 

length, the higher the rates of SRR, FRR and DBDRD. This means more data 

requests are rejected or dropped. 
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vii. The values for CST, DBDRD, DBST, DVT, FRR, ISP, SST, SVT, VSP, 

CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 all show they increase as MEncryptionR, and 

MDecryptionR rates increases. The results for all the individual metrics 

confirm our assumptions and validates the system model. 

viii. The results ratifies the basis of this scenario, showing the impact the security 

key lengths for encryption and decryption countermeasures affects the 

performance and database management metrics. 

ix. CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 displays an optimal point in the presented graphs for 

the same value of MAR, MEncryptionR and MDecryptionR rates. A key 

observation from the CSM3 graph is that it presents similar optimal points for 

MEncryptionR and MDecryptionR rates of 0.8 and 1.2. 

6.3.8  Encryption Key Scenario 

In this scenario, the security key length for the Encryption security countermeasure is 

increased for the objective of evaluating its influence on the cloud computing system. 

This scenario is premeditated to imitate an asymmetric-key encryption. A asymmetric-

key encryption is an algorithm that utilises different cryptographic keys for encryption 

and decryption. The asymmetric-key encryption is also known as the public-key 

cryptography. We perform our evaluation for the encryption key scenario by having a 

static rate for decryption but changing the rates for encryption i.e. the for the number 

of experimentations, the decryption mechanism has the same key length while the 

encryption mechanism has a different key length.  

This scenario is similar to the Encryption and Decryption key scenario and it can be 

referred to for more information on using rates to signify security key lengths. Our aim 

is to examine the effect of a singular security countermeasure such as the Encryption 

security mechanism on the CCM. From reviewed literature, the longer the security key 

length, the longer the encryption time. Therefore, the longer the security key rates, the 

shorter time required by the encryption countermeasure to execute its function.  
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Variable Type Range 
Type Range

AV_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
DBS_Numbers short Fixed 1
DB_Availability double Fixed 0.96
DB_prob double Fixed 0.8
D_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.95
E_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.99
FW_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.97
IDPS_Undetected_probability double Fixed 0.9
MAntivirusR double Fixed 2.0
MDatabaseR double Fixed 2.0
MDecryptionR double Fixed 2.0

MEncryptionR double Manual

[0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 
3.8, 4.0]

MFirewallR double Fixed 2.0
MIDPSR double Fixed 2.0
MAR double Fixed [0.2, 0.8, 1.2]
MOutputR double Fixed 5.0
MVMR double Fixed 5.0
OU_Availability double Fixed 0.998
VM_Availability double Fixed 0.99
VM_number short Fixed 3

Table 6.13: Encryption Key Scenario – Input Parameters 
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Figure 6.19: Encryption Key Scenario 

Figure 6.19 represents the simulation results from the Encryption Key Scenario 

experimentation. For this scenario, the MEncryptionR has been increased by 0.2 and 

have been selected within the range 0.2 and 4.0. Therefore, creating a total number of  

20 experimental simulation runs. The reward values derived from this scenario 

simulation satisfied the confidence level of 95% for each result. The outcomes from 

this scenario are presented below: 

i. From the presented graphs, the individual selected metrics all demonstrates 

obvious differences in their results as the rates for MEncryptionR and MAR 

increases. This confirms our expectations and supports the recognised 

knowledge from literature. A longer security key length implies a longer 

encryption time and more performance and database management processing 

implications of security [9] [15] [39] [44]. 

ii. The DRR graph in this scenario is different in comparison to those presented 

in both the encryption and decryption key scenario, and the SGCS scenario. 
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DRR in this scenario increases as MEncryptionR increases. This is because in 

this scenario, only the encryption security key lengths are being increased. 

iii. We can observe the implications of encryption on performance and database 

management processing based on the results from their metrics. A shorter 

encryption key length leads to a less secure encryption security system, 

consequently a less secure cloud computing system. The results confirms the 

basis of this scenario, showing how effective the impact of security and its 

countermeasures affects the performance and database management metrics. 

iv. The values for CST, DBDRD, DBST, DVT, FRR, ISP, SST, SVT, VSP, 

CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 all show they increase as MEncryptionR increases. 

The results for all the individual metrics confirm our assumptions and validates 

the system model. 

v. Though the values of CSM1, CSM2 and CSM3 tend to increase relatively to 

the increasing values of MAR and MEncryptionR rates, they do not clearly 

express any optimal values to epitomise the trade-offs between performance, 

security and database management. However, they clearly illustrate that a low 

security key length has less security implications on performance and database 

management processing. Their results supports the known from considerable 

works that less laborious security mechanisms gives less security effects on 

performance [9] [39] and database management processing [22]. 

From the results derived from the experimental simulations of the above scenarios, it 

is important to state the following: 

A. Our proposed system model has been comprehensively designed to consider 

several factors which serves as significant input parameters that could affect 

the simulation results and thereby impact the systems performance, security 

and database management processes. Such input parameters include and not 

limited to: (a) The probabilities used within different components of the cloud 

computing system to operate (e.g. probabilities which determined whether a 

data request requires database processing or not, which should significantly 
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affect the simulation results not just with regards to the database results but the 

entire system dependant on the required system metrics). 

B. Every reward value from our simulation satisfied the confidence interval of 

0.95, which is a huge admiration to how well our proposed cloud computing 

system has been designed and modelled. 

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have offered a methodology for quantitatively evaluating and 

analysing the trade-off between performance, security and database management 
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process within a cloud computing modelled environment. We made use of Möbius as 

the simulation tool and modelled the proposed cloud computing system using 

Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and the optimisation of combined metrics. 

Performance, security and database processing within any computing environment are 

closely related and are meaningfully influenced by the operability of one another. 

From our observations, systems performance is influenced by components or sub-

systems incorporated to form the entire system and in return, such systems 

performance also affects the operability of the sub-systems12. 

We have presented a study for optimising the trade-offs between performance, security 

and database management processing within a cloud computing model. Performance 

metrics have been comprehensively studied and has become deep-rooted in computer 

science, but the study of security and database management is complex, limited and 

rarely described in any computational form. We have therefore carried out the analysis 

of security by conceptualising and expressing it in the form of dependability [9]. This 

provides us with the ability to quantitatively model security similar to how 

performance is analysed. The evaluation of database management was conceptualised 

and conveyed as a database management performance metric. Previous works had 

mostly considered the evaluation of a database system using performance metrics [22] 

[152]. We make use of a concise description of database management evaluation, 

relate it to the systems performance and offered its trade-offs in the method of a 

combined metric for analysis. 

Our analysed cloud computing system model design (Figure 5.1) was an improvement 

to those offered by [4] [22]. We made enhancements to the cloud computing model 

presented in [4] by recommending that the outputs from the Database Server (DS) 

should return for management by the Processing Server (PS) before being transferred 

to the Output Server (OS) and also included security mechanisms to our cloud system 

model. A preliminary work introducing the improvements to the cloud computing 

model was published in the paper presented at the 32nd UK Performance Engineering 

Workshop (UKPEW) & Cyber Security Workshop (CyberSecW) [22]. Evaluation of 

12 Sub-systems here could also mean components of the system as the use is dependent on the 
configuration or magnitude of the suggested system.
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the model presented in [22] was carried out using a stable open Queuing Network 

Model (QNM) with Poisson external arrival process and exponential service time 

stations. 

In this thesis, we designed, developed and examined a more refined cloud computing 

system architecture. Our offered cloud computing model acknowledges user request(s) 

when they arrive, its Security system model checks the request for any malicious 

characteristic, its VM Processing server model processes such request if no security 

threat is found, the Database system model is called upon if the request need stored 

information or services and its Output server model sends the processed 

response/results to the requested user. We modelled the behaviours of security 

countermeasures, the effect of big data and the associations between the three entities 

(i.e. performance, security and database management) to capture both individual and 

combined system metrics. 

In our work, we also propose a more improved Security State Transition Diagram 

(SSTD) and also added a new security state (i.e. the Freeze state)13. The SSTD serves 

as a framework which holds the security system implementation of our proposed cloud 

system. For our analysis, we design, develop and implement a stochastic cloud 

computing model which enables us to quantitatively model and examine the optimal 

trade-offs of the combined performance, security and database management processes. 

We embraced a simulation-based modelling technique for identifying the optimal 

trade-offs for performance, security and database management processes for a generic 

cloud computing system which is subject to numerous security threats and big data. 

Based on our evaluation, the use of Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) modelling 

formalism and the optimisation of combined metrics, we were able to propose a 

methodology for developing and quantitatively analysing more realistic cloud 

computing models that captures representative aspects of performance, security and 

database management processes, more specifically the intertwinements between them. 

This empirical method applies optimal combined metrics for performance, security 

and database management processes and overall, facilitates more erudite optimisation 

13 More information on the freeze security state can be found in chapter 3.3.1 Security State Transition 
Diagram (SSTD).
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studies in this subject area. Multiple valuation were actioned via the adaptation of 

different effective scenarios. 

Our work lays down the foundation for quantitatively modelling and analysing 

complex systems with the use of Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) modelling 

formalism. Our work also introduces a technique for modelling possibilities of events 

occurring (i.e. security attacks) and we use probabilities to handle such events (i.e. 

security countermeasures). This forms a preliminary work into the study of using 

machine learning and artificial intelligence in understanding systems events (e.g. 

security attacks) as of when and before it happens by learning from past experiences 

and providing a more comprehensive technique in handling such events. 

Consequently, providing us with better quantitative ways of analysing event pre/post 

occurrence and the ability to develop better systems that learn as the operate. 

In our experimentations and scenarios, we varied multiple system component 

parameters and realised that certain system parameters could be used to determine the 

optimal trade-off of the combined system (i.e. performance, security and database 

management processes) but might not work as optimal parameters for individual 

analysis of performance, security or database management processes. From our 

proposed quantitative simulation-based model framework, plausible numerical results 

have been generated and have presented definite areas which can serve as scope for 

further work extensions not just within the defined combined system but also other 

component identifiers of any given system. In conclusion there is no distinct ‘optimal’ 

trade-offs for performance, security and database management within a cloud 

computing platform but rather the trade-off that best suits the needs of the modelled 

system. In our thirst for knowledge and advancing this research, we have started 

looking at furthering this research using machine learning and have started looking at 

additional learning courses and materials. More information on the use of machine 

learning and artificial intelligence to further this work is discussed within the section 

on future research recommendations. 

Our work has shown to have met the contributions planned under Chapter 1.4: 

Chapter 1 offered the introduction to key components and conferred the problem 

definition, motivation, aims and objectives of the thesis. A brief synopsis was also 
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presented for cloud computing, performance, security and database management, and 

we expressed the significance of developing a stochastic quantitative approach for 

evaluating a cloud computing system model. 

Chapter 2 reviewed extensively numerous existing work in relation to the research 

topic and epitomises our literature review chapter. 

In Chapter 3, we presented an extensive review on cloud computing, performance, 

security and database management and offered a study into the modelling, analysis 

and discrete-event simulation of the ‘optimal’ trade-offs between performance, 

security and database management using a model of a cloud computing platform. We 

discussed virtualisation, system metrics (i.e. performance, security and database 

metrics) and presented our proposed Security State Transition Diagram (SSTD) 

model. 

In Chapter 4, we considered network modelling and evaluation tools, and gave a 

detailed overview on Queuing Networks (QNs) and various stochastic modelling 

formalism is presented. We provided information on Möbius, the simulator used for 

the analysis of our proposed cloud computing model.

Chapter 5 holds our offered stochastic model of a cloud computing system. This model 

facilitated the study into the quantitative modelling and simulation analysis of 

performance, security and database management trade-offs in Cloud Computing 

Platforms (CCPs), based on the use of Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) and the 

optimisation of combined metrics. A detailed description on every component (models 

and sub-models) of our proposed cloud computing platform is also presented within 

this chapter. 

Chapter 6 presented our systems parameterisations, simulation scenarios, numerical 

experiments, results and interpretations. In this chapter, we defined some abstract 

system parameters, obtainable measures and combined system metrics that are used 

for the system analysis and optimisation of performance, security and database 

management trade-offs. 
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Chapter 7 represents the section on research conclusions and suggested 

recommendations for future work. Here we related our offered cloud computing 

system model to our conclusions, identified how the contributions listed in Chapter 1 

had been met within the chapters, considered how our presented technique could be 

applied to other network models and proposed a boundless future for the use of 

Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) as part of the future work 

recommendations. 

Our presented approach could be applied to other cloud computing models or any other 

computer network model because it permits the dynamic addition or removal of 

multiple modules/components to suit the design, development, implementation and 

quantitative analysis of the desired network system. Our model supports the 

quantitative examination of every component of a network system model individually 

or collectively, with respect to their association. This research offers a framework for 

the model-based quantitative analysis of several application areas were multiple key 

system quantifiable parameters such as cost, performance, security, energy, database 

management, etc. could be modelled and evaluated. To apply our presented 

methodology to any other cloud computing system model, the below suggested steps 

can be followed (please note that this list is neither definitive nor exhaustive, other 

approaches can be taken): 

i. A detailed description of the cloud system is required. 

ii. Comprehensive understanding including the full operational process of the 

cloud system is needed. 

iii. A list of its components and how they function independently and together.  

iv. A graphical representation of the cloud computing system.  

v. Knowledge of Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs). 

vi. A SAN design of the cloud system model. 

vii. Access to Möbius simulation tool. 

viii. Knowledge of how to use Möbius. 
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ix. Understanding of our work. 

x. Implement and familiarise yourself with examples of SAN models using 

Möbius e.g. realisation of a single network node. 

xi. Implementation of the designed SAN cloud computing model in Möbius. 

xii. Understanding the implementation and deciding on the various simulation 

scenarios required. 

A model-based quantitative analysis method delivers system engineers or 

administrators or designers a flexible tool that can enable them configure system 

parameters to justify certain requirements. The technique can assist with the 

examination of large complex systems, which can be found significantly useful as it 

permits the scaling up or down of system parameter(s) and can also be used to identify 

impending bottlenecks within the network system. Our research framework is not 

limited to cloud computing platforms. The presented methodology could be applied in 

other subject areas that places emphases on system modelling, facilitating its 

quantitative examination. 

The presented combined metrics derived from the quantitative model permits a more 

realistic capturing of performance, security and database management aspects. If 

specific properties of a network system can be specified with a suitable representation, 

using simulation and analytical techniques to realise accurate results becomes less 

complicated [116]. Since system models are composed and developed using certain 

modelling formalisms, the expressive benefits from such particular formalisms are 

preserved [128]. For our offered combined system metrics, we indicate response 

variables as individual reward functions to epitomise either performance, security or 

database management related variables. The combined metrics consists aspects of 

performance, security and database management. The combined metrics can be 

applied in many cloud computing systems as most cloud models should contain 

components that portray aspects of performance, security and database management. 

In general, any network computational system that contain components that can be 

modelled to depict aspects of performance, security or database management will 

benefit from the usage of our combined metric in identifying optimal trade-offs. 
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Combined system metrics also offers the potential to study the optimal trade-offs of 

other network system characteristics e.g. cost, performance, security, energy, etc.. This 

would be significantly useful in the analysis of systems with stringent cost or energy 

constraints e.g. MANETs or Mobile networks (e.g. 5G, 4G) – energy consideration is 

very important as no/limited energy could signify system unavailability. 

7.2 Future Work Recommendations

Below, we present some possible extensions to our research, which includes research 

themes and associated applications that can enhance trade-off examinations in 

computing systems: 

I. Using Machine Learning (ML) or Artificial Intelligence (AI)

These are two major areas of computing receiving a lot of attention at the moment and 

with lots of research occurring with the use of these techniques. [153] defined Machine 

Learning as a branch of Artificial Intelligence that allows computer systems to learn 

directly from examples, data and experience. Enabling computers to execute tasks 

intelligently, Machine Learning systems carry out complex processes learning from 

data rather than following pre-programmed instructions [153]. ML algorithms makes 

use of computational techniques to learn information directly from data without 

depending on predetermined equations. ML is a form of AI that enables a system to 

learn from data rather than through explicit programming [154]. Artificial Intelligence 

can be defined as the study of computations to enable electrical computing devices to 

observe, reason and act. From the viewpoint of goals, AI can be viewed as part science 

and part engineering [155]. The scientific goal for AI is in the determination of which 

ideas represent knowledge, the use of knowledge and assembling systems that can 

explain the various sorts of intelligence while the engineering goal for AI is to solve 

real-world problems with the use of AI as an armamentarium of ideas about the 

representation of knowledge, the use of knowledge and the assembling of systems 

[155]. 

The use of ML and AI for advanced improvement to our research will have huge 

advantages as it will enable better design, development and implementation of systems 
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(e.g. with security countermeasures) that could learn from data in the case of ML and 

could perceive, reason and act in the case of AI. Learning from data collected within 

a cloud computing system will be momentous in the improvement of such system, 

giving better insight into how the system operates. The advantage of having 

components of the cloud computing system be able to observe the system operations, 

think about how to handle different events that occur within the system including 

anomalies and having the ability to react to such events cannot be overlooked. A well 

implemented system (an improvement to our proposed cloud computing model), 

which has been considered either under ML or AI will provide efficient ways of 

gathering high-level data that can be very instrumental in the modelling, scaling and 

implementation of precise industrial cloud computing systems. In wider terms of the 

study into cloud computing and its different research areas (such as fault tolerance, 

performance, security, big data, etc.), ML and AI will improve the overall study, 

providing improved ways of gathering more accurate, realistic and real-time results. 

ML and AI will provide huge improvements to how computing is done as a whole not 

just within our research. They will enable the development of better, realistic systems 

including answering lots of detailed unanswered questions within the field of 

computing, medicine, economics, engineering and many more. 

II.   Energy consumption within Cloud computing systems

Energy consumption in cloud computing systems is a very important area of research 

especially with the involvement of big data, its ability of handling huge computations 

and its appreciation of being scalable. There have been extensive studies in the area of 

extending network lifespan in Ad hoc networks, with most of such research within the 

context of reducing energy consumption [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] 

[163] [164]. Broad studies on energy-efficient algorithms to prolong the network 

lifespan, reduce energy consumption and maintain performance have been presented. 

The trade-off between energy consumption and performance within wireless ad hoc 

networks is one of the most studied research area within this field. [157] presented a 

paper which examines performance and energy consumption issues of a wireless 

sensor network delivering periodic data from a sensing field to a remote server. The 

sensors were presumed to be randomly deployed and distinguished between the 
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homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor organisations. They studied their estimated 

lifetime using a clustering mechanism having varied parameters associated to the 

sensing field formulating their energy consumption [157]. In the paper presented by 

[156], they offered a simple, low complexity and energy aware protocol for intrusion 

detection within Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). They suggested the developed 

protocol was self-learning, distributed in type avoiding all other nodes that are 

sacrificed when a single node is compromised [156]. The protocol is said to juxtapose 

the notion of stochastic learning automata on packet sampling mechanism to attain an 

energy aware Intrusion Detection System (IDS). 

A network system is considered to have failed if a vital component or node of the 

system stops functioning [157] [159]. This failure can be caused by several factors 

such as, security incidents, energy diminution or consumption, electric 

disappointments, mechanical breakdowns, etc. Energy consumption within cloud 

computing platforms is a known issue that requires intense analysis and construction 

of the cloud computing centres, making sure the servers and every equipment relying 

on energy are optimally implemented with no space for under or over usage of the 

energy consumed. Security incidents could take the form of starving the computing 

resources of energy or the overrunning of computing processes increasing system 

utilisation thereby causing system failure and reduction of the systems lifetime. 

Moreover, the security countermeasures employed to tackle security incidents within 

any network system may demand substantial amount of energy. The development of 

sophisticated security systems and countermeasures, which typically gets 

implemented to involve additional security processes (e.g. longer security keys) 

provide additional security but comes at the expense of higher energy consumption 

and reduction in the other systems performance. Therefore, one cannot carry out 

research instigating the improvement and optimisation of other functions of a network 

system (including a cloud computing system) without considering the impact of energy 

consumption. In relation to ‘I’ above, the improvement of security mechanisms using 

ML or AI will increase the need to optimise energy consumption as such systems 

would require the system to operate continuously and would necessitate more 

technologies to be implemented within the computing system, thereby consuming 

more energy. There is also a crucial need to globally reduce the amount of energy 

consumed within all facilities of the world. Based on the aforementioned on energy 
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consumption, there presents an essential requirement to study energy consumption as 

a momentous area in network computing systems. 

We highlight below the top 5 processes of our cloud computing model that might 

consume a generous amount of energy and requires consideration during 

implementation: 

 The security states of the system also determines how energy is consumed 

within the cloud system. For example, more energy is required when the system 

is within the vulnerable, insecure or restoring security states as the security 

mechanisms are required to operate more in securing the system and manage 

the security threats, thereby requiring more energy to function. The system at 

the secure state would possibly require less energy compared to the system 

being at any other state apart from the Freeze state. 

 Dependency within the SGCS would require more energy compared to the 

security system components working in isolation. The Staple is required to 

continuously monitor and keep account on the activities of the security 

countermeasures, thus requiring more energy for its functions. 

 Continuous requests for information from the database system would consume 

more energy. This requires the database system to function incessantly and 

might need reviewing depending on how much presumed data requests would 

require information from the database system. This would impact on the 

required number of database servers needed for the cloud computing 

operations, consequently consuming more energy. 

 The occurrence of big data and relatively speaking, the size of such big data 

that would continuously be handled by the cloud computing system would 

require more processing by the system components especially the database 

management system, hence would come at the cost of more energy to be 

consumed. 
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 The high demand for data request processing by the VM processing server. The 

over utilisation of the VM processing server will consume a significant amount 

of energy. This is simply due to the fact that the entire cloud computing system 

components (i.e. SGCS, database system, output server) are functioning 

enormously to manage the high demand of data requests, requiring every 

component to function continuously and possible over utilised without giving 

chance for system idleness. The continuous over utilisation of system 

components might with an high chance of possibility cause component/system 

failure. It is important to state that this point contributes to an extreme case and 

can be labelled as the worst-case scenario of the proposed cloud computing 

system. 

Additional areas which we have not considered include what functions occur before 

security attacks are carried-out i.e. the pre-attack phase. What actions are performed 

by the intruders or security threats with regards to how information is gathered, 

strategies implemented, extra system processing and the behaviours of the computing 

systems. Future studies should encompass the complete detailed analysis of each 

component of a computing system including how they impact one another to be able 

to devise a fully optimised cloud computing system. An interesting aspect would be to 

consider the evaluation and analysis of energy consumption vs system performance vs 

security of a network system. This research presents a foundational study and a 

framework to which multiple system components could be quantitatively analysed 

using SAN, presenting a methodology for deriving combined metrics in the finding of 

an optimal solution for a more capable system. 

III.  Possible extensions to this research work 

In addition to the aforementioned future work above, the following represents a list of 

possible extensions to this research: 

o Additional security mechanisms or countermeasures: we have presented a 

number of security countermeasures within this research, but in no way can the 

presented security mechanism handle all security attacks. Therefore, additional 

security mechanisms are required to tackle other known security threats. More 
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sophisticated and complex security threats are unceasingly developed and to be 

able to handle such threats, more rounded systems with possibly intuitive 

security mechanisms would be required. For detailed analysis and evaluation of 

realistic system, these are to be considered if an optimised cloud computing 

system is to be achieved. 

o Concurrent security attacks: our system has been modelled to present the 

occurrence of  security attacks simultaneously, targeting the cloud computing 

system independently and possibly at the same time, which is a reasonable way 

for the initial evaluation of a complex cloud computing system, but in reality, 

there are possibilities of having multiple security attacks occurring concurrently 

at any given period of time. 

o Consider the impact of the proposed SSTD model and the previous SSTD model 

on the numerical results. 

o Additional strategies for restoring or recovery includes; integrating a backup 

database server and the ability to process other requests which do not require 

processing by the database server. 

o The extension of our proposed cloud computing model using generalised 

exponential distribution [26] [27] for the analysis of performance, security and 

database management processing to yield pessimistic combined metrics, thus 

providing a use to determine the worst case scenario when evaluating the trade-

off between performance, security and database management processing. 

o Consider the analysis of the VM and output server impacts on the cloud 

computing system. 

IV.  Additional cloud computing research areas 

Cloud computing is a relatively a modern day technology and there are several 

significant research areas that have not been studied or requires more in-depth scrutiny 

to improve its functions. Below is a minimal list of such research areas: 
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 The improvement, design, development and implementation of insurmountable 

security control mechanisms within cloud computing systems. 

 Reducing power consumption within the data centres that manages the delivery 

of services within the cloud computing system. 

 Fault tolerance and reliability of cloud computing systems. 

 Efficient network model and methodology for analysing the trade-off between 

performance and security in cloud computing systems. 

 Employing new methods for latency and bandwidth measurement within cloud 

computing systems. 

 Complex analysis of priority resource sharing among virtual machines in 

Cloud Computing Platforms (CCPs). 
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Appendix A

Figure Appendix A: Cloud Architecture Model [22]
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